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INTRODUCTION 

In October of 1936,  the author  and his wife  settled In 
Panajaohel,  on the north  shore of Atitlan,  to pursue investigations 
of the Indians of Guatemala undertaken by the Carnegie Institution 
of Washington.   The field season,   which lasted eight months, was to be 
devoted to the  study of several of the towns  of  the lake.   With the  aid 
of a fast launch,  we began periodic visits to  several of the towns, 
especially Santa Catarina Palop6  and San Marcos la laguna.  Before the 
season was over,  we were joined by Dr.  Manuel J.   Andrade,  who was 
undertaking a linguistic survey of th^&ame communities,  and for part 
of the time,  we travelled together.     His  notes on the lake towns  are 
published in this microfilm collection   (No.   11).   Also  during the 
season we were joined by Dr.   Lila M.   O'Neale,  who undertook a study 
of the textiles of Highland Guatemala.  The results of her studies are 
published as,   "Textiles of Highland  Guatemala",  Ca-'negir  Institution 
of Washington.   Publication 567.   1945. 

In succeeding years,  the authors made a thorough study of the 
town of Panajachel itself,  the results  of which are to  be printed; 
SeRor Juan Rosales made a thorough  study of the town of San Pedro 
la laguna,  the  results of which are  also publishedjby the Guatemalan 
government;   and Dr.   Robert Redfield spent considerable time in the 
town of  San Antonio Palopo and the ladino  community of Agua Escondida 
of the  same municipio.     Dr.   Redfield's notes  appear in this   series of 
microfilm materials  as Nos.   3  and 4.   The notes whi di  are published 
herewith are those referring, especially to the towns of  the-lake.-that 
have not been intensively studied.   Almost  all of them were collected 
in 1935-6,  after which the authors'  attention was directed almost 
exclusively to Panajachel. 

SOL TAX    — 
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Tiie  Towns of Lake At It Ian 

Physloal Qeography* Running parallel to the Pacific coast 
of "iiatemala, and some SO^B miles north of it, is a string 
of volcanos. The most Western one is on the Mexican border, 
35 miles from the soaj the most Eastern one is near the Sal- 
vador border, some 20 miles from the Pacific, Between these 
are some fifteen or tv/enty ranging in altitude from 13,800 
feet to 3500 feet. Among these, just about in the middle 
of the chain, are four volcanoes bunched together: Atitlan 
(11,500 ft.). Tollman (10,350 ft.), San Pedro (9,925 ft.), 
and Santa Clara (6,975). To the North, these voloanM peaks 
slope down to an altitude of 5100 feet, and at their feet 
here is the large (70 square miles) lake of Atitlan. From 
the north, east, and ^est chores of the lake a plateau rapidly 
rises some fifteen hundred to two thousand feet above it. 
The lake gives the appearance, therefore, of a htige, water- 
filled cavity surrounded by high walls — the volcanofc on 
the south and almost perpendicular cliffs on the other sides. 

The "wall" surrounding the lake is not unbroken; to the south 
there is a break on each side of the volcano-combination 
Tolimiin-Atitl^nj to the north there are three rivers emptying 
into the lake and cutting deep gorges in the plateau. But 
it is only from two points to the south that one can leave the 
lake basin without an arduous climb. 

The two volcanoes that are dirootly on the lake are San Pedro, 
to the southwest, and Tollman, directly south; an arm of 
the lake itself extends between the two, and to the oast of 
Tollman there is another southward extension. On the lower 
slopes of both volcanoes there are some relatively level 
places, on the shore of the lake; and here there are towns. 
Where the three rivers enter the north edge of the lake there 
are level deltas; in the case of the Qutttap River (farthest 
west) there is room for only the small finoa "Jaibal"; In 
the delta of the Primer River (central) there is the finoa 
"San Buenaventura"; and in the much larger delta of the ^an- 
aflachel River is situated the town by that name. Otherwise 
the towns of the lake are situated at points where there is 
either a small ravine of a stream or on the slopes of the 
large cliff itself, where it Is relatively less abrupt and 
steep. 

The climate around the lake is semi-tropical and of a monsoonal 
character. The temperature (as far as I know) rarely drops to 
the neighborhood of 50 degrees P., and then only occasionally 
on very-early mornings; in the shade it rarely reaches 80 
degrees (at least during the months Nov.-Mar. that I know), 
and that usually in mid-afternoon. This year, at least, there 
were no rains during the months of Nov., Dec, and January; 
there were occasional rains in February, and now, as we enter 
the month of March, they seem to be increasing in frequency and 
extent. The full rainy season is not supposed to enter until 
the latter part of May; then the rivers usually are wide and 
communications often cut off. A very wet rainy season raises 
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The Towns of Lake Atitlan -2- 

the level of the lake; going-on-three years ago the lake-level 
was raised some two meters, and It hasn't gone down appreciably 
since. There are evidences that the lake has In times past 
been much higher than It is now, too. Jaime Pensabene (now, 
of Chiohloastenango) used to own the property where Tzanjuyu 
Hotel now is; he says that 25 years ago the site of the hotel 
Itself was covered with water. 

(The depth of the lake is unknowni McBryde says It has been   . 
soiilled to 1129 feet, but I think ho infers it is deeper (Solola. 
P. 64). There are two schools of thought as to its orig&n, 
one sldo claiming that it is an old crater, and the other that 
the rise of the volaanoos to the South cut off the drainage 
of the three rivers now at the Horth, hence the lake. There 
is no apparent outlet to the lake, and common lay-belief has 
it that there are subterranean outletsj McBryde told me his 
biklief that evaporation keeps the level, but it seems to me that 
the water wouldn't be so non-mineral if that were the case.) 

The winds are very important around the lake, for naturally 
they effect the condition of the water. Normally there is 
no wind (and the water is often smooth as glass) from about 
six P.M. through the night and until eleven or twelve A.M. 
(noon). Then, In the afternoon, a south wind, either from 
San Lucas (S.E.) t>r San Juan (S.W.) comes up and the lake is 
apt to become very rough.  I said "normally"j but sometimes 
the south wind doesn't come up in the afternoon and the water is 
calm then, and occasionally (somotimes for days at a time) 
a north-wind blows, and then (since this wind has no hours) 
the water is apt to be rough day and night. I have known times 
when, with a north-wind blowing, the lake has been rough in 
the morning, and then (possibly because the south-wind comes up 
and neutralizes the north-wind) calm as can be all afternoon. 
It is very difficult to prophesy what is going to happen on the 
lake, and in making a trip in a canoe, an Indian must be prepared 
for anything. 

Human Geography. Lake Atitlam is midway between the populous 
and important highland section In which are located Solole(, 
Tecpan, Chichicastenango, Quioh£, Totonicapan, and ^uezaltenango, 
and the fertile lowland section of M^izatenango, Patalul, and 
a large number of fincas. Several of the important routes be- 
tween these two sections pass aoroes or around the lake. In 
addition, one of the most important routes between "uatemala 
City and the towns of the north and west pass by the north 
shore of the lake. It would be too much to say that the lake 
Is extraordinarily important from the point of view of trade, 
because there are other sections, and alternative routes, Just 
as important from any point of view; but certainly the lake 
region Is far from being "stuck off in a corner" in Guatemala 
(eaccepting for the West shore). 

The lake towns themselves are not by any means unimportant. One 
town (Panajachel) is an important producer of vegetables, and 
sends out great quantities of onions and garlic espeoiallyj others 
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(notably Atitlan and San Pedro) are Important producers of 
tomatoes; two (Sta. Cruz and &• Maroos} grow some of the 
best Guatemala oranges In large quantities; All of the towns 
grow joootes, and I suppose they constitute the jocote center 
of the country; one town (Sta, Oatarina) furnishes the ^olola 
and Tecpan markets with fish and crabs; xwt San ^ablo produces 
a good part of the rope (and other magay products like hammocks 
and net bxusk bags) used in the finoas on the coast; anise is 
grown in large quantities (especially in S. Antonio), most 
of it going to the Capital and thence possibly abroad. There 
are other crops and products, such as coffee, sugar-cane, 
pepinoa, a number of tropical fruits including avocados, in- 
jertos, etc*, mats made of tul, bananas bf a poor variety, 
besides, of course, the maize, beans, squashes, guisqulles, 
green chile, etc. that are more common in the highlands. 

In the lake villages, the growing of maize and beans is more 
or less pushod Into the background, I base this Judgment on 
the following facts: everywhere else that I know, level lands 
are utilized for maize ?  and are much prefflared for such purposes 
to hilly lands; the loveliest lands here are t&ose closest to 
the lake-shore; very rarely are these level stretches planted 
with railpa — rather, in some places they have coffee, in 
other places vegetables, in others fruit-trees (especially 
citrus), .in others anise, Kfcax?, in others magay. These are 
all definitely commercial crops, and (I judge) will grow only 
on level ground, and In some aX  cases only on the lake shore 
(other water lacking). The railpa Is generally planted back 
in the hills, often on slopes of a forty-five degree angle. 
The reason for this situation is apparent, for with the money- 
crops more corn can be bought than can be raised on the same 
x level land. Around here, although the Indians ususklly have 
their milpas, they are not so sentimental about them as to 
sacrifice their pocketbooks for them. 

Presumably the Indians In the towns on the lake shore have 
been there for centuries. If nut from "time Immemorial"; It 
is naturally to be supposed, therefore, that they would be 
well-adapted to the lake. They have, indeed, developed oanoesj 
they have," in many oases, learned to fish by various methods; 
but nevertheless, one must conclude that they are peculiarly 
unadapted to this phase of their environment, I base this 
conclusion on these observations* except in one town (Santa 
Oatarina) a minimum use of the lake as far as fishing is con- 
cerned is made, and even there on a haphazard (if comparatively 
important) basis; except In one town (Atitlin) hardly any 
use of the lake Is made for transportation, although in many 
cases one would expect it; the canoes are of the crudest type, 
fell and they are apparently valued only for what they are; very 
few people swim, and the sweat-bath is as much the rule here 
as anywhere; where there Is a stream in town, or wells, or 
a fountain. It is preferred to the lake (the sanitary element 
must be considered here too, however); the Indians as a mile are, 
compared with other peoples who live near water and have canoes, 
quite clumsy boatmen, are pretty much afraid of the water (as 
well they might be!) and never go out except when neoessayy. 
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There are indivl^dual exceptions to some of these statements, 
but they seem to hold true in general. I have tried to get 
stories of the origin of the lake, or anything about the lake, 
with very trivial success; in Atitlan there is a story that 
takes half a dozen lines to tell, and that's all. All notions 
about the lake seem as oommonplaoe as they can be. 

It is my strong impression that the life and thoughts of the 
lake townspeople is directed back to the hills rather than to 
the lakej their milpas are generally back in the hills, their 
routes of travel, where not perforce along the shore, are 
back, through the monte; they are as much attached to their 
caoastes BJL  Indians anywhere that I have beenj the lake itself, 
in short, Boei. not appear to affect their culture very strongly. 
It may be stated as a rule that the towns that make use of 
canoes for transport most are those that needffttamost — to whom, 
in fact, ±i they are almost essential! first, Atitlan, where 
the people are separated from half of their milpa-land by water 
and where, furthermore, there is the greatest isolation from 
the towns to the Horthj second, a town like Santa Cruz that .almost 
must trade with Sdola and from which the distance to Solola 
is out in less than half by a short run in a canoe — and it 
is significant that even so the people go by land as much as 
they do by the short-cutj thirds Sjmta Gatarina, and this may 
appear to be an exception: practically speaking, all travelling 
is done by land, and indeed distances are not much greater; but 
canoes are generally used in the fishing industry. Why should 
they have the fishing industry? One contributing factor is that 
there is (due to topography largely) a shortage of milpa-landj 
this is so recognized that fisherman in (I think) all other towns 
must pay a license of $1.00 a month, but ^anta Gatarina is exempt 
because fishing is so necessary to them. 

Due to the necessity of the topography (presumably) all of the 
lake towns are concentrations of houses in small areas with their 
farm-lands outside. They differ considerably in size (both as 
to area and population, and the two are somewhat correlated) and 
in natural advantages — in extent and fertility of soil, absence 
of rocks, water-supply, etc. I shall later discuss each town 
to some extent, and these differeneos will be mentioned. 

The Municlplos. There are eleven munioipios that border on the 
lake.  Included in this number is Solola; but in this sole case 
the town itself (the official center of the rauniclpio) is so far 
from the lake that it cannot be (and never is) considered a lake 
village. In the municipio of Solola the aldea of San Jorge is 
closer.to the lake, but even it is so far as not to be thought 
of as a lake village; at the lake shore itself there is only a , 
small finca. Thus it is as well to leave the municipio of Solola 
out of consideration as a lake village. That leaves only ten 
municipios.( That of ^anta Clara is called Sta. Clara la Laguna, 
but it ifl in no other sense a lake village). 
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The nmnioipios are ideally linguistic and cultural units, but 
in many of them things have happened in relatively recent times. 
There seem to be only three "pure" ones left: San Pedro, San 
Pablo, and San Marcos; in these three all of the Indian inhab- 
itants are relatively homogeneous in languange and culture, all 
are Pedranos, Pablenos, and Marquenos respectively. For the 
others: Panajachel has a high percentage of outside Indians; 
Sta. Oatarlna has a finoa owned by a Santa Lucia man with some 
foreign Indians in addition; San Antonio has a few foreign Indians 
in town and more in an aldea; San Lucas has a large number of 
Sololateoos, besides a lot of fincas; Santiago Atitlan is pure, 
but its aldea of Cerro de Oro was settled by Indians from Patzioia; 
San Juan has an aldea settled by foreign Indians from several 
towns to the North; Santa Gvnz  I am not sure of, for most of 
the Indians live in the aldea of Tzununa and while they may be 
the aarae as those of the town, they are socially distinct. 

But considering the municipios in their "pure" aspect, the linguistic 
situation is peculiar. Most linguistic maps have a splash to   - 
the South which they call "Zutuhil", ore to the West called "Quiche", 
and another to the North and East called "Oakchiquel".  I am 
depending on Andrade's researches to make the following statements: 
The language of every municipio differs from that of every other 
manlcipio; an extreme case is that of S. Pedro and S. Juan, for 
S. Juan is almost a suburb of S. Pedro, not a mile of level land 
separating them, and most of the land in the town of San Juan 
owned and v/orked by Pedranos — yet the languages differ slightly 
in phonetics, vocabulary, and grammar; another good case is that 
of San Antonio and Santa Oatarina, farther apart but both on the 
footpath between Panajachel and San Lucas so that the people of each 
pass through the other very often — yet there are notable dia- 
lectical differences. 

The languages of the municipios more or less fade into one another; 
that is, actual neighbors are apt to be closer than alternate 
towns; but tho languages can be classified into two groups, and 
any two langwages of one grouo are orabably closer together than 
two languages of different groups. Thus, San Lucas, Santiago 
Atitlan, San Pedro, and San Juan are in one grouo which, if 
Atitlan is called Zutuhil (as it usually is) can be called Zutuhil; 
and San. Marcos, Santa Cruz, Panajachel, Santa Oatarina, and 
San Antonio are in another group which, if Panajachel is called 
Oakchiquel, can be called Oakchiquel.  (San Pablo is either one 
or the other, and with the material he has Andrade cannot make 
a judgment — except that it .is one or the other or a mixture of 
both). If Ohichicastenango and Totonicapan are "Quiche", that 
language does not border on the lake, all maps to the contrary 
notwithstanding. 

The Zutuhil and Oakchiquel of the lake are very close ~ so close 
that no linguist would consider them more than dialects of one 
language; with one exception, the Indians of any town can get 
along in conversation with those of any other town. The exception 
is Atitlan; but this is not because the language of Atitldn is 
startlingly different from the languages of the towns farther Hway 
who have difficulty in conversing with the Atitecos, but rather 
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beoause the Afcitecos have a different manner of speaking: fchey 
talk much faster (as they themselves and everybody else rec- 
ognize) and are apt, at the least excitement, to raise the 
pitch of their voices extraordinarily high. As might be expected 
in this situation, the Atiteoos have told us repeatedly — and 
with some satisfaction ~ that although people from the towns 
farther away cannot understand them, they themselves can under- 
stand the others I 

With the languages as ribse as they are, and yet all differing, 
I think it will never be fair to draw any conclusions of sociol- 
ogy on the basis of language similarities or differences except 
Insofar as one can conclude that the Zutuhiles were once centered 
in one region, with one history, and the Cakchiquoles in another; 
but even here, since there is no reapon to believe that polit- 
ical boundaries ever coincided with linguistic boundaries that 
require a linguist to determine, the historical implications of 
what is found are somewhat vague. Today it can be asserted with- 
out hesitation that trade and other such relations are more im- 
portant between the Zutuhiles and Cakchiqueles than between 
towns in each group. But this is due to the fact that the Zut- 
uhiles are on the coast side of the lake, and the Cakchiqueles 
on the Highland side, and the important trade is betv/een these 
two regions. 

It would be futile from what I know to try to link up cultural 
differences and linguistic groups; it may be that all of the 
Zutuhil towns will have something in common as opposed to the 
Oakchiquel towns (I am inclined to doubt it) but to determine 
that or the contrary requires more evidence than I have.  In 
outward appearance, in the matter of "town-types" language 
affiliation doesn't correlate; but since the town-type is partly 
a matter of geography and partly of ladlno-influence, this is 
not surprising. 

Town Types. If I should classify all of the municlpios of Guat- 
emala that I know, I would have two broad classes: (1) that 
might be clumsily naiaed the vacant-town type, where as far as 
Indian population is concerned the people all live out on their 
faams and have a town for a market, political, and religious 
center only; Chichicastenango, Quiche, Chiche, Totonicapan, Solola' 
are of this type, with some variations.  (2) what might be called 
the town-nucleus type, where the people all live in a resptricted 
portion of the nrttnicipio, near the official buildings, and go 
out to their farms to work; although there are variations, all 
of the lake villages (with the possible exception of the border- 
line case of Panajachel) fall easily into this class. 

It is not easy to draw a hard-and-fast line (as the case of 
Panajaohel indicates); but with a sub-classification onb is 
able to make some pretty definite statements. Thus, both the 
"vacant town" and the "town nucleus" types can be classified as 
x "simple" and "complex" — simple when there is only one town, 
complex where there are subsidiary towns o^ fincas. Then there 
can be combinations, of course: thus Solola is a complex "vacaiit- 
town" munioipio with at least one of its subsidiaries a "town 
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nucleus" (San Jorge); and I think that the municipio of Atitlan 
must be cllled a "town nucleus" with one of its aldeas a "vacant 
town" (Cerro de Oro). Furthermore, they can be classified ac- 
cording to the area they cover — perhaps into "large" and "small", 
although it would be difficult to draw a line on that basis. 
Thus i'anajachel might best classify as a "small" "vacant town" 
municipio -- so small, however, that it is almost like a "large" 
ibnuxlHHKxfeascH "Town nucleus" one. The business is quite complicated, 
as will be seen v/hen I describe the lake towns individually. 

One general point I want to make in this discussioni I believe 
there is a lot less difference in the culture of the two broad 
types — even between the extremes of each — thalj one would 
reasonably expect. In Ohichicastenango I became used to the 
idea of not having any total-munlolpio social life; it was dif- 
ficult to call the municipio a community, and just as difficult 
to find anything like communal life on a smaller scale within it. 
But a superficial look air the concentration of Indians in the 
small towns of the lake caused me to believe that here there would 
be found real town-community life. With the half-exception of 
Atitlan, however, it now^seems apparent that there is as little, 
if not less social-community life in the lake towns as in Ohich- 
icastenango. This seems to me a remarkable fact. 

All of the towns have plazas, surrounded by municipal buildings, 
schools, post-offices, sdbs in some cases, o&zx a church, etc. 
In some cases the houses are closely packed around the plaza; 
in othercases there is something of an empty space between the 
plaza and the first housesj in either case the houses may be 
fifty yards apart or so. Sometimes the houses are nicely arranged 
in streets, but usually when they are set on the side of a hill 
they are irregularly arranged. But regardless of the arrangement 
of the town, I do not know one (except Atitlan) where the Plaza 
is ever the meeting-place or the loitering plaee of the inhab- 
itants; in tovms where there is a plla in the plaza for the use 
of all the towapeople, women corao for water, but leave when they 
have it and seldom stay to gossip. Normally only the municipal 
officials, and people who come to the juzgado on business, are 
to be found in the plaza; of course people sometimes have to cross 
the plaza on the way to their homes or their work, but they do not 
have the habit of stopping. 

Th© case of the Plaza in Atitlan is undeniably an exception, but 
only insofar as the female population is concerned — for they 
(and only they) come there to buy and sell, and gossip. The women 
in A-tltlim.  also meet on the lake shore when they get water, and 
(exceptional in our experience) they talk to each other over the 
fences of thejrr houses. But the men in Atitlan conduct themselves 
in these respects like the people of the other towns.  I may 
mention that Indians from other towns recognise this A±  peculiarity 
of Atitlan, and attribute the fact that the women of Atitlan are 
"bravas" to the fact that they run around all day and talk. 

If the Plaza normally isn't a meeting-piace of the people (by the 
way, the only town besides Atitlan with a regular market is 
Panajachel, with quite a lively one every Sunday) one might still 
expect to find evidences of a close-knit social life. We have yet 
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failed to find any more striking than, say, in Chichioastenango. 
It SB ems to be true that, although in the Lake towns the houses 
are close together, there is normally no visiting around to amount 
to anything, no purely social gatherings — like corn-huskings, 
"parties" for any occasion — and apparently extraordinarily little 
interest and knowledge of what one's neighbor is doing.  It 
is only during religious fiestas that there are some sort of 
community affairs. During minor fiestas there are activities in 
the cofradia, engaged in chiefly by the few cofrades and the 
municipal officials, but when they end in a drinking-bout with 
dancing, a number of others (mostly men) are apt to join in. At 
the titular fiestas people from neighboring towns come, and 
everybody takes a vacation from his v/ork; then there is a Mass 
in the Church (attended by only a fraction of the people) and 
more than likely a masked-dance by a special group. At one point, 
when the dancers are in the Plaza, and when the Mass is being 
held at the same time, most of the people are together therej but 
that is only for a few hours, and then the fiesta breaks up into 
a multi-ringed circus — part in the cofradias, part in the 
caritinas, part in each of the individual houses v/hen the dancers 
make the rounds; during ali this time nothing communal is going 
on, and as more and more people get drunk — in the cofradias, cantinaSj| 
or at home — there is less and less communal about the affair. 

Evidence is still too incomplete to make the statement safely, 
but as time goes on I am becoming more and more convinced that 
the±o is a strong individualism pervading the cultures that I 
know here — a pattern apparently so strong that It rides rough- 
shod over differences in town-types. 

Races. Not only do the languages differ as one goes from village 
to village around the Lake, but apparently the physical type 
of the Indians varies to some extent from town to town. We have 
taken neither measurements nor jabryajcamj: systematic observations j 
therefore this might (from the point of view of the physical 
anthropologist) bo an illusion. The chances are all the more 
that it might be illusory, since costumes differ and one may 
associate faces and figures with costumes and see differences 
that are not really physical. Nevertheless we think there are 
phsyioal differences, such as that the Atitecos are taller, and 
have more of the roxmded Malayan type of faces, the Pedranos are 
handsomer (from our point of view) with a high mixture of caucasic 
blood so that many are light-eyed and lighter-haired, the Oatarinecos 
have much more faoe-halr than the others. The situation as a whole 
is such that I believe one could (if he knew the people well enough) 
tell from which village (or at worst which of two or three villages) 
an Indian, hails without the aid of his costume. I refer, of course, 
to the normal type in each town, because there are overlappings.... 

There is no Lake-town in which ladinos are entirely absent, but 
there are four towns in which the only ladinos are town-officials 
who cannot be considered real residents; one other (Sta. Oatarina) 
has one ladino family in addition; two others (S. Antonio and 
San Marcos) have no additional ladinos in the Indian town itself, 
but some outside. Atitlin has a number of ladino families, but 
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the percentage is very small. Only Panajachel and San Lucas 
have a goodly proportion of ladlnos, and are usually thought of 
as ladlno towns, 

A distinction must be made between two types of ladinos, which 
are called around here max Ohancles and Obreros. The Chanoles 
are well-dressed, non-manual-labor, relatively rich people/all 
of/whom, 3^ believe, came from the larger towns (like Solola, 
Totonicapan, Quezaltenango, Huehuetenango) in perhaps the last 
sixty years; they are local representatives of outside olvil- 
Izationj they are, at their worst, the exploiters of the Indians 
(and of the obrero ladinos to a leaser extent). All of the 
ladinos of Atltlan are, I think, Chanoles; and there are many 
of them in Panajachel and San  Lucas too. But in the latter towns 
there are Obreros, too. The Obreros are as poorly dressed as 
the poorer Indians — but they have our type of clothes — as 
often as not shoeless; they are laborers, carry their own fire- 
wood, work their own railpas; I think that they are an old pop- 
ulation here, antedating J;he Finca era; but it may be that their 
presence in San Lucas is more recent. How much difference there 
is in physical type between the Cancles and the Obreros I do 
not know; our impression is that ilmjpc^HxxauaxaxiHciJuaH Obreros 
show more Indian blood. 

The ladinos all speak Spanish as their mother tongue; some of them 
speak the Indian dialects of their towns in addition. They are 
the chief medium through which the culture of the wider world 
is carried to the Indians; the Indians in towns where there are 
no ladinos seem to realize this and we have often heard expressions 
of regret that there are no ladinos to teach them Spanish and 
otherwise educate them. But in the towns where thete are Chanoles 
both the Indians and the Obreros are more or less bitter against 
the injustices which they are supposed to perpetrate. 

I am not yet clear on the relations of the "foreign Indians" here 
to the local Indians and ladinos, where all exist. 

Political structure. The governmental structure in all of the 
lake villages is pretty uniform and differs from that of Chichi- 
castenango in that there is no separation of the Indian communal 
government. Up until last October first, each town had its 
Alcalde, 2nd Alcalde, Slndico, Regidores, Alguaziles, etc. In  / 
towns where there were many ladinos (Panajachel, S. Lucas, Atltlan) 
the offices were divided between Ladinos and Indians (all of 
the alguaziles being Indians, however), the Alcalde generally 
being a ladlno. A new system went into effect in October; instead 
of being popularly elected in each town, the high offices were 
to be appointed by the Jefe Politico. The offices of Alcalde and 
2nd Alcalde were abolished, and in their place an Intendente put; 
he and the Sindico XKOEB are appointed, all the rest elected as 
before. The Intendente Ideally is a man from another town, and 
the town in which he works is supposed to pay him a salary. In 
very small towns no salary can be raised for such a man, hence the 
Intendente must perforce be a local man who serves without salary; 

so he is in St. flatarina, S. Juan, S. Marcos, and Sta. Cruz. 
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In these towns the Jefe Politico has appointed Indians who 
speaJc Spanish (however little) and who are slightly literate; 
and he probably has the best possible from this point of view. 
In the other towns he was able to get better men — ladlnos 
from larger towns, usually, but in the case of San Pedro, an 
Indian from Atitla'n. 

In every town there is a ladino secretary (except in San Juan, 
where he is an Indian from San Pedro) who is paid a salary, and 
in towns where the Intenjlente Is a local unpaid Indian, the 
secretary usually rans the place. In addition, the school-teachers 
are always ladlnos (except in S. Pedro where at least one is 
a local Indian).  In Panajaohel, S. Lucas, Atitlan, and San Pedro 
there is a local Comandante in addition, a ladino (except that 
maybe the Atitlan Comandante is an Indian, not a ladino, from 
Sta. Lucia Utatlan). 

Until October, there was a regular succession of the Indians 
of a town from Alguazll through the cofradias and the municipal 
offices ending with Alcalde (or in towns where the Alcalde was 
ladino, with second Alcalde); now.the highest Indian office in 
the succession in most towns is Sindico. Where there is an 
Indian Intendente (local Indian, that Is) ho tnkfta the olaoe of 
the old Alcalde in ceremonial functions as well as administrative 
and juridical; but the succession is broken, because he is an 
appointive officer and his term is more or less Indefinite. 
As an indication of how things are changed now (with no apparent 
opposition either) I may mention that whereas in years gone by, 
presumably from time lnunomorlal since the conquest, all municipal 
'officials were changed on January first, this year and in years 
to follow, they change on March 15th by governmental order. 

Every town has its Indian Principales, who really run the town's 
policy where it is free to have a policy. These are old men, and 
usually those with some intelligence, who have passed through all 
of the offices. Whereas the regular municipal officers have* semi- 
religious functions, taking part in the cofradia "costumbres", 
the Principales are generally beyond all that and are rarely to 
be seen in the cofradias or in the church. They do not have reg- 
ular meetings, but when something that demands their consideration 
comes up, they meet in the juzgado (now called Inftendencia). 

Material Culture. Considering the similarity of environment, the 
proximity and mutual intercourse of the lake towns, it Is surprising 
that there should be even the slight differences in material culture 
that there are. Milpa and horticultural techrydtiques and tools 
(the hoe^ chdftfly) appear to be identical; so do fishing implements 
where they occur; so to the last detail are spinning and weaving 
apparati the same; furthermore, as far as we can determine, cooking 
and the use of foodstuffs is pretty uniform. There is considerable 
variation between towns in the predominant house-types, as well as 
in the social aspects of their construction; but the greatest het- 
erogeneity is in costume, and even there the differences are really 
superficial — in color, design, and the combination of garments 
worn. 
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Aside from adobe houses with tile or thatoh roof, and a few 
modern oddities (such as houses the walls of which are encased 
In barbed-wire with stone filling) all of the houses around 
the lato are "ranchos" generally with cane walls and thatched 
roofs. A fundamental variation Is a difference between a 
sqmaro house with a pyramiA roof topped by an inverted pot, 
and a rectangular house with "long" roof (I don't know the 
correct terminology) the thfatoh tightly bound along the top and 
in KX some cases (especially S. Pedro) with a row of inverted 
pots along the ridge. Most' of the towns around the lake have 
both types of houses in varying proportions. 

In some towns houne-building is a free enterprise: that is, 
the owner gets all of the material together and invites a number 
of men to help him put it together, and these men get only 
atole for their trouble. So it is in Sta. Catarina, for example. 
In other towns (Atitlan is one) the owner gets the materials 
together and hires mozos to help him put it up, and these mozos 
are paid the regular day-labor rate and get no refreshment. This 
variation does not follow general linguistic lines. 

Differences between town.s in costume ±x are the most obvious and 
most attractive. This much can be said about all of the lake 
towns: 

Men all wear cotton trousers of varying length (all 
except Oerro de Oro less than full length), in 
most cases homespun and usually decorated. 

all wear tailored shirts, sorab homespun and some 
store-goods, and some ready-made. 

all wear sashes, homespun cotton, predominantly red. 
some have checked woolen "rodilleros", and those that 
have them usually have leather store-belts (or 
shoe-maker made) in addition to the banda. 

many wear "cqtones" of black woolj the others wear 
blue wool suit-jackets. 

all have red cotton head-pieces worn in various manners. 

Women all wear skirts,  of varying lengths,  consi'bing of 
Foot-loom made material sewed and wrapped around. 

all wear huipiles predominantly cotton, usually made 
by themselves and(tailored pretty much the same. 

all excent in Atitlan wear sashes, usually red cotton. 
all have a carrying cloth of some kind. 
all have some kind of ribbon or narrov/ band wound in 

their hair and usually around the head. 

That is about all that can be said that will apply to all or 
most of the towns; in out, design, color, material, mode of 
wearing, etc. there are wide differences — but rarely, for 
a particular thing, is any one J >wn unique. 

Other aspects of the material culture, as well as other things, 
will be covered in the following notes on the various towns of , 
the Lake. 
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Panajaohel 

The patron aaint of the Panajacholenos is San Prancisfto, but 
the munlcipio Is always called simply Panajachel. It Is a 
small munlcipio. In area and population, but it is strategically 
located on the main highv/ay between Guatemala City (and thus 
Ghimaltenango, Antigua, Patelola, Patzun, and San Andres) ajid 
the important towns of the West (SololA, Quiche, OJotonicapan, 
Quezaltenango, etc.); it is, furthermore, the taking-off place 
on the way to most of the villages of the Lake. 

The inhabited portions of the munlcipio lie in the valley of 
the Panajachel River where it widens to form a triangle as the 
river enters the lake; this part is almost perfectly level, and 
the soil ia fertile, but it is surrounded on two sides by the 
high d. iffs, and on the third by the lake, so that there is 
a very limited territory.  (The site is not a "true delta", since 
very little of it only consists of sediment deposited in the 
lake by the river). In the dry season the gravel bed of the 
river itself contains only a few meandering streamlets, rather 
easily crossedj but in the rainy months the river is a flowing 
torrent that not only fills the wide bed itself (a matter of 
a hundred yards near the mouth) but offen overflows into the 
surrounding inhabited portions. At this time it is Impossible 
to cross the river, of course, except by canoe — and the people 
normally cross not the river Itself but the portion of the lake 
into which it flows. 

The Plaza, with its Intendenoia, post- and telegraph office, 
jails, "public library", schools, market-place, butcher-shops, 
yfcfffKHtK and Church, is almost at the top of the triangle on 
the West side of the river. A main street leads toward the lake 
on one side, and here are the stores, the best ladino homes, and 
a missdionary chapel. To the west of this street there is another, 
irregular one, occupied by poorer ladino homes and by some 
Indian homes. This part of the munlcipio one might call the 
"town". Towards the lake, and to the West live a few Indians, 
but chiefly the foreign colony; most of the Indian Panajachelenos 
live "on the other side of the river". 

There is practically no milpa land in the level triangle; most 
of what there is is in the surrounding hills. Fruit trees, chief- 
ly oranges and limaa (a kind of lemon), jocotes, injortos and 
aguaoates, are scattered sporadically over the level area; there 
is also some coffee here; but most of the tillable soil is taken 
with the cultivation of onions and garlic chiefly, with some 
cabbage, lettuce, peas, green beans, cauliflower, pepinos (some- 
thing like a cucumber), etc., etc. These garden crops are inten- 
sively cultivated: they are planted in well-prepared beds (rect- 
angular except in the casex of the pepinos, when they are small 
and round) about a foot high and varying in size from about 5 X 15 
feet to about 8 X 40 feet and with ditches between the beds. Wa- 
ter from a stream is run through these ditches (shut off when 
desired by earth-works) and the Indian scoops it up with a tin 
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dish and pours it over the planted bed. The main crop Is 
certainly onions; some of these are allowed to go to seed, 
then the seeds are planted close together all over a bed and 
later the seedlings taken out and replanted at proper inter- 
vals. 

The women and the men both work in the gardens, and since the 
vegetables take great care and much time,much of the dayjtxta 
is spent in watering, seeding, cleaning, picking, planting, 
etc. One of the texts that Juan Resales wrote for Dr. Andrado 
was his notion of courtship, and in an imaginary conversation 
the swain proposes marriage in words something like, "We will 
get married and grow onions and garlic and you will wash my 
clothes...." Onions are a real money-crop, and most of the 
local Indians (and to some extent the ladinos) make their living 
from them and some of them have no milpa at all. It happens 
that they are rather harder-working than the Indians of most 
of the other towns, since the vegetables do require so much 
timej and this results also that the local people are around 
their homes more than the other Indians. It is noteworthy that 
while the Indian women here work in the gardens perhaps more 
than the men, they do not work in the milpas any more than in 
any other town. It should be remembered in this connection, 
however, that v/hile the milpas are usually far off in the hills, 
the vegetables are grown more or less in people's front yards. 

The Indians, with their fruits and their vegetables, are scat- 
tered rather evenly HK over the area on the other side of the 
river; on this side the population is very hetoregeneous. Aside 
from some local Indians scattered around, there are a number of 
Indians immigrant from other towns; besides, there are two 
hotels run by foreigners, and with servants from various places, 
as well as a separate "port" owned by a foreigner; also^ there 
is the headquarters of the American missionaries and a number 
of country homes of foreigners and natives resident in the Capital, 
and each has its servants, usually from other towns. 

It is pretty difficult to draw a line between the "town"'and 
the "country" here. Except for comparison v/ith other towns, 
it would hardly be worthwhile to discuss the question, but since 
the situation in Panajaohel is somewhat Intermediate tHxfcy betv/een 
the Ghichicastenango and, say, the Atitlan types, it is worth 
some description. As far as most of the Indians are concerned, 
the "town" means the juzgado, school, market, and church; there 
are certain occasions (especially Sunday, which is the big mar- 
ket day) when almost all of them come to the Plaza, and those 
Indians in the munioipial service are thet» all the time (during 
their respective years). In the dry season no Indian lives do 
far away but what he can come to town to buy something in the 
stores. There is no such thing, of course, as having to maintain 
headquarters in town in addition to homes in the country. 

Yet in the same sense in which farmers of the townships around 
come to the village in the United States on certain occasions 
— from the country to the town — as against that in which 
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people In the village itself go "downtown", the territory of 
Panajaohel oan he divided into "town" and "country". As com- 
pared with Ohichioaatenango, they don't have so far to go, and thus 
they may go more casually, but they do go generally only for the 
same purposes and on the same limited occasions. If it is 
argued that more things oan be done in tovm here due to its 
proximity, it oan be argued that more things are also done without 
recourse to tho town (such as marriage proposals, etc.) booause 
of tho small size. Neither altars the fundamental similarity 
in this respect, and Panajaohel must be termed a "vaoantfctown 
municiplo". But size makes a lot of difference, and there would 
hardly bo a serious' error if one considered the whole of the 
inhabited portion of Panajaohel the town and let it go at that. 
A very apt comparison might be made, however, between the pueblo 
of Ohichicastenango taken together with the oantones of Chlnimdi 
and Chuc^m on the one hand and all of Panajaohel on the other; 
and if all the rest of Ohichicastenango were out off I do not 
believe the chhraoteristic social geography of the municlpio 
would be fundamentally changed — it would still be a "vacant- 
town type". 

One thing about Panajaohel, however, id that, since the milpas 
are out in the hills, the people (men rather) have to leave the 
neighborhood of their homes on occasion and go out to work them; 
this is perhaps the chief characteristic of what I have called 
the town-nucleus type of municlpio. I do not attempt to argue 
it awayj I do think it is duo to the accident of geography (but 
so are all type's pretty largely) but whatever the cause, one must, 
I think, give this fact its due and call Panajaohel interraediato 
between, or rather a combination of the vanant-town and the 
town-nucleus. This comes from the "country's" being divided 
into two parts: horticultural and agricultural, and as far as 
JEfagxgfcgHtocAaxgauagBURHgfl both are concerned the town is "vacant" 
(for the Indians live in one and work in tho other), but as 
far as the second is concerned, the horticultural constitutes a 
kind of "town-nucleus".  I shall discuss this again in ooraparison 
with other lake towns. 

There are two separable groups of ladinos in Panajaohel, called 
here the Chancles and the Obreros. The Chanoles are those who 
are well dressed and in occupations (or with sttfficient wealth) 
that do not require common labor. They are store-keepers, of- 
ficials, habilltadores, and finqueros; they are fairly well ed- 
ucated, have connections in the Capital — and often homes there, 
and know what goes on in the world. Furthermore, they are really 
not indiginous to Panajaohel in the sense that the others arej 
they have come, one or two generations ago, from the larger towns, 
like Solola, Totonicanan, Quezaltenango, Quiche, Guatemala, etc. 
where, presumably, they had been settled for many generations. 
They constitute the local "exploiting class". 

The Obreros, although perhaps showing more Indian blood than the 
Chancles, are ladinos too, and are recognized as such by the cen- 
sus takers and-by themselves. It is curious that the Foreign 
and Guatemala City residents here are always puzzled by this group; 
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they don't know ehether to call them Indians or Ladlnos. In 
oosturae and In language, they are certainly Ladinos; but as 
between the Ghancles and the Indians, these poor-ladinos certainly 
are closer in oult\ire, education, and intoroste to the Indians. 
The Chanoles live in city-type houses, nicely plastered and 
v/ith windows; the Obreroa live in houses indistinguishable from 
those of the Indians.  The Obreros work in the fields, and at 
connrjon labor, jxist like the Indians. The Obreroa are hardly 
more literate (but they are more) or educated than the Indians. 
Furthermore, the Obreros, far from exploiting the Indians, are 
exploited along v/ith them by the Ghancles. Yet the Obreros have 
the lofjal advantages of the Indians in that they don't have to do 
municipal service, and (under the old system) they asumed the 
highest offices in the municipality.  I think there is little 
doubt that the Obreros and the Indians would seem farther apart 
socially were there no Ghancles hero. 

All the evidence points to the "fact that the local Obreros are 
a very old element in the population, that for many generations 
they have lived here as a small minority having something of an 
upper-hand over the Indians, and as the local contact — but 
a comparatively weak/one — with the outside world.  There is 
a man here (Delfino Armas) who is, and v/hoso father and grand- 
father before him wore, a hereditary representative of the 
Indians; he is nn Obrero, but his relations with the Indians 
are most intimate. Not only does he sit in at the councils of 
the Indian Principalos, but ho is looked up to by them as their 
leader and advisor; he is, moreover, Compadro to most of the 
Indians of his generation.  It is difficult to judge v/hether 
this "office" comes down from a day v/hen there were few outside 
contacts and the Indians, all uneducated, needed a representative 
in those that there v/ere, or whether it resulted from necessity when 
the first Ghancles came.with the finoa system and the Indians 
needed some dofanse and turned to the older group of ladinos to 
help them agaiast the new one. 

Of the three classes today, the Ghancles are really townspeople, 
living close to the Plaza, the Obreros are on the outskirts of 
town, and the Indians are out in the country for the most part. 

Aside from thethree social classes mentioned, there are some-±hHk 
individuals that are intermediate. One Julia'n Resales was born 
a pure Indian; for some reason he was able to take advantage of 
the rise of Ooffee, and he became wealthy and almost a finqaero. 
Since then, he has lost his money,-but he is still different from 
the Indians. He wears ladlno clothes, speaks good Spanish; his 
house, out in the country, is of the plastered and windowed var- 
iety. In some respects he has passed partly into the Ghancles 
class, skipping the Obreros. Meanwhile, one of his sons was chosen 
by the Government to be educated in the city, and this boy, Tuan, 
is now perhaps the best educated young man around here: he wears 
city clothes, knows city ways, and is called "don Juan" even by 
the ladinos in town. He now lives in his father's home for the 
time being, at least, and there is some evidence that he feels 
bitter about the ladlno treatment of Indians. 

I do not know enough about the iirraigrant Indians to judge their 

place in the town. 
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Panajachel is distinctly an agricultural oommunityj there is 
a carpenter in town, and a blacksmith (both Obreros); there 
are the ports employing a number a Obrero launch-men; the 
Ohencles are business-men, and there are some small stores 
run by Obrero women; but the btilk of the people make their 
living from the soil. Malze-beana-squash-guisqull are grown 
chiefly for the growers' own use; vegetables, fruit, and coffee 
are grown chiefly for sale. The local Indian men often take 

crops to market here and in Solola, but for the most 
Sololatecos and Atitecos come here to buy up the local 

produce to take elsewhere to sell, and in smaller quantities the 
local Indian women bring things to sell in^ the local market. 

The chief market-day in Panajachel is Sunday; on that day the 
market-place (in the ruined convento) fills with Maxefibs, selling 
dry-goods, maize, beans, lime, chile, eggs, etc., with Toton- 
icapenos selling pottery, potatoes, and some dry-goods, with 
San Andres women selling a few vegetables and eggs, with Atitecos 
and men from Cerro do Oro selling toraatos, bananas, and fish, 
with Catarineoos selling mats and fish and some fruit, and with 
local Indian women selling vegetables, fruit, and eggs. 

On every day of the week there are half a dozen or more sellers 
din the market, especially in the afternoon. These are usually 
local women with a few onions, aguaoates, etc. On Thursday 
aftemnon there are a few Atitecos in addition, selling their 
tomatoes and bananas on their way to the Friday market in 
Solola.  Late Friday afternoon xxA  these Atitecos are back 
from Solola, and a "few come to the market place to sell veg- 
etables that the; have bought up there, Saturday afternoon 
there is something of a market, with some of those who have 
come prepared to sell in the Sunday raarket. 

It is suprising to me that the market here should be as important 
as it is, ^inoe most of the people who patronise it also patronise 
the Solola market.  I can only explain it by supposing that one 
market a week isn't enough; in most marl© t-centers there are 
two big days every week (Chichioastenango, Sunday and Thursday); 
in Solola there is one big day, Friday, and another, consideraifljjr 
smaller, on Tuesday. For some reason the Indians around here 
patronise the Friday Solola market, but not very often the 
Tuesday mafcket; instead, their second market is that in Pan- 
ajachel. The people who come to buy here are chiefly locals, 
xkik  Catarineoos, Antoneros, and Andresanos — all much closer 
to Panajachel than to Solola; ddsLxiKxiikHiyxfckKi many find it 
too far to go to Solola, especially twice a week, and so find 
the local market useful. 

Tho iSnfiendente, since last October, has been a man from Solola 
(ladino); his salary is $20 per month, but he complains that the 
towryd! hasn't been paying him. Before last October, there was 
always a ladino alcalde^ an Indian 2nd alcalde, a ladino 1st 
regidor, Indian 2nd regldor, ladino 3rd regidor, Indian 4th 
regidor, and a number of Indian alguaziles. Since the alguaziles 
have neither honor nor power connected with their offices, and 
since tinder the new system the 2nd alcalde is abolished, the 

balance now is very definitely in favor of the ladinos. 
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There are five oofradias, or community-santos-kept-outslde-the- 
Ghurch. The most Important of these santos Is San Francisco, . 
the town's patron; normally Its ooffades are an Alcalde-cofradla, 
In whose sch house the santo resides for his year of office, 
and three mayordomos; this year the offices of 2nd and 3rd 
Mayordomo have remained unfilled. The other important cofradla 
is Sacramento, with an a^calde-cofradia and two mayordomos. 
Santa Cruz and San Nicolas are less important, but each has 
an alcalde-cofradia and two mayordomos.  The fifth santo is 
Buenavontura, and this is held in a curious way: the highest 
Indian municipal officer (formerly 2nd alcalde) has the santo 
in his house, and the Indian Kegidores and the suplentes (as- 
sistants to the regidores) act as mayordomos.  In all probability 
the 2nd-Regidor (now the highest Indian official) will, under 
the new system, take the santo. 

There is a regular successsion through the cofradias and the 
municipal offices. A boy of fifteen or so becomes an alguazilj 
he may serve more than one term in the ensuing years, but when 
he takes a.wife he is eligible to become a mayordomo in one of 
the cofradias.  S. Francisco and Sacramanto require more time 
and expense of their cofrades, so wealthier Indians are chosen 
for the than for the other two.  Us\ially the young man serves 
as a higher mayordomo a few years later in the same cofradla or 
in the other rich or poor one.  Then he takes the office as 
MayJr of the alguazilesj after v/hich he may be a mayordomo again. 
When he has served both as mayor and as mayordomo, he becomes 
an auxili^r (helping the town alcalde or Intendente), then 
a Sacristan of the Church; i!iara3dfcypd&gxingBXK±3c3briagxfl3:ftgJcla3cat 
JiSxiiaEKHJltxHXSBldiffl^SXXi^HtexiK^ 
then a regidor; finally, the man is ^Llgible to "accept a santo", 
i.e., become the alcalde of a cofradxa. After serving in this 
office a year, the man (when there was that office) became eligible 
for the office of 2nd alcalde of the Municipality; but for this 
office a man who knew some Spanish and was somewhat intelligent 
was preferred.  Finally, when a man had served twice as alcalde 
of a cofradla, and twice as 2nd Alcalde, he was recognized as a 
Principal. Since thus far there have been no opportunities to 
observe what happens under the new system, one can only guess that 
the ±teHi:ajH 2nd regidor will take the place of the 2nd alcalde 
In the requirements. 

There are now 16 Principales, ranged in order of seniority (not 
of absolute age). They seem to be the supreme authorities on 
questions that the Indians themselves can decide.  Their office 
seems almost purely political, but on occasion one of them 
accepts a santo when there is nobody else available. 

All of the officials except the Intendente serve without salary. 

The religious calendar centers around the fiesta days of the 
various cofradla santos, and especially San Prancis^oo (Qct. 4); 
in each cofradla there is a time when the new cofradla is -ap- 
pointed and has functions to perform while the old cofradla still 
has the santo — so that for each cofradla there is a period 
when two bodies of men are serving. The cofradias, however. 
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theoretically change during the annual fiestas for their respective 
santos. The period of greatest religious festivity In Panajachel 
is from April to October. 

There are a number of shamans practicing in Panajachelj so far, 
my information about them and v/hat they do is more confusing than 
It is helpful; It appears that they all do divining v/ith the 
red seeds, and they all use a calendar of some sort, but the 
calendars differ. Some use the 20 day-namos, but do not revolve 
them v/Ith the thirteen numbers (although numbers are used with 
them) while others use numbers v/ith the seven days  of the week. 
All apparently divine by separating the seeds into groups of 
four and going over them with whatever calendar they use; but 
while some have em accidental number of seeds, others use an 
even hundred. All of them have a cloth on which they spread 
"idoles" (archeologlcal figurines and pieces of rock-crystal) 
and on which they do the divination. All of my information Is 
to the effect that ditoination is done with a santo-altar at 
home or In a oofradia or the church, but I am not sure that there 
are no mountain altars. 

Santa Oatarlna Palopo 

When the delta of the Panajachel River ends at the East, the 
high cliff comas down precipitantly to the edge of the Lake, 
so that the footpath has to rise from the level of the lake. 
It doesn't descend again until it reaches the town of Santa 
Catarina. Here there is a slight bay in the lake, and here 
also the cliff Is broken into an easier slope with something 
of a level beach. 

The munioiplo of Santa Oatarlna consists chiefly of the territory 
comprised by the higji upward slope on top of which It meets the 
munioiplo of San Andres Semetebaj.  Only the small part that I 
have mentioned, and extending a little South towards San Antonio, 
Is at all level; a small stfeam falls to the lake at the south- 
eastern edge of the bay and outs off the town at this extremity. 
The munioiplo Itself, seen from the Lake, extends only a short 
distance to the northwest, where It meets Panajachel, but a much 
longer distance (about four miles) to a point near the town of 
San Antonio. 

Geographically the munlcipio is unimportant; It Is on one of 
the routes between Panajachel and San Lucas (via San Antonio) 
and also froitt Panajachel to Grodinas. There is nothing for which 
to stop In santa Oatarlna, however, and it might just as well 
not be on the footpath. It is very small in area, and now hasn't 
more than four hundred people in all; it produces nothing that 
no other village does, although it brings more fish, crabs, and 
tul mats to market than does any other town. 

Although ther$ is a stream on the edge of town, the water Is 
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very little tiaecL; a few women take drinking water from it, and 
a few wash the/tJ cloth©a In it. But the chief source of wator 
for all piiiifpo'ses Is the lake shore; here women may be seen at 
almost any time of the day — drawing water, washing clothes, 
washing their hair and faces; and here men may bo seen getting 
in or out of their canoes or working on enclosures in which to 
trap fish, or (if they are young men) swimming. 

Santa Catarina is known to the Government health offiolalti, as well 
as to the Indians of other towns, as an exceptionally dirty place; 
it has been cleaned up to some extent by the Health officials, 
so that unpenned pigs are discouraged, sanitary facilities are 
required (this in all towns, not alone here), and sweeping of 
the houses made a law.  But the personal habits of the people 
have not been changed and their reputation hasn't suffered. 
Partly because of their use of lake water for all purposes (and 
this is the only lake town where drinking water Is taken from 
the same spot where clothes are washed), partly because of theaaa 
general filth, Santa Catarina is notorious for Its desease. Prom 
all accounts, the history of the town is a history of epidemics, 
the last one about three years ago reducing the population by 
a third. 

The lake is rarely user! for transportation, but very extensively ■ 
for fishing.  There are canoes, made In Atitl^n or San Pedro, all 
of a small variety to hold at most two men; these canoes are 
owned by local Indians, and if one hasn't one of his own he 
can rent one from another for 5 cents a day.  The size of the 
canoes (in contrast to those in Atitltin and San Pedro) alone 
Indicates that they are not used for getting around, since 
it hardly pays for one or two men alone to make a long trip by 
water if it can be done by land.  But actually land routes from 
Santa Oatarlna to where-they~want-to-go are quicker than water. 
The local Indians need to go to Panajachel (thence to Solola) 
and to Tecpan. To the latter there is no water route; to Pan- 
ajachel there is an easy one-hour path. The Indians almost always 
use this path. Women, as it happens, rarely if ever use canoes, 
and of course they go to market — perhaps as often as men — In 
Panajaohel and Sololetj since they occasionally go v/lth their 
husbands, that may bo an added reason for walking. To San Lucas 
the water route is much shorter than the land route, and although 
the Indians from here rarely go, they go by water when they do; 
I think, on the whole, that the simple explanation of ease suf- 
fices for the more usual land route. 

The Catarinecos, for all their fishing, are primarily agricul- 
tural; but they have comparativoly little mllpa-land. This is 
because (1) the available land in the munioipio is steep, ireg- 
gular, and rocky, and (2) ladinos (especially from San Andres) 
have bought up considerable parts of It. Nevertheless, practic- 
ally all families own at least a few cords of milpa, and one of 
the chief means of earning a living is by working on the milpas 
of the ladinos. Horticulture is not practiced — not because   _ 
conditions along the shore are not favorable (since a Panajaoheleno 
rents some shore-land from a local Indian and grows vegetables) 
but because Catarinecos don't go in for it. 
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FlsMng, orabfiahing, and mat-making assvune the proportions of 
industries in Santa Catarina; most but not all men in town "know 
how" to fish, orabfish, and make mats; more "know how" to do two 
out of the three, and still more HHiyxHRiax at least one. There 
are several varieties of fishing: a hook and line, irith bait, 
a oone-chaped basket on a polo with bait tied to the mouth of 
the basket, "hot-watori" fishing with a very large cone-shaped 
basket, and shore fishing. Very few men do the hot-waters fish- 
ing, and still fevrer the shore-fishing, since shore-line must be 
owned to do it.  All of the tools for fishing are made here in 
Santa Catarina by the fishermen themselves. Orabfishing requires 
a vino ten or fifteen jtsss.  yards long, with bait attached at 
intervals, the whole kept coiled and let out in the v/ater. The 
crabfishers themselves go back into the hills to get the vines 
which grow on certain trees. 

"Knowing how" to fish or orabfish implies "knowing howr to use 
a canoe, knowing whore to fish, and usually knowing how to make 
the necessary tools. There are oeople in most towns on the lake 
who "know" those things; but the percentage is much greater in 
Santa Catarina.  In roceat years a tax of a dollar a month has 
been imposed as a fishing license, and this effectively keeps 
most of those v/ho "knov/" off the lake; but not in Santa Catarina, 
for the license is not required of Catarinecos — an exemption 
purportedly allowed because fishing is so necessary to the live- 
lihood of the people. 

Mat-making retires no tools, but considerable skill; a lesser 
number of Catorinocos know how to make maJbs, and a correspondingly 
lesser number in other towns. Up until the lake rose three years 
ago, mat-making was a great industry; there is now very little 
tul, however, along the shore, and correspondingly i±dS±3at few 
mats made. Tul is a long reed that grows in the water; when they 
are cut td> the name lengths and dried a bit and flattened, a 
thick mat can bo woven of them; the actual weaving takes one man 
about two hours and brings as much as 30 cents (in a far market 
such as Tecpan) — so that the scarcity of tul now really works 
sol economic hardship. 

The fish that are caught are usually no moro than an inch and a half 
long; they are strung on thin sticks — about four or five to a 
s*lck, and toasted before bringing to market. Crabs are sold In 
riranches of four usually; the prices of those varies with the cont- 
petition and the market, but a set of four crabs selldjrf from 2 to 
3 cents. 

Fishing and crab-fishing are done usually at night or in the early 
morning; since light is required, the fishermen usa considerable 
pitchv/ood for torches; the expense of this, plus that of renting 
the canoe, take av/ay from the profits. All fishing is done close 
to some shore, one of the favorite places being near San Buenaventura; 
the warm waters are at points along the shore also, so that Cat- 
arinecos in the^tA/little canoes need never really cross the lake. 

There are a few travelling merchants here; usually they buy veg- 
etables in Solola and take them down to the Coast to sell. But 
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most of the Indians make their living at agricultural labor, 
the water-crafts, and the selling of the fruits that they grow 
— chiefly jocotea and a few citrus fruits. The town is rather 
poor, and I think it can he  stated pretty safely that the standard 
of living hero (at least as far an food is ooncorned) is lower 
than in any other lake town, and no higher than the poorer of 
the Maxenos. An adult xuember of a family eats on less than 
4 cents a day, and this is a very literal estimate including 
luxuries. Aside f om this they do have some fish and fruits 
for their own use, and also chickens and eggs — tmt on the 
other hand in ray figures I assumed that they had to buy all of 
their maize and baaati, no  I jbon think tho average would come 
o\it about the same any fair way ono figured. 

The town is concentrated in a very small area; from it, on all 
sides, rise the hills, either waste-land (from v/hich some fire- 
wood can be gathered) or milpa-land. At the summit there is 
a small finoa, ovmed by a family of Indians from Santa Lucia 
Utatldhn and employing a few Catarinecosj far off also there is 
a piece of oomrrmnally owned land on which poor Indians are 
allowed to plant mllpa. All of the Indians, aside from those 
on the finca, live in the town itself, arid they go out from it 
to work their fields. 

Santa Gatarina looks very much like a nucleus-town type of municipio 
(complex because of the finca) and it constitutes a good case 
in point for the contention that oven in such a town there is 
precious little town'life. Except during fiestas there is never 
any semblance of a market in the plaza; the church is headquarters 
for only the Sacristans and, except on the titular fiesta^ itself 
only tho town officials; the Juzgado is ontored only  by the 
officials and people coming strictly on business; there is not 
even a pila in the plaza, and on any but tho most extraordinary 
occasions (we have seen only one, the titular fiesta, in four 
months) there are no people in the Plaza except officials. There 
is no post-office, no telegraph office (and indeed if there were, 
who would there be to use them?) — nothing, really, to call 
the people to the Plaza except a desire to congregate, which they 
apparently do not have. 

Not only is there no social center in the town, but practically 
no inter-familial social intercourse. The women, when they have 
not gone off to market, or wlB n the;' are not helping their hus- 
bands in the fields, stay at home — each in her own home. The 
men are ustially gone about their business all day, and when night 
comes they go to sleep. There is no visiting around. On special 
occasions, yes: the members of a oofradia meet on certain occasions, 
including their wives' meeting separately; in courtship members 
of two families meet; at a death a lot of relatives come together^ 
when a house is built a number of men are together for most of a 
day. But these are Occasions, and  ephasize the lack of such 
Intercourse at other times. 

It is really remarkable how little the catarinecos know about their 
neighbors' affairs; if A is gone, his neighbor B rarely knows where 
he is — out fishing, at his mllpa, or to some market; if A is 
sick, B very likely doesn't/ know it, and certainly as the days 
go by he doesn't keep track of A's condition. I have seen this 
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often enough, but one of.the most striking instances concerned 
the Intondonte nnd the Sindlco. G?hese raon are thrown together 
moro than any two in town; nonnally they both sit side by side 
in the juzgado all day; they seem to be good friends.  They 
live close together, too. For several days once the Sindioo 
was very sick, and I kept talking to the Intendente about his 
condition, who seemed to depend upon me for news. One morning 
I came, and asked the Intendente about the Sindico; he said he 
didn't know how he was, and that i-'d have to go bo see. At the 
Sindico's house I found that he had gone, off to Solola! 

There are other striking facts that lead to the same conolusionj 
It seems to be a fact, for extunple, that the Indians don't know 
the names (or the number for that matter) of their neighbors' 
children. When it is remembered that there are but 350 people 
in bown, and that the town is more closely packed than any in 
the United states,.and that the people have all grown up in this 
small community and lived their entire lives there, and that 
those are just about all the people in the world who are Cat- 
ariinecos — speaking a partioular dialect, wearing a particular 
costume, and praotioally always Carrying only each other -- it 
is difficult to conclude otherwise than that there is an al- 
most unbelievable lack of social communal life. 

The Catarineoos have an unsavory re natation In the other towns 
of the lakej they are considered nob only poor and dirty, but 
also unintelligenb and lacking character.  The reputation on all 
counts is not entirely undeserved. We have encountered very 
little gratitude, wo have seen few evidences of affectibn even 
in the family, many of tlght-fistedness and selfishness; they 
get drunk often and stay drunk longer than any people we know; 
they are the least ambitious to work for reforms that they feel 
they need; there isn't oven a slightly educated person in town, 
and althoixgh they spend time whining because they aren't educated, 
they tolerate the worst possible pair of school-teachers. It 
may be that all this is connected — cause or effect of — their 
lack of eooial Interests. 

Oliere is one family of Ladinos; the head of the family moved 
here fro^ ^an Antonio when a young man, and after having lived 
in Solola and taken a Santa Clara Indian woman to vrifej they have 
now a large family. He is a carpenter, working here and in ^an- 
ajachel or wherever there is a job. Ho seems to get on well 
with the Indians, speaks the language pretty well, but doesn't 
have very much to do with them; he does not enter the political 
or religious organization. 

There is also a family of Totonicapan Indians; the old man came 
with his v/ife when they were young, and after working awhile, he 
bought land and built ia house. The old people are still living 
and wear Totonicapan clothosj one son is married to a Catarineca, 
and he keeps Totonicapan clothes; a daughter recently changed 
to local clothes when she married a Sba ^atarineoo. The son is 
now an alguazil, and t!he whole family seems to enter as much as 
any other into Santa Catairina life.   

Otherwise (and excepting the finca) the town residents are all 
local Indians. Thereiis (one ladino (with his wife and child) from 
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S-ejtx fiires; he is tho combined Secretary and school-master. Another 
ladina woman, who has several children but no husband. Is the 
school-mistress. None of the Indians can rend and write; few 
speak any Spanish at all, and those very little. Naturally the 
ladinos have some influence, therefore, but it is not Important. 

The officials are oil Indians. The Intendente was chosen not 
because of any superior InteS^lgonce taat because he speaks Span- 
ish fairly and can write his nanej like elsewhere, there is no 
longer a "second alcalde", and the ataff of office is on the 
jiizgado table unused. There is a Sindlco, 4 regidtoros, 2 mayores, 
and ten alguaziles. All of the offices except the Intendente will 
change hands (after some confusion under the new system) on March 
15th.  In addition to the juzgado officials there are 2 Sacristans, 
2 Piscales, and 4 Chajales of the Church. Also there are half- 
a-dozen young v/omen who are " semineras" —-/taking turns weekly 
as servants for the aernTD3>.miotr&ao. JcuAxilLuf. 

There are tv/o cofradias — Sta. Catarina and Maria Concepoion -- 
each with one Alcalde, 4 mayordomos, and 2 texiles tSSSBSSX;   these 
men as well as their wives have certain functions, all ceremonial, 
in connection with the fiestas during the year. 

There is a regular succession through these offices, much like 
that jag in Panajachel; but the alguaziles take office first at 
an earlier age, as early as 10 or eleven. There are fifteen 
Prlncipales (the seventh of which, is the old Totonicapan immigrant) 
whose functions are almost entirely political rather than cer- 
emonial. 

A peculiarity in the religious calendar is that both cofradias 
are almost equally important on the fiestas of eachj both, for 
example, change memberships at the same time (after the fiesta 
of Santa Catarina) and there is no real celebration of Conoep- 
cic^n, even though there is tho cofradia. Yet Concepci^n is at 
least as important throughout the year as Santa Catarina, since 
it is most active in connection with Jesus' birth and death. 

The titular fiesta lasts a week; on the main day the Priest comes 
and says mass and baptises the childrenj during the week a com- 
pany gives a masked dance, such as La Conquistaj there are pro- 
cessions of the santos from the cofradias to the Ohurchj finally, 
there are doings in the cofradias. During minor fiestas there 
are only the processions and activities in the cofradias; on 
the Dia d.e los ^antos Reyes there is a variation from the cofradia 
ceremony in that the town officials carry the image of the nino 
to the houses of all past officials, cofrades, and pr&ncipales 
and drink liquor ceremonially with them. Otherwise there is a 
definite and easily definable pattern of religious activity cen- 
tering in the cofradias. 

The santo is in the house of the alcalde of the cofradia during 
bis year. It is on a decorated platform at one end of a room, 
and there are benches around the other walls. Hatless, the high 
municipal officials (leaving out alguaziles) file into the room 
to the aocompanyment of the flute-and-drum and sit down in order 
of office. The alcalde of the cofradia sits near the santoj the 
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mayordomos act as waiters. The ceremony consists of the 
alcalde's giving to the officials a certain series of foods 
and beverages (varying with the occasion) — together with 
speeches between the alcalde-oofradia said the Intendente of 
offering and accepting. Atol is never served here; beverages 
are usually a drink made with peta/te seeds, pinole with 
chocolate, and alambique (the cheapest rum). Poods are either 
just a paste of the peta/te seed or else large quantities 
of black-beans and of large tamales fwTgV«TTvn^«TVBririgBrykwi*-!rina 
together with sweet r&lls from the store (but the beans, tamales, 
and rolls'are taken to the officials' homes for them after 
they are ceremonially accepted in the cofradia and only a 
sample eaten). 

When there is an important fiesta, a marimba (or one for each 
cofradia) is importedj and after the ceremonies the music 
plays and rum is sold (together with an intoxicating beverage 
called ohiche made from that variety of jooote) and everybody 
who wishes comes and gets drunk and dances — men and women. 
Most of the men in town (what with a cantina running in addition, 
and the Secretary licensed to sell rum) are quite drunk for 
days during and after a fiestaj most of the women stay home 
and sober. 

The life crises, as far as I have been able to determine, are 
characterised by a general lack of formalism; they are quite 
individual matters in the family. There are recognized midwives 
who take care of the mother and attend the birth, and she gets 
a little money and food for her trouble; there are recognized 
padrinos, too, v/ho receive a gift of money and who (with the 
mother) go to have the child baptised, after which there are 
no further gifts; the boy's parents, or the young man with a 
friend, ask the girl's father's consent to a marriage, and 
after two or three visits the boy gives his father-in-law a 
present of money and takes the girl home with him without any 
particular ceremony. The body of the deceased is washed and 
dressed by a cofradia mayordomo or his wife, then placed in 
a coffin in new clothes with a candle, a little money, and some 
liquor. Pood is served the friends and relatives who come, but 
there is no further ceremony involved. There is no mourning. 

There is considerable shifting around of married couples until 
a couple has been together many years and have children. The 
man is definitely the head of the house, but the wife has great 
freedom to come and go as she pleases; she handles money as much 
as her husband does, and such things as chickens, which she has 
raised, are considered hers, and her husband would not sell them. 
As in all of the lake towns, domestic difficulties are taken 
to the juzgado for settlement, and a man may not beat his wife 
with impunity. 
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San Antonio Palopo 

The municiplo of San Antonio Palopo covers inost of the -^ast aide of 
the Lake, down alraoat to the tip of the east extension, where it 
borders on ^an Lucas Tollman. The cliff contimaes to rise from 
near the water's edge along thia shore, but again there is a 
little bowl on the uidc of the hill, and here is the populous 
town of San Antonio. To the South and East, as the high plateau 
falls back, there are a number of small fincasj also, there in 
one aldea of mixed Indians and Ladinos, called Agua Escondida, 
to the South, away from the lake shore. 

There is a little stream flowing into the lake near the town, 
and water from this is piped to a pila in the plaza, from which 
the Indians draw their water. 

In striking contrast to Santa Catarlna, the Indians of San Antonio 
make little use of the lake: they have no oanoes, thus do no 
real fishing or crab-fishing, they rarely bathe in the lake and 
do not use its water except for laundering clothes. It would 
be an exaggeration to say (as we have heard) that they are so 
shy of the v/ater that they v/ill not even enter a laTinchj but 
the fact remains that they never use canoes. The beach is not 
utterly canoe-less, because certain days of the wweek several 
large canoefuls of Atitecos como to San Antonio and leave their 
oanoes there while they walk up to Tocp^n with their bananasj 
but the Antoneros-have nothing to do with them. 

Antoneros do some fishing, but only from the shore of the lake. 
There tire several spots on the shore v/here the water is warm, 
and at times even steaming hot; here the fish collect and are 
easy to catch, and the Antoneros catch these fish in large cone- 
shaped baskets sxich as the Catorinecos use. 

San Antonio is an agricultural village; the people not only have 
considerable milpa, but they grow anise on a large scale. The 
anise la an important commercial crop; very little is used here 
(for medicine) and the major part of it is taken to Guatemala 
City for sale. 

The -markets chiefly patronised are those in Solola, Panajachel, 
and San Lucas.  On Wednesdays, when the Atitecos come through 
on the v/ay to Tecpdin, there is a bit of a market here — but it 
consists of not more than a dozen sellers, mostly local women 
with fruits and vegetables. 

Although the census figures give Santa Catarlna slightly more 
people than the town of San Antonio, I think^An Antonio is at 
least twice as large, or even three times. As usual, there is 
a juzgado, jails, church around the Plaza, and as in Santa Cat- 
arlna the houses start from the plaza and are distributed thickly 
all around. There are a few fruit trees in town, but all agri- 
cultural lands are outside. This is therefore a, like Santa 
Catarlna, a town-nucleULS municiplo. From the slight observation, 
for which we had opportunity, I judge that, like Santa Catarlna 
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also, the plaza la used only for official business. 

The entire atmosphere of the town, and the character of the 
people, appears remarkably different from that of Santa Oatarina, 
however. San Antonio is clean, as clean as any of the lake vil- 
lages; the people appear clean and neat — clothes always washed 
— the costume possibly more attractive — with much more 
pride in their personal appearance. Whether it is an illusion 
or not, the atmosphere seems more wholesome; it may be that 
there is as much drunkenness, as much begging, etc. here as 
in the other town, but from what we saw and heard, I doubt it. 
One difference I can point out, for we had plenty of opportunity 
to watch the jaw alguazlles and others around the plaza: the 
Antoneros are very affectionate, the boys stand around and hold 
hands or put arms over each others' shoulders. One never sees 
anything like that in Santa Oatarina. Here in San Antonio there 
seems to be great dignity combined with delicate demonstrativeness; 
in Santa Oatarina, neither. 

There are no resident ladinos in the town itself; there are a 
few families of foreign Indians (mostly Totonicapan, I think). 
The Intendente is a ladino from Solola, as are the Secretary 
and the two school-mistresses. Formerly all of the offices 
(except Secretary) were held by Indians; then there were the 
usual Alcalde and 2nd Alcalde, which are now abolished. In 
addition, then and now, there are the Sindioo, 4 regidores, 2 
Mayores, and 12 alguazlles, as well as 2 Sacristanes. Also 
there is an Indian Interpreter and Esoribiente. 

There are 14 Prlnoipales, and they seem to be qiiite important; 
the First Principal, among other things, is in charge of til 
documents pertaining to land and land ownership, and he appears 
to be the one who (probably in consultation with the others) 
allots communal land to those who need it. 

There are but two  oofradias, San Antonio and San Nicolas: the 
first has an alcalde, eight mayordomos, and 2 texeles; the second 
has an alcalde, only 7 mayordomos, and 2 texeles. The fiestas 
are evenly distributed through the year, and in every case but 
one, both oofradias participate— the one exception being san 
Nioolafs, when S. Antonio oofradia doesn't celebrate. 

San Lucas Tollman 

San Lucas is in many respects the lake town most comparable 
to Panajachel. It is the only other one on an automobile road; 
it is the other terminal of the chief launch services; it has 
both land and water communications with the other lake villages; 
it is on the most important taade route from North to South; it 
has a large percentage of ladinos; it is rather confused as far 
as population elements are concerned. 

The raunicipio of San Lucas takes up the East slope of the vol- 
canoes Tolimdin and Atitlan; to the Southeast there is a gradual 
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drop In altitude as the umnicipio reaches the "coast" j there 
Is from San Lucas an exit throtigh the volcanic chain to the 
South, and smother — aroxind or across the lake — to the North. 

The town itself is on the arm of the Lake to the East of Valoano 
Tollmanj although it is slightly above lake level, most of the 
town is plain (in contrast to both Sta. Gatarina and S. Antonio, 
wM»h are built on the sides of hills). Like Panajaohel, the 
Plaza is considerably inland , and immediately around it are 
several stores, and the homes of Chancles; farther out, t^ards 
the Lake, are some families of Obrero ladinos, and generally 
speaking, closest to the lake is the colony of St  local Indiana. 
There are quite a number of Indians from other towns, especially 
Solola, scattered among the ladinos and the Indians. 

The Indian houses, on pretty well-^aid-out streets, are arranged 
in compounds, 11! e those of -Hitlan, so that a number of simple 
families (usually related) share one patio and are in close 
contact. The Indians, (like in the other towns mentioned) have 
to go out of the town tc^their mllpas — their chief means of 
support — and live in a concentrated area, so that this, too, 
must be called a "town-nucleus" rauniolpio. The munioipio is 
by no means simple, however, for there are small settlements 
and fineas everywhere to the South. 

There is a little doing in the plaza, as far as market is con- 
cerned, every day; but it is a market of merchants passing 
through for the most part. Merchants from the North to the 
South are generally in Solola on Friday (or many, to go back 
far ther. In Chichicartenango or Tecpan on Thursday), and 
cross the lake on Saturday morning. Some of them stop in San 
Lucas to sell things for a short time on Saturday and then 
go down to the Coast for Sunday and Monday — selling there 
in the Sunday markets and at the various finoas. They get 
back to ^an Lucas on Tuesday, and then most of them stop and 
set up shop for the day. Since there are the most merchants . 
here on Tuesday, it has become the most important market day, 
and Indians from the other towns, find local ones too, come to 
buy and sell. This market is then abo\it as big as Panajaohel's 
on Sundays. 

The Intendente is a ladlno from Solola'j the Sindioo and three 
of the Regidores are also ladinos. The other three regidores 
are Indians, as are all of the alguaziles. The organization 
in this respect is like that of Panajaohel, therefore, now 
and before the recent change: the offices alternating between 
ladinos and Indians, with ladinos (under the old system) having 
1, 3, 5,  7 and the Indians 2,4,6,8, 

As in ^anajachel also, the women seem to be raqre conversant in 
Spanish than the women of Santa Gatarina and ^an Antonioj and 
there are men here who speak it very well. In the smaller towns, 
where Spanish is hardly spoken, the Indians bemoan the fact 
that there are no ladinos; they have observed that in ladino 
towns the schools are better and more Indians become "OaaixLlanos" 

i'A-ttSBacggir.-^fr'ma^m^; 
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SEUitlago Atltlan 

Santiago Atitlan la fcho metropolis of the Lake, with over six 
thousand Indiana in the town itself. Like San Luoas and Pan- 
ajachel, it occupies a strategid posttion in the route from 
the highlands to the ooast; loss Highland merchants go through 
Atitlan, but thero are so many Atiteoo merchants that the 
route is as important aa that through San Lucas. 

The immiclpio of Atitlan includes the whole of the Western 
arm of the lake together with the Inside slopes of the volcanoes 
Tollman, Sbsn Atitlfm. San Pedro, and Santa Clara; this munioipio 
is thus in a kind of*valley between the two sets of volcanoes, 
and toward the south the valley gradually loses altitude as it 
reaches the "ooaat". There is thus an easy route down to the 
ooast cities and finoas. To the North, the water route is so 
much easier than the land route (sifaoe the West shore of the 
lake is impassable) that it la almost always used. 

The town itself is on the lake, on the Western slope of Tollman; 
the shores all around it are planted with vegetables — chiefly 
tomatos; the slopes of the aoloanoes are planted with mllpa, 
and above the line where that Is possible the land is good for 
only firewood. On the shore of the lake there is an aldea called 
Cerro de Oro (which I shall discxiss later), and to the South 
of the Munioipio there are seventeen fincas, large and small, 
growing coffee arid cereals. 

The town Itself covers a circumscribed area dipping at var&ous 
points to the irregular shore-lino. The topography is hilly and 
irregular, and although the town is characterised by well-laid-out 
streets, it is so crowded and Irregular that it looks like a 
jumble of houses. I judge that the six thousand odd people live 
in an area no larger than a square mile, and in this area there 
must be about a thousand individual houses — some two to three 
hundred compounds. 

Although there is a pila in the plaza, drawing water from a 
stream some distance to the South, the water is not considered 
good, and all of the Indians get their water from the lake. 
Likewise, they wash clothes and (the men) bathe in the lake. 
But new municipal regulations attempt to keep parts of the 
lake ohly for the drawing of viator for the kitchen, so that the 
ill effects are somewhat mitigated. 

The Plaza is in about the center of town? it is large, with a 
roomy juzgado, comandancia, post- and telegraph offices, schools, 
and church. Atitlan (with 'anajaohel and 5an Luoas) is one of 
the three lake towns with a post office or telegraph line. 

Around the Plaza are a few stores and the homes of ladinos. farther 
out there Is street upon street of the Indians. The ladinos, 
unlike either Panajachel or San Lucas, are all recent comers from 
the larger townsj I judge there are about 40 families, quite a 
number of them from Solol4. They are all Ohancles. There is 
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(as far as I know) only one regularly resident Immigrant Indian 
— a man from Santa Catarina Palopo who is married to a woman here. 
In addition the wife of the Comandante (v/ho seems to be an Indian 
from Santa Luola Utatlaa) is a Totonicapan Indian. I mention 
these exceptional oasea to give some indication of how pure and 
homogeneous the Indian population of Atitl^n is. There are some 
Atlteeos living in other towns (li^e Panajachel, ^an Lucas, 
Gerro de Oro) but practically no foreign Indians here. 

Since the townspeople live together and go out to their milpas 
and their gardens, this immlclplo is another of the "town-nucleus" 
type -- complex because of Cerro de Oro and the fincas.  (As 
I shall point out when I describe Cerro de Oro, this statement 
needs amendment). Atitl&n diffei-'s from all other lake towns, 
however, in its greater sociab^llity. 

To start with, the sexual division of labor is more important — 
or more far-reaching, rather — than in the other towns. Else- 
where both men and women went off to markets, or came to the local 
market; women he^jjjed their husbands in the fields or in the 
gardens (to varying extent*). Here, however, the men go off 
alone to their work — which, indeed, keeps practically all of 
them out of town every day — and the women stay horaej here 
also, the men only go to markets such as Solol4 or Teopdbi --* 
since such markets are frequented for purely commercial purposes 
by Atlteeos — and the women stay home; but there is a local 
market, and here only the women come. 

There is market in~the plaza twice every day, once from about 
eleven to two, and the other time fpora about 5 to 7. There are 
oomaroiantes, from TotoxiicapAn and Chichicastenango usually, 
selling drygoods; and there are Pedranos selling platanos and 
such from the- coast; there may be Marquenos selling liaias or 
oranges; these are all men. But most of the sellers in the 
market are Atitecas — local Indian women who have a few things 
f.om the garden, a few eggs, or some salt, coffee, pan&la, or 
chile that they have bought from the oomorclantes or that their 
husbands have bought on the coast. No local Indian man comes to 
the market — either to buy or to sell; he would bo ashamed to 
bo seen there with all the women. 

The women are in the plaza during some five or six hours a day; 
they sit there with their wares, gossiping and looking. There 
is no municipal tax on market-selling, so that the women can 
come and go as often as they please; naturally only a fraction 
of all the women are there at any one time, but all women come 
a number of times a week, at least. They are there for business, 
but it is really a social occasion for them as well; they do 
all the visiting they wish. The plaza, as far as women aro con- 
cerned, is thus a constant meeting-place and visiting-place. 

Men, on the other hand, use the plaza only for business; they 
are in the juzgado as officials, and they come here only when 
it is necessary, 

Wcaaan do not oo nfine their social life to the Plaza, either; there 
are some five watering places, and depending on the neighborhood. 
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the same families of women patronise the same ones. They go 
down to the lake regularly onoe or twice a day and stay for an 
hour or two; there they have a chance to meet their friends and 
exchange gossip. More than that, the house-groups are so close 
together that women can lookiji Into their neighbors' patios and 
see what goes on — and they do not hesitate to do so. Further- 
more, in each household there are some five families, varftpusly 
related, and between these (especially women, who are home 
most of the day) there is intimate and constant social contact. 

As far as women are concerned, therefore, there is considerable 
community intercourse; people from other towns recognize this 
as a peculiarity, and don't like the Atlteoas because "they are 
bravas, and why shouldn't they be since they run around the 
streets all day and talk?" Although It is a dozen times a big, 
I don't-doubt that the women of Atitl&a (and through them their 
husbands) know more about all the other people in Atitl^n than 
anybody In ^anta GRtarina doesxabout the other Catarinecos. 

Yet it Is remarkable how little town life there is in Atitl^n. 
It appears that the gerteral pattern of Individualism and spec- 
ialization that Is found both in towns like Chlchicastenango and 
in the other lake villages holds here too. For example, com- 
munity religious life is just as absent here as elsewhere: during 
the titular fiesta and the one other Important fiesta (Semana 
Santa) the people get together in the plaza, more or less, and 
have mass and watch a masked dance, and patronize the oantinas, 
and have a large market (when men, too, in groups, can come) 
there is something like a community celebration. But during 
the course of the year, in the dozen minor fiestas, the members of 
the cofradias alone get td^gither and have their oostumbres while 
the people around, who can hear very plainly the flute and the 
drum, stay at home and let the oofrados do what they are supposed to. 
So, too, when a man builds a house he hires day laborers to help 
him, and there is nothing communal; so too there are no fiestas 
or general gatherings at births or marriages or deaths. It is 
every family (in a slightly larger sense than elsewhere) for it- 
self. 

Hue to the size of the town, there is a lot going on in the juzgado 
OTB ry day; on some days there are as many as twenty "cases" In 
court — usually domestic squabkles brought to the Iroftendente for 
settlement, or arguments about land ownership. Regardless of size, 
it appears that the A-fcitecos, and especially the women, are great 
squabblers; there are petty intrigues and jealousies and occasional 
hair-pullings. They come to the juzgado and shrieK their accus- 
ations and counter accusations in the high-pitched voices char- 
acteristic of the town (bothjf in men and women) and usually some- 
body or other ends \ip in jail for a few days. 

The Intendente Is a ladino from Solola; in the old days there was 
a local ladino alcalde, Indian 2nd Alcalde, ladino Sindlco, etc. 
in alternate years, and In the bther years the Indians took the 
important offices themselves. Now, of course, ladinos have the 
balance, since the Intendente is one and there is no 2nd Alcalde. 
But since the ladino is an outsider, it is not quite the same as 
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glving the power to tho small ladino minority; and as a matter 
of fact, the present Intendente Is liked muoh more by th© Indians 
than hy  the local ladlnos. In addition to the usual regidores 
(some Indians, some ladinos) and the alguaziles, there is a group 
of "pesoadores", Indians holding office for one year whose job 
it is to do errands by canoej they carry the mail between Rtitlan 
and Solola, and also take mail and telegrams to San Pedro 'when 
called upon, or go to san Lucas vrtien necessary.  They occasionally 
have a chance to earn a little money by taking along passengers. 

The comerciantes here go chiefly in canoes, and they have large 
ones that hold a dozen or fifteen Or twenty or more. They cross 
in groups, therefore, and they usually remain In the same groups 
on the road, finding the same places to sleep and to eat. Since 
they are on the road most of each week, they are In the company 
of each other more than of their respective familiesj thus there 
are additional social ties in Atitlan not fotind in other tov/ns. 
The merchants generally go to KX± either Tecpan or Solola. Those 
that go to Tecpan generally leave Wednesday morning with aargos 
of bananas brought up from the coast; going through San Antonio, 
they usually sleep half way betw'een there and Tecp^i, and arrive 
In their destination in the forenoon on Thursday. They buy there 
highland produce to take back to the coast. Those who go to 
Solola take cargoes of bananas or tomatoes (which are grown In 
Atltlin itself); some go via San Jorge, others through Panajachel. 
Those who go through Panajachel uaiiaMy sell in the local market 
Thursday afternoon, stay here the iii£ht (for the past month or 
so, in the corridor of our own house) and go to SololA early in 
the morning. Ihey  bring back vegetables grown in the Solol^ area, 
and bake them to the coast fincao to sell. 

The political organization of Atitlan is rather complex. There are 
five cantonos (divisions of the town proper geographically, one 
of them Including thepart occupied by the Flaza) each with a 
number of Prinoipales who really run the canton as far as it Is 
independent• isHahxXtaL One of the Prinoipales of each canton 
is a principal of the v/hole town, and these are rated In order. 
There do nob seem to be any auxiliaros in the cantones; I think 
that the alguaziles (who are distributed among the cantones) have 
charge of hunting up people in their respective cantones. Aside 
from the Five Prinoipales, there is one office known as Cabeoero 
del Pueblo, and the man who fills It is always a canton Principal. 
Then there are 3 Indian regidores, 8 Mayor©s, 24 Alguaziles; 
7 ^acrlstanes (who do not change yearly, but, like the Prinoipales, 
keep their jobs for life, two Piscales, and one J£SCI>iMente. 

There are nine cofradias, withbtheir fiestas well scattered through 
the year. Each has an alcalde, a "jueB1', 6 raayordomos (called 
here simply cofrades) and four female texeles. The alcalde has 
the santo in his house, but the others pay for Its upkeep; the 
"juez" orders the mayordomos, who adorn the santo, place candles 
and burn incense for It, etc., and whose wives prepare the food 
for the costumbres. Two of the cofradias (Santiago and Santa Oruz) 
have the santo*s clothes washed every two wcaks by the texeles. 
One (bf the chief Jobs of the cofradias is to bury the dead of the 
town, and they take turns at this — the mayordomos doing the work. 
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Tho texoles of all of tho cofradias have the job of washing the 
clothes of tho santos In the churoh; all of the oofr'ades are 
supposed to put oandles for the church santos as well as for their 
ovm» 

There Is the usual type of succession through the regular offices: 
algtiazil, pescador, mayor, low mayordomo, higher ynayordomo, etc., 
juez of cofradia, alcalde of cofradia (may ho all different 
cofradlas involved), then first Fiscal. After this the man is 
recognized as a Principal and isn't called upon for more service. 
Tho Regldores and (in the old days) town alcaldes do not fit 
Into tho succession, because literate Indians only were taken for 
theso jobs.  In the succession there Is usually a year's vacation 
between auccossivo jobs. 

There are some 20 or 25 literate Indian men In Atitl^n, besides 
a number of men and women who can read and write a little. The 
school can now be expected to turn out many more, for since last 
November there have been over 500 pupils, and it looks like a 
very successful school unforttmately lacking only sufficient teachers. 
The teachers are all outside ladinos, men and women. 

Houses are arranged in compounds, with stone fences high between 
the groups. There is some attempt to keep separate sections of 
the patio for each of the houses In a compound, btit the space Is 
so small that this is impossible. There is usually only one 
sweat-bath for tho (average of) five houses In the compound, but 
each house has its own chicken coop and pig-pen, as well as com- 
crlb. The makeup of the compounds differs; In each house there 
Is normally one elementary family, with small children — but 
since there is no strict residence rule,the families may be re- 
lated In different ways. OccasiorMAily the families will not be 
related at all, but this is uncommon. 

The standard cf living of a family In Atitl^n is comparatively 
rather high. The average dally expenditure for food per adult 
runs about seven cents — just aboxit twice as high as in Santa 
Catarina. Much more meac. is eaten, for one thing; for another, 
there.Is more broad. Thera are both batchers and bakers In 
Atitl&n, both regular professions furnishing very high quality 
merchandise. 

Within the family circle, t'ae father is the head of the household; 
but the position of the wife is certainly high. The wife keeps 
the family money (since she does all the marketing) and the 
husband has to ask her for money if he wants something (like a 
drink, for example). A man cannot beat his wife with impunity, 
for — if he has no cause — she will go to the juzgado. The 
wife can leave her husband any time she pleases, too, and there 
is no reason for her to stand bad treatment. The young girls 
are watched over carefully by iajc their parents; they are married 
at the age of 15 or 16, and the girl has the final say-so in 
the choice of her husband, since the parents feel they have no 
right to influence her unduly. Likewise, the boy himself chooses 
his wife, and although his parents, with the aid of a go-between, 
obtain the consent of the girl's family after a series of visits, 
they never themselves choose the girl. 
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Thore is great reserve between the sexes In the household, and 
great "modesty" in talking about sexual matters. Thus, from 
men I was unable to find out  anything about childbirth, the 
men claiming that they knov; nothing about it. When a young 
man is about sixteen he has to get another house somewhere, 
but the young girls are always protected by staying ±n the 
ho'ase ofjc their parents. 

In baptism, ladinos seem to be preferred as madrinas to Indians. 
(Women here do tho actual taking-of~the-ohild-to-church; their 
husbands are called "padrinos" but have nothing to do in the 
business.) The father of tho child gives a present to the 
godmother, v/ho may or may not givo the child a present. There 
is another god-mother chosen for each child, and since the 
Priest comes only occasionally, the god-mother is chosen only 
the day before tho baptism. 

The wife/as more to say about residence than anybody else. If 
after the marriage she goes with her husband, and decides that 
she does^t like to live TKith his family, the husband usually 
consents to go to live with hor family vor else they separate). 
Often the girl decidos in advance that she wants to stay home, 
and then again residence is matrilineal. Normally I think the 
preponderance is in favor of patrilineal residence. When it 
is so, presents of food are sent by the parents of the man to 
the gtrl's family, as sort of cempensation for talcing her awayj 
when marriage is matrilinear, the presents go the other way. 
(This besides presents which the boy's family always gives the 
girl's family before and at marriage). In case of separation 
jshBtxjKHHjaiR the woman or man goes home again; the husband/ gets 
most of tho children, if there is an odd number, but the division 
Is supposed to be equal, the man taking the boys and tho woman the 
girls• 

At death the cofrades bury the body; after tho funeral friends 
and relatives come in and drink liquor, but do not eat.... There 
are no signs of mourning, but It is considered well to wait a 
few months before remarrying, 

Oerro do Pro is an aldea of Atitl^n, between the towns of San 
J-iucas and Atitl^n. It lies at the foot of a largo hill (an old 
cone, I think) and spreads over considerable area. The people 
all Immigrated here from Patzicia (Ohimaltenango) some seventy 
years ago; they still wear their old costume and speak their 
old language. There is a little jusgado and ;Jail, never any 
market. There are 30 or 40 homes, and they are scattered over 
a wide area; there are tomatoes along the lake-shore, and milpas 
scattered around with the houses. The aldea itself is definitely 
after the pattern of an "empty town" municlpio; and it makes 
the municlpio of Santiago Atitlan a complex combination. The 
people come to Atitl4n on business, occasionally, but they use 
the San Lucas market much more. They use canoes and cross the 
lake with tomatcte — comerclantes like the Atitecos. 

,V *.'',*, .^•o^y^M' ^"^^^K%&^fr^vyi^ 
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San Pedro la Laguna 

San Pedro in many raspeots is a smaller Atitl^n, with some 
Important differonces. It is situated at the foot of the 
volcano by that name, has considerable beach-land, and 1B 
comparatively roomy. There is nothing to the munioipio except 
the town (in which there is no milpa at all) and the surrounding 
slopes where the milpas are; of course there is the beach, on 
which tomatoes and other vegetables are grown. 

Like Atltl^, the lake is tised for all purposes that need waterj 
canoes are used here, not as much as in Atitlan because the 
natives don't travel so mudaj but they are made hero, as they 
are in Atitltin. As in Atltl^n and San Lucas, fishing was en- 
gaged in more extens^ively than at present when there was no 
license required. 

The town is much less important than Atitlan; it is smaller, 
never (except during the fiesta) has a market, has no telegraph 
line, and is not on a regular route to the coast. 

Although it is another of -the "town-nucleus" munioiplos, and 
the people all live close together surrounding the Plasa — 
there are no Ladino residents — the Plaza is used only for 
official purposes and as a playground for the school-children. 
The Intondente is an Indian from Atitlan; there is a Ladino 
Secretary and Comandante; the director of the school is a 
ladino; one of the teachers is a local Indian. 

Perhaps indirectly duo to the difference in size and geographic 
position — thus lack of markets — there Is not in ^an Pedro 
the women-in-tho-market complex that there is in Atitli&i. The 
women here stay home and dia^ their weaving (which is now done 
commercially for the tourist trade) except when they go into 
the streets to sell things to the toruists. There is none of 
the congregating of the womsn in the plaza or at the lake; the 
men do the marketing (of necessity in other towns, usually 
Atitlan). 

There is the usual type of political organization, with the 
old Alcalde and second alcalde replaced by the outside Intendente 
(inceXdentallyj, a Pedrano ic Intendente in Na'auala). There 
are six cofradias, with theUr alcaldes and .aayordoraos changing 
each year as usual. 

In San Pedro the maguey industry begine bo assume some proportions, 
with some rope and hammocks, etc. being made, and the young men 
spending their spare moments making maguey bags. 

San Pedro and Atitlan both are good examples of what tour^ists 
can do to a town; they are the only towns that tourists visit 
in any ntunbers, and apparently in two or three years they have 
altered the character of the people in some respects. These are 
the only towns where a stranger is welcomed with an open palm; 
they beg money with impunity and try with all force to sell 
textiles (although in the markets there is never pressure on 
a customer. It has not taken them long to learn that from tourists 
they can get something for nothing; Hn&xstkfcis: what more far-reaching 
effects this might have, if any, cannot be foretold. 
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San Juan la Lapruna 

San ^uan is the most remarkable example I know of the negation 
of diffusion. It is practically a suburb of Ai±i San Pedro, not 
more than a mile or a mile and  a half from it on a level roadj 
most of the land in and near the town of San Juan is planted 
with milpa by Pedranos who have bought it. There is constant 
intercommunication between the two towns. That there should be 
any differences at all is, it seems to me, a wonder. x  suppose 
differences in costume dhould be passed off, since costumes 
here are more or less town uniforms. There are, however, slight 
differences in language — vocabulary, grammar, phonetics — 
that cannot be passed off. And although we do not know aank 
either town well enough to appreciate fundamental cultural 
differences that there may be, one thing is noticeable: that 
since no tourists come to San Juan there is an entirely differ- 
ent attitude tsuR  towards strangers, indicating that that sort 
of thing hasn't been pa.ssed over from San Pedro. 

The i&aneros seem to be the most self-respecting. Intelligent, 
and what-not Indians aro\ind the lake. Not only did they never 
think of asking us for money (apparently) nor try to sell us 
anything, but they just laughed me off several times when I 
suggested buyingj and Andrade's informant apologised for taking 
pay because, he said, "I don't sell my words". The young men 
of the village showed me around with great pleasure, and at every 
house the people came out, some of them thanking me for coming. 
Not only is this town different from neighboring San Pedro, 
but it is farther from San Pedro than is any town on the lake. 

The costume, meanwhile (except for the huinil) seems to be 
gradually merging with San PedroCsj rather, some men wear San 
Pedro shirts, some wear San Pedro Trousers, and some San Pedro 
bandas; as it happens, nobody has all three at once, but many 
have one or the other. It is not a matter of wholesale taking-over 
because in the local costune one can see the transition from 
what might be taken as "pure San Juan" through various steps 
to San Pedro — all in local weaving. 

San Juan folloY/s the twwn-nucleus pattern, but the town is so 
spacious that (although there are recognizable streets) the houses 
are very far apart. Nevertheless, practically all of the milpa 
of the local Indians is back in the hills (that in town being 
owned by Pedranos) and San Juan falls into the town-nucleus class. 
There is an aldea, larger than the town itself, to the West; 
it is occupied entirely by foreign Indians — Totonioapan, Quez- 
altenango, S, Cristobal, Nahuala, etc. I do not know its geog- 
raphy. 

There are no ladlnos here at all; the Intendente is a local Indian^} 
the Secretary a Pedrano who commutes to his v/ork daily; the school- 
teacher lives in San Pablo. There are throe cofradias-proper, 
one privately-owned santo in a oofradia-set-up, and one "municipal 
cofradla" like that in Panajaohel. There is the usual succession 
through the cofradfas and municipal offices, and of course, 
the usual Principales. 
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San Pablo la Lagima 

San Pablo Is aeveral himdrod feet up from the lako, and as 
far back. At tho shore, vogotablos axie grown, and moot of 
the m?.lpa that there is Is reached by canoo from the shore; 
but tho town itself Is quite a distance away. 

The town Is quite concentrated (thoiigh spacious) In a circunt- 
scrlbed area, and for some things peoplo go out to their work. 
But in respect to town-type San Pablo is different from any 
other village I know: the people really don't have to go out 
much, and men and women are apt to bo home most of the time. 
This results from the fact that maguey Is here a crop, and 
it is grown in people's yards, and in the further fact that 
rope-making and its subsidiaries is an industry. Practically, 
the people In £>an Pablo, men,x women, and children, spend 
their lives with maguey. Men have very little milpa, women 
do very little weaving. Everybody Is In the patio twisting 
maguey. 

There is no ovldonoe that there Is more community life here 
than elsewhere; there Is no market, no stores, apparently no 
more sociability than anywhere else. In tho plaza there is 
a plla, to v/hich all of tho v/omon come for water; but they 
do not linger and talk. Apparently the pattern of indlvldualisia 
holds in thcso conditions as it so largely does in the peculiar 
conditions in Atitlan. 

Rope, hammocks, net-bags, etc. are mofte In San Pablo in large 
quantities, and taken by the men to Guatemala Ci'y and to the 
Coast to be sold. Apparently they bring back enough money to 
buy most of the corn they need, and also, to buy milled cotton 
cloth for use both in the men's and tho women's costumes. 

San Marcos la Laguna 

Across the bay from San Podro Is the little town of San Marcos. 
It is a small town in a small munlcipio, and it is as uhlmportant 
as it can be. But it furnishes another variation of town-type, 
and there are some Interesting points about it. 

There is a break In the high cliff, and there Is a small valley 
running back from the lake, with valla  gradually rising on 
both sides. A small stream runs into tho lako a little to one 
side. The lake-level land near tho shore, and back Into the 
valley, is lush with orango and jocote trees; back through them. 
In the center. Is a path that leads to the plaza. Here at the 
plaza Is tho juzgado, the school, the church (there are ruins of 
and old church and a rancho used as the church now), as well as 
the secretary's and the school-mistresses houses and a plla for 
their use. $hat is all that there is to be seen; it Is all, in 
fact, besides fruit trees, that there Is in the entire valley. 
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Looking up the hills on eaoh aide one oan. If MB eyea are good, 
©spy the first houses of the Indians. There are two separate settle- 
merits, one on each hill and eaoh starting far up. Climbing either 
side, one finds that there are a few paths, but no streets; there 
are no lewl ulaooa Ittrgo onougii for moru thtm one house and its 
small patio. In all, on both sides, there are less than fifty 
houses, all ocoupled by Marquenos. 

There is no milpa in the valley, nor on the hills below the 
houses, nor in the area occupied by the houses themselves (with 
very fow exceptions). This area is token up with fruit trees, 
especially jooote, of which there are thousands. Higher up in 
the hills, on both sidos, there la milpa land, and this extends 
back through the munlclpio. 

The Indians u e  small canoes sparingly; occasionally they go 
to Atitlan to market, and occasionally when they go to market 
in Solols! they go part of the way by canoe. When'they go to their 
canoes, or to pick oranges, they have to come down from their 
homes to the valley. The officials, and any)£ others on official 
busine8F),liave to come down,to the plaaa. Otherwise the Indians 
may go fi'om their homes to the milpa, or to the markets which 
thej frequent (over land routes) without ever coming to the 
plaza or into the valley. 

The town therefore rather defies olasBifioation; only by taking 
the whole thing together, and calling it the town can one think 
of it as a "town-nucleus" munlclpio.  If one thinks of the 
Indians as living out in the country, and of the Plaza as the 
"town" (and indeed it serves the same function for the Indians 
— only less so — aa the town in Ohichlcastenango) KKKxcnuc and 
speaks of this as a vauant-town municiplo, then he must include 
the milpa land v/ith the houses. What San Marcos is, in form, 
is ppfftty much what Panajaohel is — a combination of the op- 
posites. If it v/ere important enough, one could make a third 
type and call^ it the vacant-town-outsido-milpa munlclpio, 
in v/hich there is a vacant-town in the center, then the houses, 
then the milpa, with the people coming to the town on occasion 
and going out to their milpas on other occasions. 

All of the milpa land in the munioipio is owned communally, and 
not one bit has been sold outside. The only land not used by 
a Marquefto is a small piece of milpa which the Secretary-school 
master is allowed to cultivate. There is enough land, with the 
small population, to allow any Indian as much milpa as he oares 
to cultivate. The Indians nevertheless do not cultivate very 
largo tracts, for their interests are more in fruit. The fruit 
trees are all privately owned, and passed down with the rest of 
a man's inheritance. 

In all other lake towns there is some communally owned land, 
but this is the only one in which it is all communally owned. 

Except for the Secretary and the school-mistress, there are no 
ladinos living in Seen. Marcos. The Intendente is a local Indian^, 
and of course all of the other officers are too. There is but 
one oofradia (Maria Oonoepoion); San Marcos is in the Church. 
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Bxoept that they do not appoaz* aa intelligent or speak as much 
Spanish, the Indians hero are very much like those of San Juan; 
they are clean, proud, and usually very good-humored. These 
judgmenta may soem suporfioial, as well as un-Rnthropologicalj 
but I doubt if one can ascribe the differences that we can't 
help but notteg the dlf f oronoes in cultxtre rather than the per- 
sonality and character of the people — whatevei- may be their 
ultimate cause. In comparing Santa Catarina and San Marcos, 
for example, wo cannot forget that fes=r every pi'eser.t we gave to 
the town or to Individuals in San Marcos wwoS  returned in oranges, 
in ttanta Catarina only by asking for something else. In San 
Marcos all we have to to Is sxiggost that w© might like an orango 
by asking how the crop is, and immediately a boy will be dis- 
patched to bring us some (or the QDMO for Joootos). In Santa 
Catarina once I had been climbing about with some boys for a 
long time and was very thirsty; back at the juBgado, I was pas- 
sing around cigarettes, candy, and peanuts, and all my hints 
for an orange being unavailing, I finally asked some of my friends 
for one. They told me that there are oranges, but since they 
are all privately owned,si would have to go around and try to 
buy some; I refuse to boliovo that none of these boys had some 
way of getting me an orange (fromhis own or a friend's tree). 

But one day at San ilarcos v/e v/oro walking around and taking 
Joootea to ear, along the way. One old woman complained about 
our taking her joootea (ih owing that all aren't so nice here) 
and I asked one of the boys how much they were worth. Ho said 
they were worth a penny a hundred, and I put a.penny into his 
hand saying ho shoxild give it to the woman so that she shouldn't 
complain. Ho looked blankly at the penny and then, looking 
rather shocked, he handed it back to mo and said "No, that is 
a sin; one oan'fc take money for a few fruits that aom&bodj 
eats." 

We have attended oompax'able fiestas in both towns, too; I cannot 
say that.there was any noticeable difference in the formal aspects 
of the procession or oofradia ceremony — or indeed in the spirit 
of preparations for the fiesta — but while in ^anta Catarina 
everybody around was begging for money for liquor, nobody In 
San Uaroos asked for a thing, ^ov/ovor such differences may be 
accounted for, it is curious to see the peculiar distribution 
of towns that impress us strongly one way or the other. Santa 
^atarina, Santiago, and san Pedro may be labelled minus; San 
Antonio, San Juan, and san Marcos, plus. 

There is never a market in San Marcos; It is not on the roujse 
of anrf oomorffiantes (although during the fiesta of Concepcion 
a butcher from SvsmkaxSbsx.  San Pablo asked and received permission 
to bring a bull here, slaughter it, and sell the meat). All 
buying and selling is done elsewhere. There are no local mer- 
chants, but the men occasionally go to Sololi, Atltlan, and other 
markets to sell large loads of fruit. Moat of the marketing<±s 
done by the women, however, who go to Santa Olara on Tuesdays 
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and Saturdaya and to Santa Luoia on Thursdays and Sundays* They 
take small quantltioa of fruits, and bring hack small quantities 
of neoessities. The men, meanwhile, work In the fields and 
with their fruit, and also do quite a lot of fishing and orab- 
fishing. Here, as in San Podro and San Juan (not to mention 
San Pablo whera it is an industry) the men spond their spare 
time in making maguey oord and making baas cf it, generally 
for their own use. Lake water is not used for drinking; there 
are springs up in the hills, where the houses are. 

Santa Cruz la Lagrma. 

"Pho  munlolplo of Santa Cruz takes up most of the Northeast shore 
of the lake; at moat points the cliff rises prooipitouoly from 
the water's edge, but there are three breaks: two of them are 
valleys muoh like that of San Marcos, and the one closest to 
San Marcos is occupied by Tz-ununa, an aldea; the other break 
is an irregular double barranoa, between which, and high above the 
lake, is situated the town of Santa Cruz. On the sidao of the 
barrancas, and back throiigh the hills are the mllpas. 

The town of Santa Cruz is a small, irregular jumble of houses 
no two on the same level. Many of the houses are owned by 
people v,ho live in GPzunun^ or back in the hills, and who come 
here only for fiestas. The thirty odd families who llvo in 
the town itself oonstitute a oomrainity very much 11 ''e Sanfca 
Catarim, the people uavially being away from home, ^'?orkigg on 
their mllpas or at market in Solol^. There is a plla in the 
plaza and all of the people draw water from Itj but, aa in San 
Pablci, the women do not stop there long enough to exchange what 
news there may bo. 

Tzununa is a fruit-growing aldea; in geography it is muoh like 
San Marcos, with a Juzgado and a school alone in the valley and 
the homes up on the hillsidos. It has few connections with 
the town of ^atita Cruzj the officials of Tzununa of course have 
many occasions to go to the munlciplo "capital", but the rest 
of the people go only when there is serious trouble or when 
they must use the Qhureh for some reason or other, or during 
the titular fiesta. 

In addition to these two settlements — one of which is definitely 
^'town-nucleup" and the other not definitely anything — there 
are a number of Indian families living "in the monte", on their 
mllpas, after the fashion of the neighboring towns to the North. 
For them, Santa Gmz  is the political capital, but except during 
fiestas they have nothing muoh to do with it. The market is 
definijrftely Solola. Santa Cruz is thus a complex municipio type. 

Trade ftKamxifcua.'saa is oriented defiiitely toward Solola; Santa Cruz 
has no market itself, but it seems to be a one-market municipio 
and thus (commercially) it is a 3\iburb of Solola. Canoes are 
used considerably for transportation, for by a short run along 
the shore, miles of hard walking can be saved on the road to 
Solola. There <pe, thus, canoes both in Santa Cruz and Tzununa, 
but from Tzununa an all-land path is most often taken. 
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Tho entire wunlcipio ia Y/lthout ladlno realdonte; -bhere la 
a ladlno aecrotary and a school teaolr in Santa Cruz, and a 
school-teftoher alone in Tztmum. ThQ  Intondonto in Santa Oruss 
is a local Indian youth chosen beoaits© he is the only one 
who can speak Spanish at all well, and all of the other official a 
are also Indians* There are four oofradiaa, and the uaual 
succession through the various offices. 

Some of the land is privately owned, and some comraunally owned; 
the Secretary that we wet when we first came, who had been here 
for twelve years, was recently removed from his office because 
(some of the Indiana said) he was ustog his influence to sell 
some of the communal land to a ladino who wanted it for fire- 
wood purposes. Considerable of the privately-owned land, how- 
ever, has baen sold to ladinos — ono piece in Tzununa for the 
purpose of growing coffee* 
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November 8: 

T?ield Notes on Santa- Catarim Palopo ^ 
tea from diary'," arranged in-cnronoxogical order, 

V^, 

Meanwhile,  we walked to  Panajachel.  There.is  a 

drugstore there run by dona Angelina de Sologaistoa and her 

husband,   M.   G.     Last year we became  friendly with the  lady, 

who gave us  considerable infoimation about  the Lake villages. 

This morning we  saw her husband,  and talked to him for about 

an houi?.    He  confirmed what we already knew about Sta.   Catarlna 

Palopo:   it is   the dirtiest, most unhealthy village on the  Lake. 

There is  no  stream on its site,   so  the peoplefirink from  the  same 

v/ater where their  sewage goes,   where they bathe,   and where they 

wash clothes.  He also  said the people,  like most of than on 

the Lake,   are petty thieves  and liars. 

April 24.   In a chartered launch we went first to  Santa Catarina 

Palopo,  which we had to  enter in canoes.  The Alcalde  (Jose Angel 

Buk)  was on  the beach  to  greet us,   and he himself   showed us   around. 

The people acted as if they had not  had visitors  in their town 

before and were very hospitable.   We found that only the Secretary 

is  Ladino  (with his family),  and he was [-one for the morning; 

there are only a few hundred people  in the town which is  con- 

centrated,   and  v\hich has all of its milpas,   even,   in this  tiny 

bowl,  facing  the v/ater.   The people are excellent  sanoers  and 

swimmers,  according bo   the  alcalde.   We mentioned that we might 

come to live there in October,   and they welcomed us;   we gave the 

alcalde  a gift of a dollar-watch.   Later we met a crab-fisher from 

here who  seems  to speak Spanish well,  one Antonio Nimacuchia.  Also we met 

a Chichicastenango boy who has  adopted the costume and language of ,1 

this place,   '•'•'he Secretary's name is Jose Santisma. || 
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November 12, 1955: 

We  saw Immediately,   last April,  that  Santa Catarina 

and  San Antonio had a great deal in common (and were very close) 

and yet offered some interesting differences;   and as  I remember 

it we thought  that  a study of the two would offer significant  data. 

Durirg the summer it occurred to me that perhaps the most signi- 

ficant broad problem for which Guatemala mi$it furnish data is 

that  of the  effect oi.  culture of fundamental social   and ecological 

conditions.     Now,   San Antonio is  a fairly large and lively town, 

while Sta.   Catarina is a very small one.  The two furnish a case 

in point in the  study of the<2ffeet of mere size o£ a population, 

and fit well into  the general problem. 

Vi/hat  struck me  at  once when I began to think about the situa- 

tion in the cases of Santa Cruz and San Marcos,   after visiting them 

last week,   is  that it is  almost  exactly th^&ame  as that of San 

Antonio and  Sta.   Catarina.   San Marcos  is the size of  Sta.   Catarina, 

while Santa Cruz is  considerably larger — more comparable to San 

Antonio.   A comparative study here would also be  significant  from 

that point   of view;   and,   since the pairs  are unrelated linguistically 

and appear  to have  little social intercourse,   a  comparison of  the 

two pairs would be  even more significant. 
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November 14, 1955: We rose early to go over to Santa Catarina. I 

thought we might renew our acquaintance and then I might get right to work. 

My plan is to do preliminary tasks: map the town, numbering each house, and 

wLth this as an aid make up a census; and take an inventory of the material 

things in town. 

Due to weeds off the shore, we had to row to the pier, and while 

we were so engaged, a number of men came to the pier to greet us. There 

were some seven or eight there when we finally landed, but the Alcalde that 

we met last year is not Alcalde any more, nor was he there. However, the 

Secretary, whom we missed in April, was there to meet us now, together with 

the "intendente" (which is the new office substituted for Alcalde). Explain- 

ing to the Secretary that we had been here in April and he had been gone, we 

showed him the Jafe's letter and he seaned to remanber the previous incident. 

It was not long, either, before the other Indians remembered; and they did 

not forget, either, our gift of a watch to the old Alcalde. 

Made to feel very welcome, we all went up to the Juzgado, where we 

sat and chatted good-naturedly for a while. I decided at once to wait a • 
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little before starting work, to get them all good and accustomed to us. 

So we just talked. It seems that the office of Alcalde was abolished this 

•e. 
summer, and a man directly appointed by the Hfe  (called Intendente) is 

the head of each village, or rather,municipio. This is a salaried office 

-s- 
(the amount set in each case by the J^fe, but paid by the village) and in 

some places an outsider is appointed to the job. The Intendente here is 

a local Indian, but he gets no salary; he complained to me that he is a 

widower and has only his young daughters to cook for him, and no sons to 

bring wood or anything; he doesn't want his position, for he would rather 

use his time to earn some money, but the Jgfe appointed him, he says,and 

he hasn't been able to get out of it. 

They were expecting the Jjife here Monday when he went to San Lucas, 

and the town is still decorated for that occasion. But the J$lfe never came. 

Last week when we were in Santa Cruz they told us th^- were expecting the 

Jgfe Monday also. Apparently that official notified all the towns that he 

was coming. Actually, he went straight to San Lucas and came straight back, 

stopping at none of the other towns. 

There is, besides the Secretary and his wife and child, a ladino 

school mistress, a dowdy middle-aged woman, and also, peculiarly, a ladino 

family in town (maybe two: we saw a man and a woman separately and couldn't 

find out if they were married). There is a cantina which is closed most of 

the time, but opened by some ladino from outside on certain occasions. The 

most important occasion will come this month, when the fiesta of Santa 

Catarina will be celebrated. There will be marimba then too, in the cantina, 

and another marimba imported frcm Solola by the Oofradia. I have been think- 

ing how to make a contribution to the fiesta, but no hints have yet come. We 

were glad to hear also that the "baile de la Cohquista" will also be given 
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here for the fiesta.    We have never seen this one enacted. 

After  some time, when I had told everybody that I wanted to make 

a map of the town,  they all trailed along,  and I decided not to try that 

first shop'with everybody there.    Rather, we would  just  see the pueblo 

first, at length,    "e went systematically to every house in town (except 

two that were a bit out of the way and didn't seem to' offer much variety), 

entering the patio of each and in many cases the houses themselves.    The 

houses are all either adobe or of the pole variety filled with mud and idiite- 

washed.    All have thatched-roofs, but of two different  shapes.    Two of the 

houses are cofradias, and are^bare rooms (except for the  santo and benches) 

with high thatched roofs.    Three or four houses are unoccupied — the owrers 

having gone off to the fincas.    The rest of the houses are establishments 

including patios surrounded by a house or 2, pig and chicken houses,  sweat 

bath,  and a mysterious box under a thatched roof which at first excited me 

as something important, but vsfaich we  soon found are sanitary devices ordered 

installed by the government.    In most of the houses there were women weaving 

(new clothes are necessary for the fiesta) and in one house a man was making 

mats.    Most of the men of the village are out fishing.    Since we shall soon, 

I hope, have an  inventory of material things, there is no point in writing 

casual observations now about the things in the houses. 

There is very little milpa in the house part of the town.    There 

is some along the shore and much more on the hillside farther up.    All, 1 was 

assured,  is owned in small pieces by private individuals of the town,  and 

no^ is sold because not even enough for each family's own use is grown.    The 

chief income of the town is apparently from fishing.    In one house we saw 
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a woman grinding on her grindIng-stone red berries of coffee, a few trees 

of which grow in the town.    The beans are dried outside and the coffee 

sold,  so they  said.    There are a few orange trees scattered among the 

houses and many more jocjite-trees, as well as some guisquil;  the fruit is 

always the property of the owners. 

In the church, which is a pleasing adobe structure,  are some 

dozen santos, with Santa Catarina the most prominent.    Standing before the 

altar,  I took out a five-cent piece and gave it to the Intendente — for 

candles for  the  santos,  I  said.    He accepted graciously and immediately sent 

for  candles.    In a few minutes-a.boy came back with two candles each about 

three  inches long:   that is all there was in  the pueblo.    They didn't feel 

like burning these for my nlckle,  so I told them to keep the coin for 

candles in the future.    Subsequently we visited first the cofradia of Maria 

Concepcion,  where I gave the cofradia    alcalde five cents for candles,  and 

then the cofradia of Santa Catarinia (the other cofradia of the two, and 

having another Santa Catarina),  where I gave the Alcalde's wife (in his 

absence) five cents also. 

We had now been in Santa Catarina about three hours,  and I decided 

that such good-will had been established  (and truly we couldn't have been 

treated more hospitably anywhere even though they- had nothing for us to eat) 

that we had better leave without doing any systematic work.    Next time I shall 

try to  get but one of the men or boys to accompany me when I make a map and 

census;  although if more trail along it won't be so bad either.    We left with 

much handshaking and waving of arms, and when we had trouble starting the 
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motor,   after rowing  to  the middle of the  Lake   (almost)   one of 

the men in a canoe came out with a last greeting.  We told them 

we would he back very soon,  and  all seemed pleased. 

Nov. 15.  We arrived safely in Santa Catarina,   where  all the 

men in town gathered on the pier to meet us.   Since it is market- 

day in Solola,   all but  a half-a-dozen men and youths  are out of 

town.     But these greeted us like old friends.     The Intendente  and 

the Alcalde were both absent, but I went   into the  juzgado  and 

found my letter from the  Jefe on the  desk  and pocketed it,  asking 

the people  to  tell the  Secretary that  I had done so. 

There was a strange ladino in the Plaza who told me that he 

had come from Panajachel to buy a steer, ^he Indians had somehow 

succeeded in hiding their cattle from us yesterday, but rm/ they 

adnitted they had a few  "toritos"  in the pueblo. 

We stayed and talked for a short time, and when we mentioned 

the roughness of the lake, the Indians warned us it was becoming 

rougher and we had better be careful; so we decided we had better 

not ranain long, and had better not go to San Antonio. So soon we 

headed for Tzanjuyu, but this time kept close to the shore, where 

we weren't bumped quite  so much. 
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Nov.   18.     We left  for Santa Catarina at about   8 A.M.,  and were 

greeted there  as usual.   I  spent the entire morning making  a map 

of the town,  which is  extremely irregular.     I am sure I got  every 

house in, however,  with the name of the owner. Now this afternoon 

I shall re-draw the map to make it   legible,   and  start a card-index 

census by households.     If I can get  this done by morning,  I shall 

go   to Santa Catarina  tomorrow;   if not,   I shall do the same thing 

with San Marcos. 

The titulaijfiesta starts  in Santa Catarina  Saturday. 

I asked the Indians what I might bring for   the fiesta;   they will 

think the matter over  and tell me next time we come. 

Gertrude meanwhile spent her time with the Secretary's 

wife   (a girl not yet sixteen who has  a child), with the school- 

mistress,   and  with Manuela,  Tomasa,   and Maria Ajpus,   daughters of 

the intendente.   We both have to report  only the greatest friendliness. 

Nov.   19,   1935;     I did not finish the map  and cards last  night,  but 

I  decided we should go  to  Santa Catarina anyway and get  the census made. 

We  set off for St a.   Catarina,  but when we arrived we found that 

there was nobody there except  v/omen and some boys,   ^he    Intendente and 

Secretary had gone to Solola on business,   and most of tli^6thers 

were about  their business.   I thought  at first I would do the  work I 

intended with the people   around,   and I was going  to find some men; 

but  on second   thought  I decided it would be better to await the  return 

of the  informants who  had helped me with the map.  We would come back 

tomorrow. 
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November 20,  1935:     The morning was spent   in Santa 

Catarina, but it wasn't very successful.   Only a few boys met us 

at the pier, which I  took at first  to be a sign that  our comings 

and goings  are being taken for granted  (a consummation expected and 

desired),  but which  I found was  due to  the preoccupation of  the men 

with other things,   ^'he titular fiesta starts  Sunday morning,   and 

everybody is busy preparing for it.   The preparations   consist of 

decoratirg  church and altar—the church with cut colored tissue- 

paper and the altar with flowers.   The secretary's wife is doing 
 - -.. '^>. 

most of the cuttirg   ——    -— 
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and she is aided by the school mistress and others.    In the church.meanwhile, 

the men climb huge homemade ladders and tear off the old decorations (which 

haven't been changed,   they told me,  in three years) and paste on the new. 

The Intendente  (whose name,  if I haven't yet mentioned it,  is 

Miguel Ajpus),.the Secretary, and half a dozen men, nevertheless left their 

work to comlTinto the  juzgado when we arrived.    Although I had barely time 

to make a draft of the map  this morning, and none to make up the census-cards, 

I nevertheless thought I would get the household census.    I therefore took my 

number-one household and asked for the names of the people;  several men knew 

the name of the wife, and after some discussion it was agreed that there were 

six children living,  but beyond that I could get no information.    How many 

boys, how many girls, their names or relative ages,  nobody knew.    I chided 

them on their ignorance, and they replied that the children were young and 

they didn't pay them much attention.    It seemed remarkable to me that in a 

closed community of some 80 families I could learn no more  from half adozen 

men;  but so  it was. 

I had expected to visit the households while making the census any- 

way, so I wasn't much bothered.    I let one of the Indians suggest that  we 

follow that ptocedure, and I asked for one to go with me; but all were either 

occupied in the  church or out about their business, away from town.    There 

actually wasn't a free man.    Finally I thought I'd go myself,accompanted only 

by the Secretary; but I saw at our first  call that this was a mistake:  there 

was one of the daughters of #1 in the house, but she would answer no ques- 

tions.    The Secretary explained that she was afraid, not understanding my 

purpose. 
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I therefore abandoned this procedure and told the Secretary to 

go about his work; he said he would get a census for me and give it to me 

when I return next.    While not disposed to trust his efforts in this direc- 

tion,  I thought it could  do no harm for him to prepare a list that I can 

use, and I consented.    Meanwhile I told him I would go around by myself to 

see what^I could see to  improve my map. 

Alone for the first  time,  therefore, I walked around pacing dis- 

tances and so on.      I finally came to another beach from the one we use, and 

found that half a dozen canoes were there, and  one being pulled up to diore. 

I began'to talk to  the canoer. (who had come  in with his basket half full of 

crabs) and then with another man who came down here. 

The canoes are all made in Santiago Atitlan, and are privately 

owned here.    This crab-fisher doesn't own one,  but rents, when he hafil to,  for 

three cents a day.    He got no fish this morning,  but had his fishing pole 

(baited with a young crab)  in his canoe.    He also had some reeds that he 

had collected in the lake and which he called "tule."    Finally,  he had some 

kind of willow or other tree branch that he had wound  into circles and which 

he explained were used to  get crabs (I suppose in the making of traps,  but I 

know so little about crab-fishing yet that   this is only a guess).    He said 

he had risen at 1:00 A.M. to get these over near Panajachel. 

He told me that Ladinos of S. Andres and of Panajachel own most 

of the milpa land around (higher up the hill and also — including a large 

patch of coffee — near the shore) and that the Indians have but little. 
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He himself owns only a fourth of a small patch that he pointed out to me 

and that can't be more than one cuerda altogether. 

The other man was less communicative, and just stood there and 

confirmed what the fisherman said. 

Gertrude meanwhile spent her time with the fanily of the Inten- 

dente, watching the girls weave (and once lending a hand herself until her 

knees gave out). The women were busy today too, cleaning up house, because 

this afternoon they are expecting an Inspector of Sanitation who is coming - 

from San Antonio. Among other things they told Gertrude and which she told 

me is that thQr consider the secretary's wife a bad woman, since she oMen 

sets her baby down, goes away, and lets it cry. They also consider her very 

dirty -- and this from Indians who are themselves notoriously filthy. Their 

judgpnent of the Secretary's wife in this respect is certainly correct, too; 

her bare legs are usually black with dirt, and her dresses have without much 

doubt never been washed. 

I was interrupted in my nosing around by a ladino from Godinas by 

the name of J. Ernesto Cabrera. He asked me if I wanted to buy a piece of 

land he has here. The piece is not in town, but it is in the municipio and 

he pointed it out to me in the distance. It consists chiefly of a hillock 

jutting out into the lake, and contains 48 cuerdas. He told me that Alfred 

Clark and Mr. Weymann are both interested in buying it for a chalet or hotel, 

but he hasn't got around to selling it yet. Naturally I told him I wasn't 

interested, but asked anyway what he wanted for it. His first $150 came down, 

before I could free myself from the man, to $90. This man told me that he 
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owns quite a bit  of milpa in Sta.   Oatarina,   and pointed sane 

out to me   (verifying what  I had heard from the  Indians. ) 

Later I  asked the  Secretary if the Indians didn't resent 

this man and others  like him who,   as  outsiders, own so much of  the 

tillable  land;   and he assured me that taey don't  at all,  since 

after  all they had received money for the  land. 

After giving the  Intendente a watch, which  I had promised 

him,   and  the  Secretary an automatic pencil,and telling them that 

we would not  come back until_tlie  fiesta  (when. I would bring our 

phonograph)   we took our  leave  and returned to Tzanjuyu. 

November 24:     We spent   the  entire day in Santa Catarina; 

but we first had good news,  that  our things from the City 

have arrived.   We had tnem taken to  the house,   and now await 

the  arrival of our  furniture to get  settled in our house. 

Tomorrow is the Day of Santa Catarina  (Sta.   Catalina 

in the almanac I have),   and the fiesta really began last 

night.   The  Indians have  the baile de la Conquista,  this year, 

and last night  (all night)  they danced in costume,   at the 

homes of the various  dancers. 
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When we arrived this morning things were very auiet, for the baile 

was not in progress. Indians were still decorating the church, which by this 

time is quite pretty, and preparing in other ways for the Big Days to cane. 

One thing that was left for the last moment was the obtaining of 

licenses to sell liquor. A ladino from S. Andres (the same one who wanted 

to sell me land the other day) is running a cantina for the occasion, and 

he of course has obtained his license. But it is the custom of the cofradias 

to sell liquor also (for they have marimbas and act almost like cantinas on 

this occasion) and they have been slow in getting licenses. A good part of 

the business in the juzgado was devoted to this, therefore — writing requests 

on ten cent stamped-paper, okaying the licenses, etc.  Apparently without 

the Secretary the Indians would be in a bad way, for they don't know much 

about such matters. 

At about 1:30 the baile began, this time in the plaza. The only 

music here is a drum and flute, and the musicians sat on the steps of the 

juzgado to accompany the dance. The costumes of the dancers were rented 

for a week from the Totonicapan firm that makes them. They are very much 

the same as those used in Chichicastenango, many of which originate in the 

same place. But we never saw a Conquista dance before, so some of the 

costumes are new to us — such as those of "<iuich4" and of Tecum-Uman (the 

latter of which has a replica of a quetzal (bird) attached to his head piece. 
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For almost two hours the dance was only pantomime and dancing (the 

step in which may be described as a clumsy two-step); but at about 3:30 the 

speaking commenced, and T recognized some of the lines as being from the 

manuscripts that are around. There is no manuscript here, and the pageant 

is taught from memory. 

At about 4 o'clock the town went for the santos of the two cofradias. 

Leading the procession up the road were the dancers, still dancing as they 

went to the tune of the drum and the flute. The santcs had been moved from 

their places in the cofradia houses into the road; and now as we went along, 

we passed the santa Catarina in front of its cofradia, aric. went on, up the 

hill, to the cofradia of Maria Concepcion. Tha santa was outside, and most of 

the people stayed there, with the dancers coni;:'auint; their pageant* 

Noticing that a number of men, including the Intendente, were pass- 

ing into the house, I followed. The arrangement within was as follows: 

About fifteen men took seats on the outside benches, leaving the inside benches 

empty. Place was made for me, when I entered, near the center of the long bench, 

but then the men suggested I sit near the Intendente, who had the first place 

of this bench, next to the place where the Santa usually stayed; I went there, 
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taking the first place in fact. The alcalde of the cofradia got up and 

prayed at the altar, and others also muimured prayers. 

One of the mayordomos came with two long home-woven white cloth(/s 

which he rolled out on each of the inside benches so that, as I found, they 

could function as table cloths. Then, several at a time, he brought in 

jicaras of "pepita de patafte" in a gruel foim and a little bit (about ^s- 

a cubic inch) of the same ground seed in paste form placed on each of a number 

of leaves.  Starting on my end, he gave each of us a jicara and a leaf. I 

could see that everybody was curious to see if I would taste of the food, so 

I determined to do so. When the others drank, I did too, and soon finished 

the gourd-full (almost a glassful, I judge). The gruel was warm, and very 

thin, consisting obviously of the seeds ground very fine and mixed with water. 

The beverage was warm, leading me to hope that it had been boiled. 

The pepita de patafte paste was eaten by the expedient of taking 

the leafe to one's mouth and just eating it off the leaf. I must say that 

patafte seed doesn'jt taste bad, but neither is it good; it is almost taste- 

less, and what taste there is might be attributable to the human hands that 

prepared the stuff. 

When everybody had finished (when we finished drinking we lay the 

cup on the table — and you have to drink it all or it will spill, since 

gourds have round bottoms' — and when we finished eating we threw the leaves 

on the floor) the mayordomo removed the table cloths and then brought out 

a small glass and a bottle of alambique (the cheaper of the two rums available 
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here) and, again starting with me, gave us each a glassful to drink. 

While others were still drinking, I took out a quarter and told 

the Intendente I wanted to leave it for a present; he called the Alcalde and 

I gave the coin to him and was thanked profusely before he put it in the 

cash-drawer. Soon afterward the last man finished his rum and we all filed 

out. I should mention that many pious words were said during this time; a 

blessing of some sort was intoned when accepting food or drink, and when 

partaking of it. 

/ 
I had noticed that I was the only man in the cofradia with his 

hat in his hand; and when we came out I saw that the reason was that a boy 

outside had sort of checked all the hats as the men had passed in. Now the 

procession moved back again, with half-a-dozen men carrying the santa, the 

dancers dancing, etc. 

This time we stopped at the cofradia Sta.' Catarina, and while 

both saixtos and most of the people remained outside, the men again went in. 

It seems that I had made quite a hit last time and when I held back a little, 

the men who saw me motioned me to come in. The procedure and the arrangements 

here were exactly the same (except that the tablecloth had stripes its short 

dimension) with the gourds somewhat larger, and the beverage cold rather than 

warm. 

I neglected to mention for the other proceeding (now the same here) 

that the very first thing passed around was a large gourd, shaped like a small 

washbasin, filled with hot water and a pitcher of hot water. In both cases 
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Everybody refused this sanitary  device. 

I found now that I had only twenty cents in change,   and 

when I took it out to  show the Intendente, so  that he could call 

up  the Alcalde,  he asked,   "What,  you still have some money?" which 

allowed me to  say,   "Not   enough." The Alcalde was  satisfied,   apparently, 

however,   and took the money graciously. 

Now the procession came   down, to  the plaza with both santas, 

which were taken into the church. 

The padre Is expected this evening,   and a box with hSis 

belongings has already arrived; he will  sleep   iry6he  juzgado. 

It was almost six o'clock,  and the  second phase of the 

fied^a began,   ^n the  cantina and in both cofradias the marimbas 

were set up  and the liquor dispensed;   knowing that drinking and 

dancing would probably last throu^i the nigvb, we decided to  go 

back to Tzanjuyu and returnjvery early again. 

November 25:      We went to Sta.   Catarira   at  7:00 A.M.   and 

found  everybody awaiting the Padre.   There were several hundred 

people collected  injbhe plaza — natives, people of  S.   Antonio, 

S.   Andres,   Panajachel —  Indians  and ladinos both.  There were 

also  several  dozen merchants  sitting in the plaza with their 

wares,   chiefly fruit   and candy and other  things for immediate 

consumption as food. 
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I went into the juzgado, where the usual group of officials was 

present, and I was welcomed into the circle as usual. Not much happened: 

there was one joke, started by the secretary, v/hich amused everybody for a 

time, to the effect that official reports are supposed to be fixed up on the 

25th, but there is obviously no time today and they will have to wait. 

Suddenly, when we were all standing near the door in the juzgado, 

an animated discussion started around me, and in a minute the Intendente 

turned to me and asked, "That watch you gave me; is that for me or the 

municipality?" And everybody crowded around eagerly for my reply. I was 

not entirely surprised by the turn of events which the circumstances indicated; 

yesterday in one of the cofradias, the Intendente turned to me and said, 

"That watch, is it for me alone?" And when I said yes, he volunteered, "The 

secretary said you meant me to have it one month, and then him one month, etc." 

which interpretation I promptly denied. "I gave the secretary a very nice 

pencil, and I gave you the watch." 

Now, in the juzgado, with a difficult matter up, I decided there 

was., but one way out: "No, that watch is for the Intendente; it is a small 

one and is good for only a private individual. Now for the municipality 
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I am getting a large clock that can be put here on the table for anybody to 

see. I have ordered it from the Capital and it will soon come." Everybody 

seemed very pleased about this and began to talk about how nice the clock 

will be. 

Shortly afterwards the Padre rode in on his horse, and after greet- 

ing us and others of his friends, he prepared himself for the Mass. The church 

was nicely decorated by this time, and the people began to go in. The town 

officials and cofrades filed in through the Sacristan door, leaving their 

hats in the Sacristan. There was a special bench for them before the altar, 

and I was tempted to follow them in; but I thought better of it, since I 

wanted to see what was going on (and also thought of snapping a few pictures). 

Not many more than half the people around went into the church for 

Mass which, for the occasion, had an orchestra-choir consisting of ladinos 

from Panajachel. The rest of the people, mostly Indians, stayed in the plaza, 

many of them rather too drunk to go to church. At about the time the Mass 

was starting, the dancers of the Conquista came into the plaza, too; and.they 

•seemed not decided whether they should play and dance. I was in the church 

when suddenly (in the midst of the services) the dancers decided wrong, and 

we heard just outside the door,the sound of the drum and flute and the taniborines 

(consisting of tin contraptions with some pieces juggled within) carried by 

the dancers. One of the choir looked back quickly and signalled to an Indian 

to shush them; and this was accomplished almost immediately. Thereafter the 

dancers just sat around awaiting their turn; and I went out of the church to 

browse around. 
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Curious to see whether all of the townspeople were in the 

plaza and church, I strolled up the path to the East. There were, 1 found, 

a few people at home —.such as the Intendente's second daughter; the Cantina 

was deserted except for its proprietor and some ladino friends; but the 

cofradia Sta. Catarina was functioning. Within the marimba was playing, 

as it had all night; and three men were dancing — two as partners and one 

solo. Another man, a raayordomo of the cofradia, sat by, in charge of liquor 

sales. Nothing was doing, I found, in the other cofradia; for' business 

purposes Sta. Catarina has a better location, I suppose, for it is on the 

main road of the town. 

Back in the plaza, Mass was over at about 10:00 A.M. and most of 

the people came out of the^church. Among others we now saw were the phar- 

macist and his wife frcm Panajachel. He began to ask me about our trips and 

hinted strongly that he and his wife would like to go to some of the villages 

with us — especially S. Pedro, where the maestra is a special friend of theirs. 

I told him that when we went to S. Pedro next we would let him know. Incident- 

ally, the pharmacist was needed here this morning. The rockets that have 

been a steady source of noise at this fiesta are shot up with long sticks, 

which of course then cons down; one of these sticks came down and struck a 

small Indian boy. " It went through the front brim of his hat and cut his 

upper lip wide open. The pharmacist's advice consisted of advising iodine. 

' The dancers now began their pageant again; the Padre had his break- 

fast of food brought to him by various Indians; the officials came back into 

the juzgado; the people scattered a bit. Not long afterwards the Padre 
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prepared to baptise all the children that needed it, and as I saw the 

circle in the church it appeared there were at least a hundred. They 

consisted of Indian and ladino men and women each with a baby in his or 

her arms. The Padre comes to these villages only a few times a year, and 

the children wait for baptism until he comes; but if he should come to a 

neighboring village for an occasion such as this, people naturally take ad- 

vantage of his proximity to get their children baptised. 

The baptism naturally took a long while, and at about 11:00 A.M. 

I went into the juzgado again. The usual officials were there, and they asked 

me to sit down with them. Before I quite knew what vfas coming, a mayordomo 

was passing around aguardiente, and I couldn't refuse "just one." More con- 

versation, and more whiskey. Unfortunately, this alambique is not to my taste; 

but try as I might I-^could not with courtesy refuse. 

After a couple of drinks, the officials rose and said they would 

now take the cofradia santas back to their places. I naturally wanted to go 

along, but for some reason the Intendente had an idea I didn't, and he said 

"We'll be right back; now you stay here and wait for us." The mayordomo of 

Maria Concepcion stayed with me, and for some reason I didn't go with the 

procession. We watched the santas leave the church, and in the wake of the 

dancers go up the road; I snapped some pictures and stayed in the juzgado. 

The mayordomo brought out his liquor, aaid it was his own, and asked me if 

I couldn't try some; no, thanks; oh, just one ... and I couldn't refuse. 

And a little while later, just one more. !Then the others returned. 
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The Principales filed in  and^at  down with ua,  and we began 

to talk some more   (I was  answering their  questions  chiefly)   and 

I didn't want to   leave.  Two more little glassfuls,  and I was 

beginning  to  feel   some effect.  Then f or   seme reasa n glasses were 

changed and a tall one was passed around.   I saw G-ertrude sitting 

outside looking  at me rather worriedly.     I  determined to refuse 

this  one,   and trie-'1 my best;   when I couldn't,   I  decided to  say 

my goodbyes  and go  while the going was good  (it was past  twelve- 

thirty).   I  did so,   saying I would return  in the afternoon.   I 

had presence of mind  enough, to take my hat, and then go  as 

quickly as possible  to the launch;  for the numbness was  creeping 

througgn. me. 

November 26; Early, I went with fjemesio to Sta. Catarina 

to see what the morning after would show, and found that it was 

still the day before. The cantina and both cofradias were doing 

rushing businesses; and since the licenses to sell liquor do not 

expire until six tonight, I suppose the drinking will continue. 

Everybody I know, at least, is quite drunk, today, and there is 

not much use talking to the  Indians   (or the Secretary either). 
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November 28: Thanksgiving Day in some ports .... Gertrude was so 

occupied with trying to get us something to eat on the wood stove (our gasoline 

one not yet having arrived) with practically no raw materials — and lackinga 

cook — that for the first time she didn't come with me in the launch. I went 

to Sta. Gatarina early, and nobody was at the pier to meet me; nor, to my 

surprise, did•! find anybody in the plaza or in the juzgado. The place seemed 

quite deserted. I walked East on the main road a- short distance and soon en- 

countered five Indians including the Intendente and the Sindico. It soon appeared 

that all were suffering from "goma," or hangovers, and they told me how bad they 

felt. I asked jokingly if there were no liquor to be ;.had, and they said yes 

— this ladino woman (the school mistress) has some, but they have no money. 

They were so sad about it that I treated them to a bottle (which cost 259!) 

it was my misfortune that they wouldn't drink without me, and furthermore, that 

they doled me out a triple portion (which, however, I resolutely and gallantly 

refused). Then in better mood, they went with me to the Plaza. We went inside 

the church, where I saw that the santos of the cofradias were still there. 

They told me they would go back tomorrow or the next day — with no procession, 

/A. 
simply being carried back by the cofradis. 

It was impossible to do much with the Indians as far as sensible talk 

was concerned; I tried to get some information about the families of the men 

around, but didn't get far. Then I put some questions about when they go to 

markets and where, and found that (as they felt now) they never went much. 

Santa Gatarina is on one of the main land routes from Guatemala and Solola 

(and thus North) to part of the Coast. Indians travel through it with their 
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loads therefore, and on Fridays, going South, and on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 

going North, there are many comerciantes. These will stop here to sell their 

waros if a customer approaches; thus a great many things can be obtained 

locally even with a Market Day. 

I asked where all the people are today, and they replied that most 

of them are in their houses, asleep. There appears to be no work done at all, 

everybody still a bit drunk or sick. The Secretary cannot write today because 

his hand shakes so. 

One things is still going on, however, and that is the Dance.  I went 

through the town, and found the dancers perfoiming in the patio of Andres 

Cocolajai, the 2nd Principal. The pay is a drink for each of the dancers, 

and for that, these tail end days of the fiesta they go around and dance at 

the homes of the'Principales, municipal officers, past officers, cofrades, 

past cofrades, etc. I should think the dancers would go craay in their hot, 

heavy costumes. 

I talked quite a bit with one Manuel Recinos, the only real ladino 

resident of the town. He is a carpenter, and first came here when a child. 

His father, frcm Huehuetenango, married a Sololatica, and they settled in S. 

Antonio for some reason; they lived in Sta. Catarina some also; the boy Manuel 

went to Solola for several years and learned his trade, and then came to Sta. 

Catarina, took a wife from Sta. Clara la Laguna, and stayed here. They have 

"several children. He says he has no trouble v/ith the Indians, and apparently 

he has his place in town; he builds houses (or house frames) makes furniture, 
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etc.    He also works in S. Andres and has a house there, hut he considers 

this town his home.    He  told me he made the flute that the accompanist of the 

Dance was using; and when he said it costs "less than 25#n I asked him to 

make one for me  (flute called ^hirimla"). 

I walked around town by myself some time, renewing my acquaintance 

with Mariano Buc, the first Principal .(.who says he is 86 years old) and also 

comparing things with my magj and then went back to the  juzgado. 

JMMMMHMWMtfMiMMMflMto 

The  same people were still there,  and 1  sat down with them;  to my 

surprise,  a bottle was produced and my drink returned.    1 decided that this 

might go on indefinitely,  and wasn't getting me far,   so after this drink I 

made my adieus and went.    I  confess that I cannot drink alambique with any 

comfort; it is the original  fire-water, I  think,  and since not  even a chaser 

is. furnished,  it comes hard.    I hope that the  fiesta spirit runs down soon, 

as I suppose the money must,  so I can come here with some  safety. 

a 
On page • I am drawing a sketch map of Sta. Catarina, which 

A 

may serve as a reference in these notes. As far as exact distances and contours 

are concerned it makes no pretense of being exact; but it is, relatively correct, 

and it purposes to give the general scheme of the town and the households of 

I 
which it consists.... 
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1. Jorge Cumes 

2. Lucas Cumes 

3. Pablo Lopez 

4. Cruz Lopez 

5. Caspar Cumes 

6. Diego Nimacachi 

7. Diego Cotzal 

8. Lorenzo Gonzales 

9. Ventura Lopez 

10. Tomas Nimacachi 

11. Bartol Ordonez 

12. Andres Lopez 

13. Pablo Lopez 

14. Tomas Lopez 

15. Tomas Lopez (empty) 

16. Tomas Lopez (empty) 

17. Martin Cumes 

18. Mariano Puzul 

19. Juana Perez 

20. Ventura Gonzales 

21. Juan Gonzales 

28. Augustin Lopez 

23. Locario Martin 

SANTA CATAKLNA 

(Households - see map) 

24. Francisco Lopez 

25. Caspar Cumes (empty) 

26. Miguel Aipus 

27. Ventura Aipus 

28. Amadilla Lopez 

29. Francisco Lopez 

30. Antonio Ralon (Ladino 
non-resident) 

31. Diego Nimacachi 

32. (School mistress) 
see "L" 

33. Lucas.Sajubin 

34. Caspar Nimacachi 

35. (abandoned — wrecked) 

36. Mariano Buc 

37. Mariano Buc 

38. Pedro Cumes 

39. Juan Lopez 

40. Nicolas Cumes 

41. Nicolas Cumes 
(away finea) 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

t 42. Pedro Cumes 66. 

43. Pedro Cumes 67. 

44. Marcos Nimacachi 68, 

45. Manuel Recinas (ladino) 69. 

46. Andres Matzar 70. 

47. Jose Martin 71. 

Antonio Sajubin 

Lucas Sajubin 

Andres Matzar 
(cofr. Sta.Cat.) 

Marcos Sajubin 

Caspar Nimacachi 

Antonio Sajubin 

Ramos Sajubin 

Alejandro Cumes 

Francisco Sajubin 

Pedro Sajubin 

Jose Nimacachi 

Francisco Nimacachi 

Diego Cumes 

Jose Joj 

Gregorio Sajubin 

Eustachio Pablo 

Victoria Gonzales 
(cofr.Maria Concep) 

Bartolo Nimacachi 

Andres Cocolajai 

Mariano Tax 

Ventura Nimacachi 

Tomas Perez 

Mariano Tax 

Ramos Putzal 
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72. Antonio Sajubin 

73. Diego Martin 

74. Franoisoo Martin 

75. Nicolas Nimacachi 

76. Antonio Sajubin 

77. Juan Cumes 

78. Caspar Sajubin 

79. Pedro Sajubin 

80. Manuel Nimacachi 

81. Martina Cumes 

82. Caspar Cumes (empty) 

83. 

84. 

Caspar Nimacachi 
(empty) 

Angelo Angelbuc 

85. Juan Cotzal 

86. Pedro Sajubin 

87. Antonio Cumes 

88. (abandoned — wrecked) 

89. Francisco Sajubin 

90. Caspar Nimacachi 

A. Church 

B» Sacristy 

C. Juzgado ("Intendencia") 

D. Boy's School 

E. Secretary's house 

F. Secretary's kitchen 

G. Bell "tower" 

H. School-mistress' kitchen 

I. Jail 

J. Girl's School 

K. Jail 

L. School mistress' house 

M. Cemetary 
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I have other data for a map  of  Santa Catarina,  including 

the elements of household groups   (meaning sweat-baths,  corn 

cribs,  kitchens,   toilets,  etc.)   and agricultural and horti- 

cultural lands,   as well  as  architedtural types.   This material 

is not  yet  complete,   and of  course it will require a much larger 

map when it is put together. 

Gertrude,  busy as usual in the house, did not come along.    We 

were met at the pier by a dozen-men,  including the Intendente.    I talked 

with him while walking up to the plaza, and I said something like "Now the 

fiesta is over and life is back to normal; we can start to work now."    He 

agreed, and I must say was as-pleasant and cordial as ever.    So was every- 

body when we came into"~fche  juzgado.    The Secretary sat at his table,   the 

Intendente at his, and I with half a dozen others around on the benches. 

After the usual pleasantries I  suggested that we go out and do the house- 

holds, work that had been interrupted by the fiesta (and which had always 

been undertaken willingly enough).    The Intendente said all right, but 

seemed to be stalling considerably.    He seemed quite worried about something. 

Finally he voiced his worries to the Secretary.   Maybe he shouldn't 

go with me because the.people were saying bad things about what I was doing 

there, and about him'for helping me.    (I had several times suggested thefc 

I go with one or two other young men, but he had never permitted that).    The 
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Secretary replied that I had brought a letter from the Jefe, so regardless 

of what people thought, he (the Intendente) would have to help me. There 

was considerable argument back and forth, the Intendente disconsolately- 

trying to get out of things and the Secretary insisting that all power was 

on my side. To this everybody agreed, (I had meanwhile stayed discreetly in 

the background with mouth closed"), and finally the Intendente got up and 

said, "All right, come on and we'll go to work.* 

At this point I called a halt myself. Cooperation by the town 

that is given not for pleasure but because of the force of authority, is 

worse for what we must do than"nothing at all, I explained. Everybody 

agreed this was wisdom, and listened intently as I went on. "I understand 

that people are talking against my being around here and working; is that 

right?" Vigorous noddings of heads. "How many people?" All of them. 

"You too?" (to the Intendente); "No, of course not." "You?" (to the 

Sindico); "No." "You, you, you, you?" (to the others). No, none of 

them; but many of the others. 

It will be seen from this diary that I have conscientiously re- 

frained from rushing things here; many times I have come and just hung 

around, or talked, or (during the fiesta) drunk. I had met officials, 

alcaldes of cofradias, even Principales; I. had given out many cigars and 

cigarettes, and some money, and had promised more. Yet with all this I 

had done very little work, had asked precious few questions; many times 

I thought I was being over-cautious, but I still did not rush things. And 

now this was my reward! I determined, in these few seconds, to try to 

pluck victory from apparent defeat; and I tried a brand new line of approach. 
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*! don't wonder that the people talk, and that they have no con- 

fidence in what I am trying to do," I said, "for I have never explained it 

to them. Now look: you always say you are poor here (absent, and reiterations 

of the fact). Why is the pueblo so poor? (answer, because there isn't 

enough land for milpa; lots of hills and barrancas, etc.). Very well, there 

isn't enough milpa, and you can't fish enough to earn a lot of money. But 

maybe we could find other sources of income. Now I have come here, and the 

Jefe and the President know that I have come here to make a complete study 

of the town. I want to learn how much milpa you have, and how much you 

earn; and also, how much you have to spend. Then we can see what is lack- 

ing. Furthermore, it may be that after we finish the study we can discover 

some means of making things better." (Signs of great interest). I was be- 

ginning, under the stress, of necessity, to get a few ideas, and throwing 

discretion to the winds, I warmed up to the subject. 

"For example, look at those hills. There is good grass there, 

isn't there? Well, have you ever had any sheep here? Never? Well, I 

don't know, of course, for there may be some reason why it wouldn't work — 

and that's why we must study everything first - but maybe you could get a 

few sheep here. Then they would grow in numbers and you could sell -the 

wool." Everybody agreed that would be fine; but, they objected, they didn't 

know how to take care of sheep. "Of course not, " I replied, "but you could 

be taught easily." They seemed pleased enough with the idea, so I fished 

quickly for another, and continued: 

"Another thing. The oranges here aren't as good a class as those 

across the lake at Tzununa, are they? " No, they told me immediately, and 
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added that they didn't have many, either. "Well, I went on, "Maybe when 

I have made a thorough study of the land you have here, and what   it is used 

for, we  can find a way to have more oranges.    Also, maybe we can get a better 

class of oranges.    There are experts about these  things in Guatemala, but 

they don't know anything about Sta. Catarina.    Maybe when I finish studying 

here I can tell them what  is needed and they can help you."    Again they all 

assented, and I went on, becoming convinced myself: 

"Now, also: the women here do very nice weaving.    See how nice 

the material of your trousers is.    Yet,  isn't it true that th^- weave only 

for their own and your use?    Why?.   If they would weave more,  they could  sell 

it to tourists for a lot of money.    Do you know that  more and more tourists - 

Americans are coming here - and that everybody likes to buy Indian textiles? 

They buy a lot at S. Pedro, and your things are as nice as theirsl     (They 

like    than because in the U.S.  everybody wears the same  clothes, and your 

different costumes are interesting to them).    Ytoll, why don't the women here 

make more?    Because they haven't time,  isn't it?    Why don't thqr   have time? 

Yes,  because they spend a lot of time grinding com. 

Now, maybe this wouldn't work out — maybe the customs here wouldn't 

allow it - but if you had a com grinding machine in the plaza, and had one 

man (doing service say for a week at a time, and changing off men) to run the 

machine; maybe the women could bring the nixtamal here and in a few minutes 

take home the masa for the tortillas." 

One man broke in excitedly: "A machine like they hare in Solola?" 

and the others joined in enthusiastically. But I dampened them with, "But 

maybe it wouldn't work; first we would have to study all the costumbres and 

^^i^t^yv^^r^a^;.^^^*.^^'^^,;^ 
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see about that. And maybe we could find a way. That's why we must first 

know all about the town." Everybody agreed to this; indeed, they were agree- 

ing with everything, so I went on: 

"Now all these are.matters are matters of economics. And you see 

why I have to get a good census of everybody here, and what they all have and 

what they all do. But that isn't all; we have to study all the ais-toms, be- 

cause if I go later to talk to somebody about what is needed, and he asks me 

questions that I can't answer, he will think, "Why, this fellow doesn't know 

much; why should I. trust what he says?" 

"And maybe there will be matters about the school, and making lots 

of gpod improvements. All these things must be studied, even the cofradias 

and the fiestas. Or look at sanitation; you all use water from the lake for 

drinking and cooking; and you know ( for you have told me) it is not clean. 

Now there is that little stream way up there, and it has nice clean water. 

If you could get that down here in a pila,' you could all use it. It costs 

money for pipes, but maybe part of the way you could use stones and cement 

and when you got more money later you could extend the pipes. Later you 

might have another pila in that other part of town so the people wouldn't 

have to come so far; but best start small. Now, I don't know if this could 

be done; but after studying the town well maybe we.could find some, way." 

Everybody was agreeably excited by this time and talking.over de- 

tails of these matters. Then I thought I had better try to explain my 

position a bit, and I told how a rich man had left a lot of money to study 

all the towns because he wanted to make the world better; and I was only 

like a mozo of the Company that was formed with his money, and went to school 

a long time to learn how to study towns well, and had now come down here to 
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do so. The President knows what we are doing, and is glad that we are 

doing it, and if I have something to tell him afterwards, he would probably 

listen. But of course I would have to learn all about Santa Catarina first 

or I couldn't very well go to him about anything. 

At this^ the Intendente rose, and said, "Well, come on now and 

let's get started," and the others assented and seemed ready to pull me 

along with them. But I held back and said, "But the people won't like it 

until you explain to them. Perhaps we had better go over first and talk 

to Mariano Buc (the first Principal) and see what he says." In answer, 

they pointed out that in the first place Mariano undoubtedly was in his 

"monte" and not at home; and in the second place, it happened that this 

very afternoon the Principales were all meeting in the juzgado and the matter 

could be taken up then. 

So without further argument, I went along with them. Before 

leaving there was some discussion as to whether the Intendente and Sindico 

should take along their staffs of office; finally, with glints in eyes, 

they determined to take these badges of authority. 

What an exciting morning it now became I We started at one end 

of town and systanatically went from house to house, where I took the names 

of the householders in geneological form, drew a map of the household build- 

ings, and wrote down the amount of milpa, fruit trees, livestock, etc., etc., 

of each, as well as any special occupation. 

The men would come to the patio with me (a half dozen young men 

remaining in the background) and briefly explain what I wanted, to the man 
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(if at home) or his wife.    Then the Intendente would tell me,  "go ahead 

and ask qtuestions and write it down!" and I would do so.    Generally, after 

two or three questions the poor householder would  become suspicious or 

sullen, and then all of my companions would light into him properlyl    The 

gist of the calling down administered seemed to be,  "You scoundrel, do • 

you want  to spoil the whole thing?    This fellow was sent by the President 

to help the pueblo and he has to know these things in order to confer great 

benefits on all.    What  in the name of the saints do you mean by interfering, 

you civic slackerl". 

Whatever it- was that my friends said,  it  seaned to have a magical 

effect.    The householder always brightened as if to say,  "Oh, I hadn't 

understood," and apologized for having been an impertinent fool, and then 

turned to me with willingness spread all over his countenance.    And indeed 

he was invariably a willing informant from then on, and on parting we seemed 

the best of friends and when I told him I should return (or if a woman, that 

Gertrude would  come to visit her) the response was always very favorable. 

It  is remarkable how much alike the reactions were. 

On the part of my companions, there was intense cooperation. 

Several  times when I neglected to ask something and was about to leave one 

of them would look at me as if I, too, were a slacker (or weren't doing my 

.job well) and  say,  "How about chickens; you didn't ask?"    and I would cor- 

rect my error.    Of course it is almost inconceivable that I could get mis- 

information with all these critics and I can't help but be  sure that what I 

got was good.    There was humour too, for when inquiring after livestock, 

somebody would be sure to mention the dog, and every t ime this elicited the 

same laughter. 
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As it happened, the last house I had time for in the morning 

(the Indians were egging me on to do more, but I knew that Gertrude would 

worry, and I promised to return right after lunch) was that of Mariano 

Buc.  He was the first really important man we came to, and the approach 

was different. I offered him a cigar, which he refused on the grounds (with 

a slight smile) that he had never learned to snoke. The Intendente explained 

the situation. Mariano quietly argued for a-price, saying (as I gathered) 

that he couldn't understand why I should pick on Sta. Catarina, and not 

S. Antonio or Panajachel for example. I thought I would leave  the natter 

to my defenders, and so kept quiet myself. They did well without me, and 

explained more and mcr e-. Finally, Mariano turned to me with a look on his 

face that said, "Oh well, if the children want to play this game, I don't 

care," and asked me what I wanted to know. We parted very cordially. 

On the way"back to the plaza, I told my companions that I am 

going to study the other towns too; that, in fact, I have done a little■in 

Panajachel; and they agreed that one has to start somewhere* 

I got back by two o'clock. At the juzgado the officials immedi- 

ately started out with me and we covered another dozen households. It was 

about 4:30 when we got back to town (the process of the morning having been 

repeated) and in the juzgado I found that the Principales (who were to meet 

to send a telegram to the President objecting to the organization of a mili- 

tary unit) might not meet until much later. I thought it might be just as 

well if I were not around at the meeting, but before leaving the Indians I 

determined on a bold stroke. 
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I told them to tell the Principales that if they weren't 

anxious for me to   study the village - with all possibly accruing 

benefits — and would not  cooperate fully —  I would not do  it; 

I would go  to some other town and not bother with Sta.   Catarina. 

I said I would come in the morning to hear the  answer. 

I left rather apprehensive of my future in Santa Catarina, 

of course,   and also a little doubtful about what would happen 

later  if they did accept me   (what with  all the wild half-promises 

I made)  but the fat was in the fire and the excitement of the 

day left me without many_real regrets.  Tomorrow will tell the 

answer to the first question.... 
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December 5, 1935: Naturally, I hurried over to Sta. Catarina 

to learn the issue of our affair. I found only the Secretary in the 

juzgado; and he at once relieved my worries. The Principales had dis- 

cussed the matter and had decided they wanted me to study the town. All 

of them had been favorable, and there would be no more objection,— but 

rather, I gathered, full cooperation. Later in the day, when I saw the 

Intendente, he immediately told me the same thing, adding that now there 

would be no more wbad talk." He added that S or 3 of the Principales had 

thought it might be wise to find out from the Jefe if the President really 

knew about all this, and I assured the Intendente they might ask him any 

time, and furthermore gave him my card to show the Jefe, so that he would 

know who I am. 

Five of the young men were sitting around the corridor of the 

juzgado when I came. I sat talking to them for a Tbile, awaiting the 

Intendente. But after a little while I said I would go through the town 

and have a look around. As I went, they all came with me. We came up to 

one of the houses that I had not yet noted and I began to talk casually 

to the man, not wishing to start anything without my backers. But as I 

was about to pass on, the young men detained me and said, "Aren't you 

going to write this down?" So I wrote it down, and we started a day's work. 

Word must have gone around, for conditions were quite different 

from yesterday. Everybody greeted me well and expressed willingness to 

help. The boys were as much slave drivers (I being the slave) as the men 

yesterday; and I was kept going steadily. In only one case was there 
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anything untoward. Here a man, when we came up, was a bit challenging. 

He had apparently been brooding over night and had awaited our coming; 

now he said, "All right, but just tell me one thing. Why do you want 

all our names? Before I could answer, the boys had bombarded this civic 

slacker with abuse; but soon I got a chance to explain to him that I 

could not study the town without knowing the people, how many, whether male 

or female, etc., etc., and, I gave him many reasons. It appears that he 

had simply wanted to establish his independence cf position or the rights 

of inquiry, for as soon as I answered he became very tractable and pleasant. 

In another place a slightly humourous situation arose (by the 

way, the dog joke was still going strong). The old lady of the house was 

answering the questions. There were two.houses; one solid, which, she 

explained, they used to sleep in; and the other a rancho without much in 

the way of walls. Trying to be agreeable and witty, I said (thinking of 

the cold nights), "Oh yes, that is all right to eat in, but hardly to 

sleep in." After a second's thought and some quick comments, everybody, 

including the woman, burst into roars of laughter, and from the c omments 

1 gathered they were thinking not in terms of temperature but of privacy. 

There was laughing for five minutes afterward, and we went in good spirits 

to the next house. 

At another place, when I asked if the family owned a pig (as some 

do) the information was volunteered that it has recehtly been forbidden to 

own pigs because of lack of sanitary facilities. I then suggested that the 

town might erect a municipal pig-pen up in the hills nearby; that everybody- 

who had a pig could then bring its food there, and that between them they 

could hire a boy, at negligible cost, to care for the pigs. They agreed this 
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amount to  anything,  but  I hope they create the  effect of 

backing up ray status  as the Great Improver.  At that,  though, 

I  see no reason why in some ways I cannot help  do something 

for the town in the course of and as  a result  of my studies. 

It  is  clear to me now that   (unless something happens)   I am 

going to  enjoy an enviable position here.   I seem now to be 

accepted in the local  arrangement of things;   and I mean now 

to hold that position.  Tomorrow is election day,  and all men 

between 18 and 60 must go to Panajachel to vote.   Saturday and 

Sunday  are fiesta days in San Marcos,  and I want to  go there. 

But then,  if possible,   I want  to devote all my time for several 

weeks  anyway,  to Santa Catar^na.    With the sort of cooperation 

(nay,  nagging)   I get here I  should be able to  get a lot done then. 

-bP.csnhtr 9,ms~\ -  -   
We left after lunch for Sta. Catarina.    On the way we passed 

the McBryde's house and we  saw McBryde wave to us,   so I had the launch 

stop on their beach and asked if they cared to come with us.    Finally 

Mr. and Mrs. McBryde did come along, and we got to our destination. 
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Only a lot of boys met us at the pier, but the Secretary was 

near by, and after introducing the McBrydes to_him, we all went to the 

Plaza. There was nobody around, and we waited a minute and soon the 

Intendente came along. After the usual introductions we went into the 

Juzgado. The Intendente didn't seem as cordial as usual, but at the same 

time he looked either ill or tired, and at last I concluded this was all 

that was the matter. It appears that the town is working on the road 

(towards Panajachel) and the Intendente had been going back and forth all 

day. Meanwhile, all the other officers v/ere busy over there and that 

accounted for the desertion of Plaza and Juzgado. 

When I went into the Juzgado, I went alone. McBryde immediately 

wanted to climb a mountain and take a picture of the town; at the same time 
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I asked him to take some elevations for me. Mrs. McBryde went with him. 

Gertrude, meanwhile, went to visit her friends, and later came to join me. 

One regidor came in while I was there, and we all talked to- 

gether. I said that the Intendenta seaned a bit estranged from me, and I 

was worried that it might he because I had neglected Sta. Catarina for 

two days (or I might be flattering myself there!). Indeed, one of the 

first questions the Intendente asked was where I had been and why I 

hadn't come. I answered, and truthfully, that I had gone to San Marcos 

for the fiesta. They knew nothing about San Marcos, and asked me about 

the doings. I described the fiesta from beginning to end, and they showed 

medium interest. I was able to get some comparisons, anyway, because the 

Intendente said again they do not drink atol here; and he said that there 

is no such formality about the dancing — that both men and vomen dance, 

but all at the same time, and just anybody, not only the cofrades. 

In the Intendente's condition I did not want to take him around 

to the households, and I did not want to leave him to go alone. So we 

discussed several matters: I told them what I thought ought to be done 

about the pigs. From  that we went on to the question of municipal finances. 

It appears that the municipality spends some $6.00 a month ($3.00 on the 

Secretary's salary, one on that of the Inspector of Sanitation, $2.00 on 

monthly reports and office expenses), and that the income is derived almost 

entirely from fines (a dollar for a econd offense). This month they will 

get about $2.00 extra income from the branding of livestock. The town has 

just gotten a brand, and hereafter'all cattle and horses must be branded, at 

a cost to the owner of 25$.    The brand is 'jT* . 
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I asked what work prisoners who cannot pay their fine do, and it 

appears that they do such things as clean the plaza. I suggested that they 

might he put to profitable work (perhaps even make mats, the proceeds from 

which would go to the municipality) and this seemed a good idea to them. I 

hope nobody thinks I take these numerous suggestions of mine too seriously; 

some of them I may press later, but most of them pass out of their minds I 

know, and no loss, and I shan't mention them again. The water business 

really interests me: it is most important, and I think the Indians realize 

it fully. I decided to take advantage of the presence of McBryde and in- 

vestigate more thoroughly. 

One episode in the juzgado wasanusing. The sindico cane in and 

sat in his usual place next to the Intendente. We had some peanuts along 

and Gertrude put a few handfula^on the table (rather in front of the sindico 

than the Intendente) before them. The sindico started to munch one, and 

the Intendente hesitated, probably wondering if this pile were meant for 

both or if he was going to get a share too. Deciding he was not, he took 

a peanut too, and then, after some consideration, reached over and divided 

the pile into two parts — actually counting them out (and not forgetting 

to distinguish between single and double peanuts). 

The McBrydes came back about this time. I explained to him what 

I wanted to do, and he acquiesced. Then I told the Intendente, and told 

him he didn't have to come along if he was too tired.- He didn't come. We 

walked up the road to the river, where we met two Indians and told them we 

were going up to examine the source; They started with us, but dropped out 

when we began the really hard part of the climb. Up beyond the village 

another Indian was working in his fields, and he joined us, and the three 
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went up. It was a very difficult climb, and there were places with no ■ 

footholds and only weeds to hang onto. Finally we came near to the little 

waterfall which seems the best place to start a water-way. 

We saw then that the water is separated from the slope towards 

town by a barranca, and it would probably have to be piped around this. 

Possibly then a cheap aqu duct could be built down to where the houses begin, 

where pipes would again be advisable. It appears that if pipe costs even 

5^ a foot, the minimum cash expenditure would have to be some $50.00. 

On the.way down again we were very thirsty, with of course no 

drinkable water in sight. I noticed, as we came to town, an orange tree in 

one house, and the owner was there. I said, "Are those oranges good to eat?" 

And he said Yes. "Gosh, I'm thirsty," I hinted. He looked blank. "Are 

you the owner of thatjbree?" Yes. "Could you '."i.v'e us a few oranges?" 

Blank expression. I got a half-penny out and gave it to him, asking for 

oranges, and then he sent his little boy up the tree. We finally got half 

a dozen. We weren't robbed, but I am sure this wouldn't have happened in 

San Marcos. In the first place I'd have felt free to go to the tr.ee and 

take an orange; in the second, a hint wbuld have been enough to bring me 

some; in the third, money wouldn't have been accepted. 

We found Gertrude and Mrs. McBryde in the Ajpus patio, eating 

guaves and jocotes that the girls had given them (th,ey being better chiselers 

than we). After resting a minute, I reported to the Intendente, and told 

him we vrould be here at 7 A.M. for hard work tomorrow and every day there- 

after. He said he had appointed a regidor to go with me — one who knows 

Spanish. . 
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Gei'trude had been talking to the school-mistress in the 

course of the  afternoon;   and she was told that  in the five years 

of that woman's residence there had been three big plagues in 

town.   The disease was not malaria;   well people were stricken and 

dead in a few days.  The schools had been ordered closed and,  she 

said, she had fled to Panajachel. 

McBryde measured the altitude of the highest house,   and 

found it to  be just  115 feet above lake level.   I made a very 

lucky  estimate,   then, when I made my map —  for I placed the 

highest contour-line  at just  115 feet... 

December 10.  1955:     There was nothing to delay us this 

morning,   and we got to Sta.   Catarina before 7 o'clock.   I shall 

henceforth omit references  to our receptions,   which  are now always 

the sains  at Santa Catarina --  a dozen boys and young men  at the pier. 

At the juzgado I found "the Intendente about to open his office 

for tiae day.   The sindico  and the regidores were not  around, because 

they had gene to  the S.  Antonio  road/to  do  some repairing.   The roads 

are supposed to be fixed up by the end of the year.  In the  "old days" 

(up  to this  year)   the new alcalde took office on New Year's day,  and 
course 

of/he  expected to  find things in good condition.     This year I think 

the regidores,   etc.,  will  change, but not the Intendente. 
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After a short time I  said I would like to continue with the 

households, and the Intendente and two others came with me.    The regidor 

who was promised me was out on the road-work.  (I think I had better try 

an indelible pencil instead,with apologies). 

It took four hours for us to complete the job, but I am fairly 

satisfied that I have now a complete census not only of all the people in 

the town but their important-material possessions.    In only one case did 

we get an argument; and then by the look on the woman's face I  judged  she   * 

was making trouble for the fun of it.    My friends called her down in the 

usual way and there was no difficulty.    I might.mention that the Intendente 

doesn't seem to go about this work with any more pleasure than other work 

now.    The novelty has worn off, and though he is willing, he is not ex- 

cited. 

C> 
On page IB.I wrote that the Indians said the santos would be 

taken back to the cofradlas the day after. This was an error, for the 

santos are still in the church. I came to the new cofradlas and saw that 

santos were missing, and I was now told that they would be brought in 

about a week. For the first time now I learned positively that after the 

titular fiesta here, both the cofradias change memberships (and houses). 

The new houses are not yet fixed up, so the santos have not been brought. 

Jt is interesting that this town, which has (a) Santa Catarina in church, 

(b) Santa Catarina cofradia, and (c) Maria Concepcion cofradia, should- have 
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but one fiesta for all, but  it is a fact.    That both oofradias should be 

changed proves that the last fiesta was for Concepcion too. 

Now that the household cards are more or less complete, I may 

present  summaries of data.    The following applies to the toita   itself.    Just 

what,  if anything,  is contained in the rest of the municipio, I do not yet 

know.    I have accounted for every building that  I can see, and I am confi- 

dent I have all in the part of the municipio that I have mapped. 

Of the 90 households  (or house-groups rather)  that appear on 

the map  (p. 93 ),  29 are unoccupied at present,  for one reason or another, 

but there are two households which I missed on the map, one occupied by a 

Tomas Lopez and the other by Miguel Pablo.    The total of occupied house- 

holds is therefore 63.    One of these is ladino, and in addition there are 

the ladino families ot.the school master and the school.mistress.    A 

statistical population summary follows: 

ir 
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SANTA CATAH3NA 
STATISTICAL POPULATION SOMMARY 

Total  Indians Resident Teachers' 
Ladinos 

'WiTmhsT'   n-P  ■nFCPRn-nn.. 308 
65 

293 
62 

8 
1 

7 
Number active households  2 
Average persons per household 4.74 4.72 8.0 3.5 

Households with 10 persons.... 1 1 
tt                 n 9 n 2 42 
tt                 « 8 tt 2 *! 1 
n                     n 7 tt 7 7 
ti                     ii 6 n 9 9 
it                      n 5 tt           ^ 12 12 
tt                      it 4 n 13 12 1 
n                      it 3 it 11 10 1 
it                      tt 2 tt 8 8 

Number of Males v_ 164 156 5 3 
Number of Females _ 144 137 3 4 

Married 136 132 2 2 
Single 154 144 6 4 
Widowed 18 17 1 

Most of the men engage in fishing and crabfishing, as well as 

in the making of mats. In addition they have their fields in which to 

work; and when they are not otherwise occupied most of them find work on 

ladino milpas in surrounding towns.... The women do work only for the 

needs of the family and thus earn no money. The following table leaves 

out the milpa of the household and tells how many get their cash income 

especially from various sources. The fractions are due to the fact that 

soipe households have their energies divided. 
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SANTA OATARINA' 
SOURCE OF INCOME 

Source of Income Total   Indians Resident Teachers 
Households        Ladinos 

(Total Households) 

Fishing   
Crabf ishing  
Mat making  
Carpentry  
Salary (by government).., 
Merchants (vegetables).., 
Labor  

65 62 

13.42 13.42 
13.17 13.17 
17.9.1 17.91 
1.00 . 
2.00 
4.50 4.50 
13.00 

Actually, no less than 45 out of the 62 Indian households engage 

in the water industries (fishing, crabfishing, and mat making.) The 45 are 

split in the table to indicate the relative spread of each. In the other 

18 households, the men "no saben" these arts. Most everybody has milpa, 

however, as follows: 

SANTA CATARINA 
MILPA • 

Milpa Total    Indians Ladino    Teachers 
Households        Residents 

(Total Households) 

Total Number Cords  
Average cords per household... 

Households with 16-20 cords 
"       " 11-15  " 
"       »  8-10  " 
"        »  5-7   " 
it n   1_4    n 

it        it    o   " 

65 62 

401 391 10 
6.0 6.3 10.0 
2 2 
5 5 

16 15 1 
13 13 
22 22 
7 5 
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A cord ("cuerda") meastires 30x30 "varas," and a vara is 33 

inches.    The milpa-land is very limited, therefore  (in Chichicastenaigo 

the average is 2 or 3 times as much,  I estimate).    But, aside from the 

fishing (which furnishes food as well as cash income) there are fruit 

trees which help to round out the food supply: 

SANTA' CATAHIMA 
ffRUIT TREES 

Total Indians   Resident   Teachers 
Households Ladinos 

(Total Households] 65 62 

Jocote  (No. of trees)  
Average no. per household.. 
Households with 4-6 trees., 

ii n     2-3"-    " 
it it    i it 

tl M 0 " 

105 104 1 
1.6 1.7 1 
6 6 
22 22 
21 20 1 
16 14 - 

62 58 4 
1 0.9 4 
3 2 1 

14 . 14 
16 16 
32 30 

Orange, Lime, Lemon (no. trees) 
Average no. per household.... 
Households with 4-7 trees.... 

n it     g.g        n 
II II ^        It 

n "0       " 

Other Fruit (banana,giusquil, etc 
No; trees  44 

Average no. per household..... 
Households with 8 trees  

it        it   4   n 

" . » 2-3 " 
II II 1 It 

tt      "0   " 

44 43 1 
0.7 0.7 1 
1 . 1 
2 2 
5 5 

16 15 1 
41 39 
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Six households grow some coffee. Of these, one has about a hun- 

dred trees and three have 20 trees each. The others have one and two 

respectively. All are Indians. 

There are a few animals in town. Besides the Secretary's horse 

one Indian has one. There are 6 cattle distributed in 5 households (Indian) 

and four Indians have a pig each. One Indian has 5 pigeons nicely caged, 

but chickens and turkeys are more plentiful: 

Fowls Total 
Households Indians 

Resident 
Ladinos    Teachers 

(Total Households) 65 62 1                2 

Chickens (total number) 270 
Average per household "' 4.2 
Households with 10-15 7 

"       "   5- 9 24 
n                   "1-4 17 
»       »      o 17 

258 12 
4.2 12 
6 1 

24 0 
17 0 
15 0 

Turkeys (total number)31 
Households with 1-6     7 

» " 0 58 

31 
7 

55 

■While I was spending my time getting this household information, 

Gertrude was with her friends here and there.    Let her write her own ac- 

count : 

I was in the plaza near the boys' school and talked to  the sec- 

retary, who is also  the school-teacher.     (His wife's nane is also Gertrudis - 

diminutive is Tula - and he says he knov/s of no other Gertrudis in the vicin- 

ity of Solola}    The secretary-school-teacher gets $8 per month for teaching 
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school and $3 from the pueblo for his secretarial services.    School wages 

are now four months in arrears. 

Every Tuesday,  Thursday and Saturday each child in school  (girls, 

too) has to bring five pieces of le'na for use in the teacher's home.    Dona 

Carlolta,  school-mistress,   complains that her girls (16)  are malcriadas: 

they make five pi.eces of lena out. of one and bring slivers.    Each child 

comes into the schoolroom with his five pieces,  sits down on the bench and 

places the wood in front of him on the floor,  so that the teacher can check 

up.    They have to go far'into the monte for leifa as the village has none; 

there are only fruit trees, which the people,  of course, wouldn't touch. 

Tflhenever a child stays out of school for any reason other than sick- 

ness, there is a fine of 1# per dayi This is paid in money, eggs, fish, lena. 

Playing sick is very common. 

In the boys'  school Antonio Sajubin (son of Marcus   Nimacachi)  is 

brightest-looking and most advanced.    Agustina Tax, daughter of the Totoni- 

capan Taxes,   is the outstanding pupil among the girls.    Her sewing (simple 

hemstitching on cheap yellow muslin)  will probably be  judged best when the 

school examiners come around  in February. 

Besides his salary,  the secretary gets from the village:    the 

semanera (the school-mistress used to be given a semanera,  too, until about 

a year ago),  one quintal of maiz' each month,  twelve pounds of frijoles and 

two pounds of salt per month,  chile,  lena, feed for his horse,  and fruit. 

To make up the required maiz,  each household has to contribute seven almules 

(the eighth part of a quintal,  or 12-|- lbs.;  there  is  a Spanish measure called 
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almud,  the twelfth part of a fanega,   a dry measure comparable to our bushel) 

of maiz each year.    This figures to about 4-ijr times too much corn according 

to our count of households.    For  the frijoles the ten alguaziles and the two 

mayores pay Z4 apiece each month.    For purchasing the other things money is 

taken from the village treasury v/hich has raised most of its money through 

fines imposed on second offenders who are  jailed.    The women of the village 

very often fight among themselves, are reported,  and put in the parcel. 

Their husbands are obliged to pay the fines for them. 

I suggested that the Indians must be too poor to pay such fines in 

money;  the secretary denied it  saying they are rich I    Before the fiesta of 

Sia.  Catarina he kept asking the Intendente why he didn't buy a new shirt, 

and the Intendente said he had no money,  that he was too poor.    Then,  when 

the Intendente was drunk during the fiesta,  he gave the secretary a pile of 

money to count for him,  some twelve dollars in all,   something he would never 

have done in sober moments.    The Indians go out at night for fish and crabs, 

and then go  to  the markets to sell.    They spend very little on food for them- 

selves.    In this village they live almost entirely   on tortillas and tamalitos 

with chile or juat with salt,  and they usually drink water instead of coffee. 

They don't care at all about having nice  clothes,  either.    Back to the subject 

of the Intendente's shirt,  he finally did buy one,  but only after the Jefe had 

scolded him fpr wearing his dirty,   tattered one when called to  the Jefetura one 

day. 

The secretary thinks that because the Indians live so poorly in Sta. 

Catarina they have no resistance against disease.    He says  that two years ago 

(before he   came, but apparently in the records) during a pestilence the town 

lost 181 people in one month. 
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I finally left the secretary and walked over to  the Aj/bus. home 

where I found  that my friends Manuela and Tomasa had gone to the'monte 

for lena.    A woman passed leading a little boy whose head was bound up 

and whose shoulders were  covered by a blanket.    They were going to the 

school to pide licencia for the boy to stay out of school today because 

of illness.    As they passed,   Jose Luis,  12-year old son of Dona Carlota, 

whispered to me that it's all a fake,   that the boy was playing around this 

morning, head unbound. 

Soon Manuela and Tomasa Ajbus came home and I welcomed them to their - 

patio.    I told them that little Juana Lopez had been there and had kept ask- 

ing me for dulces,  but that Maria,  their younger sister, had not been so mal- 

criada.    Manuela assured me that there are many such bad children in town, 

but  that they themselves (the three sisters)  are never so.    Were I a rela- 

tive stranger to them,  and they visitors to a nearby house jrhere I happened 

to be,  there might be a different story.    As it  is,  they are most hospitable 

and friendly. 

Catarina Cumes, the present semanera,  is the most pleasant and affec- 

tionate girl 1 have met here;  she is always laughing and jabbering.    She 

touches my hair, neck,  arms,  and comes to me every chance she gets.    She 

speaks not a word of Spanish and understands very little.    We communicate by 

signs and get along pretty well. 

Manuela Ajbus wants to weave a huipil for me.    She says' it is a two- 

months  job,  that she will  charge $2 if I furnish the thread.    I told her I 

would have to consult el_ senor before making the contract  
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Afternoon and evening were spent at home working over the 

statistics and in putting them in the order presented. 

December 11: The Intendente, a couple of alguaziles and a 

regidor sat and talked with me in the corridor of the Juzgado. The 

sendico and others were off working on the road again. In getting the 
i' 

political organization I ran into difficulties (due to the Indianfe lack 

of Spanish) on anything hut very concrete information. I obtained the 

names of the officials, therefore, which I present: 

Principales:  IS. Mariano Buc 
23 todres Cocolajai 
3s Juan Matzar 
4a Jose Angelbuc* 
5§ Ventura Lopez 

In order    6a Ventura Gonzales 
V^, Mariano Tai* 

of rank     8* Cruz Lopez 
9a Alejandro Cumes 
10a Tomas Lopez 
IIS Andres Matzar 
123 Ramos Sajubin 
133 Pablo Lopez 
14& Pedro Cumes 
155 Ramos Puzul 

*The Alcalde we met last April and gave a watch to. 
fA native of Totonicapan, apparently accepted here now. 

Municipal officers: 
Intendente... Miguel Ajpus 
Sindico   Lorenzo Gonzales 
•Regidor IS .. Bartolo Ordonez 

Mayor 

22 
32 
42 
IS 
2a 

Tomas Nimacachi 
Antonio Sajubin 
Francisco Lopez 
Diego Nimacachi 
Lucas-Sajubin 

Secretary:  Jose Leon Santiso Vasquez 

Church officers: 
Sacristan la Marcos Nimacachi 

n 23 Francisco Cumes 
Fiscal   i»,Jorge Cumes 

11    2- Juan l£>pez 

Alguaziles 1= Nicolas Cumes 
n 23 Jose Tax . 
" SS Madeline Lopez t ^' 
." 4a Francisco Nimacachi 
" 5a Pedro Cumes 
" 63 Tomas Martin 
» 7a Miguel Ordonez 
" 8a Antonio Cumes 
" 93 Antonio Sajtibin 
^ 10§ Bernadihe Sajubin 

Chajal IS Mariano Lopez 
n   2^ Francisco Nimacachi 
«   3a Manuel Nimacachi 
»   4a Sebastian Sajubin 
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Semineras; Manuela Niraacachi 
Catarina Cumes 
Lozaria Patzul 
Martina Sajubin 
Manuela Ajpus 
Pasouala Ajpus 

OFFICE       COFR. Sta. Catarina COFR. Maria Concepcion 
1934-1935        1935-1936 1934-35 1935-1936 

Alcalde 
1— Mayordomo 
ga   „ 

SSL   " 
42.   " 
2^ Texil 

82, 

Andres Matzan Ramos Sajubin 
Juan Cotzal Francisco Martin 
Nicholas Nimacachi Caspar Nimacachi 
Caspar Sajubin Ramos Lopez. 
Diego Cumes Pedro Sajubin 
Miguel Pablo Caspar Cumes 2fL 
Caspar Cumes iS. Caspar Nimacachi 

Ventura Gonzales 
Francisco Lopez 
Nicolas Cocalajai 
Caspar Nimacachi 
Antonio Nimacachi 
Eustachio Pablo 

32. Pedro Cumes 

Alejandro Cumes 
Gregorio Sajubin 
Diego Cotzal 
Mario Lopez 
Lucas Lopez 
Antonio Sajubin 
Andres Lopez 

The Principales donrt change — except at death; I could not discover what 

happens then. The municipal officers used to change on January 1. Now 

the Intendente has an indefinite term' (as far as he knows) and there is 

rumor that the rest will change March 15 instead of January 1. I suspect 

these will change January 1st, however, and we have not long to wait to see. 

The semineras seem to have an indefinite term of "office." The cofrades 

change with the fiesta of Nowember 25th. 

After failing to get more than this, I turned to kinship terms, 

thinking that with 4 or 5 present I might get some results. It wasn't long, 

however, until we were hopelessly in the deep and I saw it was no use. I 

would like to have had one man alone to get his genealogy; in lieu of that 

I picked a bright looking young alguazil by name of Pedro Chimes and tried 

to get his right there. I know him well and I thought I would 
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have no difficulty.    I found that beyond the boy's grandparents neither he 

nor the others could  tell me much, but considering the death rate here I 

suppose that is not surprising — and, besides,  I have found that common 

in this country.    When it came to his first cousinis,.  Pedro professed ig- 

norance,  and I had to chide the infounation out of him by telling him I 

knew the answers (which I do) and was only examining him.    I paused after 

getting a father's sister's daughter's.son's name to ask "What is this boy 

Martin Nimacachi  to you" and then,   "What do you call him" fi-ad so on,  and 

try as I might I could not make him understand.    At about this time,  the 

Secretary came to the Plaza leading two horses  from the Lake to the monte, 

and the Intendente assigned Pedro  toJielp him.    Before I knew it my in- 

formant had run off and I had only my lip to bite. 

After this failure I went into the  juzgado with the officials,  and 

somebody began an argument on how rich Americans are.    I told them,  in an- 

swer, how expensive things at home are,  and this led to a comparison of 

prices.    In the presence of all,  I took a weekly budget from Miguel Ajpus: 

He has a family of 5, all just about full grown,  and they seem to use up 

the  following, besides lake-food and fruit that does not have to be bought, 

in a week: 

42 lbs corn, vfaich now costs 31-§- 
12 lbs beans,  at  .01 a lb now 12 
4 ounces of chile 03 
1 lb salt 02 
1 lb lime (to prepare the nixtimal) 01 
1 lb of coffee 05 
1 "tapa" panel a 08 
■k  lb sugar 02^ 
lj lbs meat (average) 07% 
10 rolls of white bread, at .01 10 
1 or 2 bunches onions (average) 03 
1 or 2 lbs potatoes (average) 04 
Garlic ' 02i 
Either 2 or Zg!  o cote or_ kerosene.... .02f' 

Total       .94'J per week. 
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for the family of five. Since the milpa produces some com and beans for 

use during the year, there are weeks in which the total is less. All pre- 

sent insisted that nothing more is bought to eat; a few, but very few, use 

chocolate; and for fiestas only are candles, incense, and cacao beans used. 

■ During holy week chocolate and honey are consumed. I imagine the average 

expenditure over the year on food is about SOjf a week (or aboQt $10 per year) 

per adult. 

Fish and crabs are a source of food as well as income. The Indians 

go out in canoes at night, and with good luck they get as many as 25 ensartas 

(sets of 4 crabs each) which theyjaell at 2^ per ensarta. In Tecpan they may 

get from 2^)1  to 3$? depending on the competition. But then they have to spend 

some money on the road. What they get is not pure profit anyway, for an In- 

dian spends 5# to rent the canoe and uses up 5-6^ worth of ocote (torch). 

Herbs are a source of food when they are in season. The commonest 

are pichajol. chipilini, nabo, colinabo, hierbamora. and imbledo. 

In the course of further conversation I learned that the pueblo owns 

4 manzanas (of 30 cuerdas each, I think) that anybody can cultivate. A few 

poor people do use this land. 

As for population, there are 5 local families living on a little 

finca, called Xepec and owned by a Sta.Lucia Indian, in the confines of this 

municipio, "up above". The owner is Jose Joj and there are some ten or 

twelve in his family. The local Indians living there with their families are: 

1. Diego Nimacachi (with 2,sons, one married) 
2. pedro Patzul 
3. Bartolo Nimacachi 
4. Nicolas Nimacachi 
5. Pedro Nimacachi 
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o 
The other mvzoa  there are from S. Andres and elsewtere. But these five must 

be added to the census. 

Deo. 12.... As soon as we arrived in Sta. Catarina, I told the 

Intendente I wanted to make inventories of what is in the houses, and that 

we may as well start with Ms. Gertrude came along, and of course she is 

on good terms with the Ajpus girls, who were in and out all morning. After 

awhile Miguel got into the spirit of things and before the morning was over 

we had "done" his house inside and out and learned a few things in the doing. 

First of all, the following is a sketch of the house group 

V 
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1. The dwelling house; adote. 

2. A door, made of canes, now "open". 

3. The open doorway; Manuela weaving. 

4. The thatch-roof; 8 yrs old and getting bad. 

5. The tin of gasoline hotes used on eaves. 

6. A cow hide, stiff and just lying. 

7. Stones neatly around house. Inside lower. 

8. The other house, a run-down place now used for lena, poles, chickens. 

9. The thatch-roof, broken and sagging. 

10. A pot, apparently just left there. 

10^. A likbaltfe for catching fish- 

11. A large pot. 

12. 2 old crab-baskets 

13. Large poles,   just lying there. 

14. Jocote tree 

15. Orange tree (15§) guisquil tree with arbor. 

16. Sweat-house; stone and mortar 

17. Another pile of poles 

18. Stone wall (loosely packed) 

19. Guisquil tree 

20. Jocote tree 

21. Neighboring house-roof. 

There are a lot of' old pots, old fish nets, and old baskets strewn 

around the outside.    There seems no other place to put wom-^out things.    The 

inside of the dwelling house looks like: 
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1. A wooden bench, covered with a Rabinal mat; the bed of Miguel and Manuel. 

2. The one blanket ueed at night. 3. Extra clothes of Miguel: pillow. 4. A 

pole suspended from the ceiling, on which some 50 cobs of com are huhg. 

They are from last year, Miguel's new crop not yet being in. 5. A regular un- 

decorated net-rope hammock (from Rabinal, I think) used for resting pur- 

poses. 6. A clever little toy drum: 

bought in Solola for 25# for the 

with its stick; this was 
ctrenr/n' 

children to play with; but 

it probably was made in Totonicapan.    This tambor is oxon in "la lengua." 

On this wall is also a tin can   fr )  . A cover may be pulled off 
ia in. 

at one end and documents rolled up and inserted. Actually there are papers 

in this one. 7. Here is a burlap bag containing 50 lbs of fri.1ol de suelo: 

next to it is a box containing 25 lbs of maize. Here also are 3 wooden 

3antos about a foot high, one very decayed; all unrecognizable by owner, 

who said they were left him by his uncle. 8. On the floor here are also 4 

small wooden stools and a box used to sit on. 9. These are the most interest- 

ing contraptions,.and in the room there are some eleven of them, as well as a 

few old ones. They are the fish-traps, called garlitos, or sixep. 
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The trap-basket, "carretilla," or k'ul, is about 
16 inches in length and perhaps 6 inches in 
diameter at the top. 

Pole 8 feet long. 
A cana of local origin 

Trap of cana from the coast; the local Indians go for 
it themselves^- asking permission of the landowners 
and simply gathering it. 

Meat or worms are put on the string, which is fastened to the pole. In 

shallow water the trap is placed horizontally with the pole up, thus: 

v~—■~m/S when fish have come for the bait, the trap is care- 

fully raised by the pole so that' the fish are dropped into the trap.  (For 

extremely small fish, some other trap is used; but there is none around.) 

10. These are the "bejucas" or yakbalkan, used for crab-fishing, I don't 

know how. There are 3 or 4 good ones in the house, and 8 or 9_old ones. 

They consist of a large coil of material of the same name 

and a string run through by which to carry or hang the coiH 

Three of the coils are used at once, with bait tied on the bottom, and 

rocks weighing them down. Just how crabs are caught, a -^ hour's dis- 

cussion did not bring out. Along this wall are also 3 large reds for 

carrying maize and other cargos. These are the large net-rope bags from 

Rabinal. There are also a few small bags, and some very old ones, scat- 

tered around the walls. Also, there is a leather whip with a wooden handle, 
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used for riding. 11. Qua large pot ^—-,   blackened by fire, which 

^A Miguel thinks came from Chichicastenango f   jt" -A but which actually probably 

came from S; Pedro Joe. via Chichicastenango.    In it are stored Manuela's 

things,  and on top of them a lot of pumice-stone (saxkab)  used by women to 

rub their hands on while spinning cotton.    In this comer are a dozen odd old 

pots, used to keep things in;  also one new Eabinal mat which will someday re- 

place an old one on a bed;  also an old mat used in the Solola market to place 

wares on;  also two very old straw hats.    Near these things are 2 squashes;  one 

is green,  shaped like a small pumpkin,  and called refrixkun.    The other is 

white and called sag' or saq'ek'un    (k'un meaning "allote" or squash). . 12. 

This is a peculiarly shaped pot.    This was made in Totonicapan 

(Miguel says) and carried here on a mozefe back.    It is called      ^| 

uk'al and is used to make tamales when there is a cofradia and 

\ Z'^ 
large quantities are-needed. 13. A clever contraption for holding cups by 

their handles. Suspended from the ceiling is a rope on which hangs a stick 

forked many times at the botton  AJL  and cups are hung around this. 14. 

The fire, and several pots not at the moment on the fire. 15. Hundreds of 

fine poles about 6 feet long and perhaps 1/8 inch or less in diametet, called 

barrijas de paja. These are used to market small fish. They are cut into 10 

inch lengths and 4 or 5 tiny fish (about 1^- inches long) are stuck through the 

stick       ^—(f^—^— and carried to market so. The morning the 

fish are brought in they are stuck on these sticks and put on the fire; they 

are later sold 3 or 4 sticks for l-igtf. There are some 20 sticks of fish in the 

house today, from the night before last. 16. Two crab baskets, home made, call- 

ed "bitakia" or suk. and of the material "bejuco" or rafkfen. 

These are taken in the canoes and the crabs, when caught, 

kept in them. There are many other baskets around, but the otherif are "bought" 
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and are shaped The caught fish,  as well as beans,   jocote, 

etc. are kept in this type.    There  are all sizes in the house.    17. The loom, 

and Manuela weaving the second sleeve of a new huipil.    The loom is like that 

of Chichicastenango.    18. This is a large hanging shelf,  constructed of cana. 

It is suspended by ropes from the rafters, and- on each rope is an inverted half- 

gourd to keep thte rats from coming down on the platform'.    This' is called a sabal 

length.    This is fastened to a 

and is used to keep things on.     On it are a number of baskets and also several 

toles. or ts'ui.  a certain gourd  cut to form a large flat bowl:    tfrrr-p^-p 

On the subject of the rat-keepers-away,  Miguel also showed us a large 

spring-type rat-trap that he had bought in Sqlola.    He also showed us a tiny 

fish-hook,  one of several that he has.    It is a wire hook,  used with a string 

and pole,   and of course bait: ^ and the longest are about li[|- inches in 

string about 4 feet long,  and that to 

a pole the  same length.    The cane is called ax and the hook only by the Spanish 

"anquelo".    19. 3 grinding stones  (ka1),  two for maize,  one for coffee.    20. A 

wooden table on which are dozens of small pots for cooking and serving;  includ- 

ing a comal, Sot.    Under the table the ocote is kept.    There is also a small 

bought (metal) kerosene lamp and a bottle of kerosene.    Weaving poles are near- 

by under the bed.    21.  The bed in which the 3 girls sleep.     One blanket and ex- 

tra clothes, used for a pillow.    22. The  tool corner.    There are several machetes, 

2 axes 'pf        ,  a hoe i— -y, and a wooden paddle,   ^ka-t * B 
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Going outside,  I should mention that the likbaltfe  (10^-) is used in 

fishing in the aguas nalientes.    These warm waters are supposed to be some- 

where at the South of the lake.    This contraption is like the fish-traps with- 

out the pole,  and a good 5 feet in length 

The sweat-house is called tux and is made of stones and mortar, with 

a beam over the doorway,  a wooden pole the length of the roof at its -oeak, and 

tiles placed on top.    A front .'view follows: 

t-il   \ 
Inside the sweat-house are half a dozen baskets,  and one old and one new cacaste 

(carrying frame).    There is also a stool and a piece of a large log which serves 

for a stool. 

I was interested to hear from Miguel that houses are built more or less 

communally.    A man collects all the materials,  ready for his. "rancho".    Then he 

goes and looks for companeros to help him.    They all come of  a morning and have 

the house up by noon or so.    Then the owner serves ato'l to all, but no food. 

An adobe house takes longer; but the same process is undergone.    After 
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the 4 or 5 mornings it takes to build the house, atol is served the men. The 

roof of his house, is MigueLJ^^^jip. ^The framework consists of 5 long stout 

beams of pine. 

It was noon by the time we got out of Miguel's house; and while I 

went to the house across the road — that of Francisco Lopez — Gertrude 

went her way. 

Francisco lives with his wife and infant. The house is a rancho. 

with mud filling in the slits of the walls. While Miguel's beds are boards 

resting on natural crotched poles stuck into the ground, Francisco has a 

well-finished bed made by the local -carpenter. He has it covered by a mat 

of his own manufacture, and has another.shielding the bed from the doorway. 

BU*lf«f 

Cradle ^ 

Pctate 
flat 

g'-rawreBBMSStga 
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The cradle is interesting; the top loop is wood, and the rest of the rope- 

net stuff that I think comes from Rabinal — although for all I know this 

was made here. 

Instead of the suspended shelf, Francisco has 2 small shelves 

fastened to the walls with ropes rf Ap   In addition there are 

three long cane poles across the room (but fastened to the walls) to form 

a sort of shelf. There is also a rope across a corner on which old clothes 

and things are hanging. 

A few cobs of corn hang from a rope on a wall; there are some white 

beans in a basket; there are two cofres full of stuff. 

There is a cupholder like that of Miguel^ except stuck into the 

floor instead of suspended: 

Other interesting items: 
x^ 

A large chilicallote gourd, hollowed out and separated into two 

pieces, one forming a cover. 

A horn-handle iron spike 

off a cob of corn. 
(?* (katfo) to take the kernels 

Everything here on a smaller scale than at Miguel's: only 1 

grindihg stone, etc. But has in addition a sickle, and a steel cutting- 

file. 

Outside Francisco has a sweat bath which is an exact duplicate of 

MLguels. In addition he has a cana rancho used to store maize. In this 

house now there is no corn — only a lot of large pots. Around the dwell- 
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ing house are two  crab-baskets and half-a-dozen garlitos.  It appears that 

Miguel is old and has collected a lot more   junk than    Francisco.    It appears 

that something coming into the household stays there,  even after it is mom 

out.    Francisco's place is neater because not so much has come in. 

After finishing this house,  Gertrude (whose story follows)   joined 

me and we went home. 

<£e/vhu<fe. uw'^^) • 
Manuela asked me today what el senor had said about her weaving a 

huipil for me.    She seems to want the  job;  I told her it wauld be all right 

to go ahead with it.' 

Necessary for the Sta.  Catarina huipil: 

Hilo bianco - lit lbs. ® 10 pesos 4 lb - 30 pesos or $.50 
Hilo rojo      - 2    lbs. a 20 pesos f lb = 80 pesos or $L33 

Hilo amarillo - 1 oz.) 
Hilo verde - _     i- oz.) 4 pesos or    ,06% 
Hilo azul - t oz«) 

Total        1.89* 

Manuela tells me that among themselves the price of a huipil, 

thread supplied is $5.00.    If that is true, mine,  with the cost of thread 

$1.89^- and labor $2.00 is a bargain... 

Very often wamen,  neighbors,   come to the Ajpus home while I am 

there.    They are all very friendly and willing to  joke with me but for 

some reason or other most of them don't want to tell me their names.    Man- 

uela always supplies this information after the visitors have gone. 

Yesterday Manuela saw with what interest I examined their pre- 

ceding night's catch of pescaditos (the largest being about an inch long) 

then drying in the sun,  and she must have mistaken it for hunger.    She 

ordered Tomasa,  the younger sister,  to heat a left-over tortilla for me, 
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and then, placing a handful of the bad-smelling peacaditoa on it, graciously- 

handed me the whole on a little plate. The tortilla I would have eaten, and 

perhaps not without relish, but the fish were too much for me, and I begged 

off, saying I never eat between meals and that T must wait for almuerzo (doc- 

tor's orders, or something like that). Whereupon they wrapped all up in a 

corn husk and sent it along home with me for my lunch. 

Today, having left Sol, I went with Manuela, Tomasa and Catarina 

Cumes to the lake for a hair-washing party and was invited to duck my head 

in the lake, too, but I told them I do not have costumbre to wash in cold 

water. That was quite all right. Having, or not having, costumbre to do 

something is a great thing in this Country. The girls washed their heads 

thoroughly passing around a ball of black soap and then applying Naran.ja 

azria before the final rinsing. 

After the head-washing Manuela washed two sutes (there.are two 

fairly large rocks in the water just, a foot or two out from the shore used 

for washing clothes). She used plenty of black soap and did a good job of 

it. Then the girls filled the tinajes they had brought down, walking just 

a little farther into the lake for this water, and we went back home. 

I might mention in passing that the Indian women of Chichicastenango 

when washing their hair use only -the onion-like weeds, T j* pwaq which they 

also use in place of soap for washing the men's heavy black costumes. In 

Chichicastenango this T.j' pwaq is used for strengthening and stiffening the 

threads of the warp before the actual weaving is begun. In Santa Catarina 

atol is used instead of the T j* pwaq - water mixture. 
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December 14:    I went first to  the house of Lorenzo Gonzales,  the 

sindioo.    On the way he was very apologetic,  saying he is poor and hasn't 

much.    He explained that only recently he has paid off a finca debt and 

thus hasn't had a chance for self improvement. 

Indeed his house is but a rancho,  and one wall isn't even filled in 

with mud.    But the furnishings are hardly worse than in his neighbor's 

homes.    Lorenzo lives with his wife and one lityt^e son,  and the house out- 

side looks something like this: 

/ul^t- 

Nearby, on a platform made of canes and sticks, resting over some rocks, a 

few hundred joootes are drying. 

Facing this house is  a small mud-filled ranch to store maize.    In it 

are some 50 mazorcas of corn and a boxful and a potful of beans.    There is 

also  a bag ful of corn husks (xok')  which he will sell,  he says, for cigar- 

ette wrappers (an illicit business, I think).    The only.other thing in th? 

small yard is a 6 foot fishing pole with a six-foot line and a wire hook 

that he keeps stuck in the eaves of the house. 

I can detail the contents of the one room of the house very qtuickly. 

In the farther corner to  the left is  a crude table with a shelf on which 
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are the pots and dishes,  and under inhich are some empty aguardiente bottles. 

Nearby is the fire and next to it a clever device to light up the "kitchen," 

a forked stick stuck into the floor, with a potsherd placed on the forked 

part and ocote placed in the sherd: \/ .On the walls are be.lucos 

(crab-fishing lines) which I now discovered become soft when in the water 

and are uncoiled to form a long line nfolch is baited at many points and 

weighted down,  and half a dozen garlitos  (fish-traps).    There  is also, near 

the left wall here,  a cup-holder of the floor type.    Next to a grinding 

stone there are 4 tarres,  which are longitudinal sections of a wide tropical 

cane,  one of irtiich is put on each side of the grinding-stone to catch what 

masa falls;  there is also a board with a handle  to catch the masa at the 

bottom: 

Continuing down the left wall, there are a number of pots for cooking 

tamales,  etc;  and on the wall is a large coil of rope (sibak) which is 

attached in fishing to the end of the garlito to get more distance. 

In the left-near corner is a shelf containing weaving-sticks and a 

basket of beans.    On the front wall is a homemade table:    [  | |   \ 

on top of which is a crab-basket and a box in which maize P7 1^ 
is supposed to be kept (none now). In front of this table is a mat of local 

origin about 18 inches square used by the woman to sit or kneel on, and a 

cacaste (men's carrying frame) with a red (large net bag used for cargo)-. 

around it. Above is another variety of shelf: 2 parallel ropes attached 

at both en^ls to the ceiling. In addition there are 2 large suspended shelves 
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of the type already noted.    In the front comer at the right of the door is 

a space where the little boy sleeps:  there is burlap (or something like it) 

on the floor,  but nothing else.    It is secluded from the doorway by a cane 

woll about 2 ft. high.    Near by is a "bought"  chair of wood: 

and next to that hangs a cradle of a different and poorer type' 

than that described.     It has a square  framework which holds up a piece of 

Rabinal mat which forms the body of the cradle: 

Inside are E home-woven servilletas which appar- 

ently serve for bedding. 

Finally, in the far comer is a bed of the crude type on which there 

is a Rabinal mat; at the foot of the bed (facing the door) there is a cane 

wall extending a foot or'2 above the bed. 

Miscellany:    has 2 machetes and one paddle,  ax,  hoe,  and sickle* 

Has a 10 foot pole with 2 strings at the end  '^ for bait.    To 

this is usually tied a frog,  and when a crab bites it,  the stick is pulled 

up.    He has 2 of these,  and they are used for night time crab-fishing. 

Has 3 bundles of the -pajos used to make the sticks on which the fish 

are stuck for marketing. 

Has a corn-cobbing spike like Franciacos,. but this has a wooden handle 

P5*233^ instead of horn. 

Has a document holder like Miguel's except his is of a piece of cana 

cut at a section so that  one side is'dosed.    There is no cover,  and inside 

is only one paper — his certificate of office of Sindico. 

Has a small crab-basket and a net bag in which he keeps personal be- 

longings. 
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The wife has 5 smoke-bla cleaned spinning-top a that were bought in 

Solpla for 1 peso each. 

A half-gourd,  lengthwise,      end!)    serves as a ladle in taking 

nixtimal out of the pot in which it  is cooked.    (I saw this in use a few 

minutes later when it was borrowed by the next-door neighbor). 

Most interesting:  projecting from a crevice in a.wall,  a stick on 

which are strung (the stick is pierced through)  8 broken eggshells: 

( ) j) S> P£> -P—g £?  »wall).    These are shells out of which chicks are 

•hatched,   and Lorenzo explained that his wife believes that  if these are 

thrown away before the  chicks are fully grown,  the chicks will die.    They 

are almost grown now,  and then the shells will be thrown away anywhere. 

(Lorenzo told me the  same housebuilding story Miguel had). 

As I have mentioned,  a neighbor borrowed the ladle from here,  and 

very soon we followed it.    This was to Lorenzo's closest neighbor,  and he 

calls him his brother,  although the name is Diego Cotzal.- Diego lives in 

a fine large adobe house about a year old.    In the house were.Diego's wife 

and mother,  and Gonzaleb wife, busy making nixtimal.for use by the cofradia 

Maria Concepciai which will move to new Quarters tomorrow afternoon.    Every- 

body was in excellent spirits and I looked around at will.    There were no 

things new to me in the house, however,  except that there is ahole (square)   . 

in the wall above where the fire is.    In the other houses there were enough 

open spaces for such smoke. 

Diego has a sweatbath like  the others,  and I examined it carefully. 

The walls are of stones, but the roof is of sticks covered with mud on the 
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outside.    Inside and at the rear of the house is a peculiar permanent 

hearth of large stones fbrming a hollow cube with the front open and a 

pile of small stones on top gggok, •    I* was explained by Lorenzo 

(Diego was not home)  that a fire is lit here,  the rocks on top heated, 

the embers removed,  and water put on the rocks to make steam.    A cloth 

covers the doorway when a bath is taken.    A sweatbath is good for sick- 

ness. 

When we left this house the-TOmen asked me for two cents for sweets, 

and I gave  it  to them, although I rarely give out money here.... 

I took Lorenzo then to walk around the town a bit;  we picked up 2 

or 3 young men at the Plaza and went over to the house of Froicisco Saju- 

bin (a man I always call the finquero because he owns about 100 coffee 

trees).    Francisco was not at home, but his wife and his mother were 

sitting in the  corridor shelling beans.    The house is large,  and of adobe. 

I saw nothing new in the house except a few bundles of "palma" which it 

was explained,  is used in flutes.     Outside,  leaning against a tree,  was 

a bundle of tul (for mats).    There  is a net hammock in the house and an- 

other outside,  in the  corridor. 

While we were talking outside,  a Panajacheleno came into  the patio. 

Soon he made a remark that roused all of the Indians to attention, and as 

he went on,  there were repeated exclamations of "Maria Santisimo" and such. 

I soon gathered there was some trouble with an onion patch and I suggested 

we all go to look. 

V 
On the way over I learned that  this Indian's name is Mariano ^Pach 

■fog• so'inothing-H-k-e-if)"and he rents some  land near the lake-shore from 

Diego Nimacachi (for $1.00 a year) and grows vegetables there.    He grows 



onions,  beans,  carrots,  peanuts,   sweet potatoes,  and  some things 

I  think are  lentils. 

It  soon became  apparent that half of a very  large  onion patch 

was  stripped  of its  crop -  robbed.  After some  detective work it 

became apparent that the   job was done night before  last   (Thursday) 

and everybody agreed a local   Indian  must have done  it.  The  loss was 

at  least  §2.00 but  nobody had any  suggestion  as to whom the culprit 

might have been.    The thief may have carted the  onions  in almost 

any direction.   I suggested that Mariano secretly guard the  onions 

next Thursday night when the robber might decide to repeat his  easy 

conquest. 

X)^, K •-    Afternoon,  we went to Santa Catarina,  for the Santa Maria Concepcion 

was  to be moved to the new cofradia.    7/e stopped by to ask the McBrydes if they 

cared to  come along,   and they did. 

On the whole the day was quite unhappy for us,  for it soon became 

apparent that McBryde isn'.t the ideal companion for an ethnologist trying to 

get a firm foothold in a town.    This is nothing against McBryde,  for after all 

he is not an ethnologist-and admits that for his work he does not teve to win 

the love and confidence of the people.    I am merely describing our own unfor- 

tunate position,  for we have barely von the  confidence of many of the people 

and do not want to lose ground now.    At the same time, McBryde and Mrs. McBryde, 

since they came with us, are bound to be closely associated with us.    TiShat they 

do becomes to  some extent our business,  therefore.    But it is difficult to tell 

McBryde, who has worked in this  country before, how to run his affairs,  so we 

have had to keep quiet and bide our time. 

iFO 
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McBryde, let me therefore say, brought two cameras with him, one of 

them a large and very conspicuous graflex. And the chief cause of complaint 

that I have is that he practically never took his eyes from the sights. The       I 

time he was in Santa Catarina before he had his graflex, and immediately went 

up the slope to take landscape views; it seemed to me as though he could have 

taken such pictures his last visit as well as his first, but I said nothing. 

Today, from the moment he came to the moment he left (with darkness, that is,) 

'I 
he saw Sajrta Catarina and the lake through his lenses. I shall jump ahead of - "'*;«%'" 4> J 

•7"';. '.    '    :   ' ,<        '"  '"'^ll^^Mf^l 
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the story to get this off my chest:    after one series of pictures during which he 

had caused women to flee from their patios and one woman to round up her children 

to cover their faces,  and during which he had pictured a line of Indians in a cere- 

monial position from which they could not duck ( and in this case my friends among 

them pleaded with me with their eyes to do something,  which I didn't)    I asked him 

not to take more pictures because I thought that  the Indians  (who I  judged had said 

nothing to him out of respect for my relations with the Jefe and President) were be- 

ginning to get very fidgfety — an understatement indeed!  — and although he said he 

wouldn't,  yet when I next came out of the cofradia I found him with camera to  eye. 

It was time to go then and I held my peace,-but I determined that he would never go 

out with us again unless he kept his  cameras at home,    I can't run his business, 

and I don't want to;  but I think it only right to assert myself this much. 

To get back to the story,  we went first to Lorenzo Gonzales' house, 

and to that of his neighbor Diego Cotzal.    We all talked for an hour,  and I had 

the  Indians explain the fishing and crabbing techniques to McBryde.    At about 

3:30 it was time for the procession;  I went into the church to watch the Sac- 

ristans place Santa Maria Concepcion on the carrying-table.    Then the cofrades, 

the alguaziles,  the Regidores,  etc.  took the santa and carried it (to the tune 

of the drum and bugle)  to the house of Alijandro Cumes,  the new cofradi'a alcalde. 

I might mention that only the "official" family joined the procession,  and,  in- 

deed the  other ceremonies.    Throughout,  it appears that  the alcalde-cofradia rep- 

resents the  Church,  and the Intendente the State, and each has his official ret- 

inue and that is all.    What  I mean is that the populace as a whole doesn't really 

enter the picture. 

As usual, the municipal officials entered the cofradia and sat at the 

table-atnd-benches around the wall.    First the santa was taken in,  however, but 

with so little ceremony that  there was nothing to note. 
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I went in with the others, and todcmy usual place at the right of 

the Intendente. I think everybody was very glad that I did come in; at the 

fiesta they were puzzled by me, but now they seemed (though somewhat amused) 

a little grateful at this sign that I had really enjoyed myself last time. 

A cloth was spread as usual, and the first "course" was a gourd of chocolate 

each.  (First a bowl and a pitcher were passed around as usual; last time I 

thought this was to wash hands, but since everybody passed it by with thanks, 

I couldn't be sure; now I saw 1 was wrong, for one of the men drank from the 

bowl). The Intendente was served first, and then the others in order. There 

was some confusion, for the mayordomos didn't bring me chocolate; but the al- 

calde (sitting near the santa) ordered a share for me, and soon I got it. But 

the gourds must have run out, for mine came in a tiny store-cup. I could not 

ascertain if this was the usual chocolate or if it was mixed with atol — but 

two ingredients were certainly chocolate and panela. The beverage was so thick 

as to be almost a solid. After the usual salutations between Intendente and 

Alcalde; we all drank it down. 

This downed, I had the alcalde come forward to accept 50£ for the 

cofradia; he did it not only with thanks, but everybody got excited and finally 

it was suggested that perhaps Gertrude would also like to taste the chocolate. 

I replied that I was sure she would. From my seat I could see Gertrude and Mrs. 

McBryde through the door, and in a few minutes they were given their chocolate. 

(With misgivings Gertrude took hers, but I afterwards found that Mrs. McBryde 

had downed half, and McBryde had succeeded in pouring most of his to the ground.) 

Meanwhile inside we were served gourdfuls of the pepita pitafte drink 

with a slab of the pepitq on a leaf, as during the fiesta.  (I mustn't forget to 

mention that with the cho&olate we were served pan dulce of the kind bought in any 

store or in the Plaza; a large dish of these sweet-rolls was placed before each 
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man. None of them ate theirs, but instead after awhile an alguazil came to each 

one and took the dish to his house. Here the rolls were "accepted" to be eaten 

at home later. Each man set one roll on the table beside the dish for the algua- 

zil to keep for himself). 

Food and talk finished, we left the co-fradia. In about 10 minutes 

everybody walked over to the house of Ventura Gonzales (the former alcalde of the 

cofradia) and there was enacted the Ceremony of the Removal of the Santa's Be- 

longings. The municipal officers stood in a row before the house and the old 

cofrades went in and brought out the various boxes of clothes and paraphenalia 

and put them into the arms of the officials, with some speeches. Thus loaded, we 

then went back to the new cofradia; and there, finally, we went in again and sat 

as before. The table was laid and the first course was a large dish of cooked 

black beans, whole, for each, and about twenty tamales (each one about 8 inches 

long and an inch by -^ inch thick) for each person, set on the cloth next to the 

plate. Nobody ate, but I was urged to — and taught to break the tamales into 

small pieces and "dunk" them ih the beans. Later, each Indian ate one tamale - with 

beans (eating the whole beans with their fingers), and then used the other tamales 

to criss-cross over the plate of beans to form1a cover (done in much the same way 

as children build houses with playing cards). The. alguaziles then came in and took 

these dishes to the houses of the owner. 

The next course was more pepita-de-petafte beverage, and since the beans 

were cooked with chile I almost appreciated the cool drink. Then, finally, we all 

came out and we went home in the darkness. 

T~n thn  nTTurtTrQ—ttr Tlf"11ry1"i "Tinr  ~"TI  '"'"rlmr'   |   n  I   fi'll,   mm  in hafl 
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Gertrude not feeling well, I went to Sta. Catarina alone In 

the afternoon. I found there a sad state of affairs. Nobody was around 

the plaza, and when I went to the Intendente's house, I found him almost 

writing on the ground with a toothache* He said he hadn't slept all 

night and was in great pain. Indeed he looked it* I felt I had to do 

something; and fortunately I remembered that Gertrude gave some oil of 

oloves to the maestra last week. I sought her out and found that she 

still had some. I found some ootton in Miguel's house and borrowed a 

darning needle and then, with Miguel sprawled on his baok over the 

rooks in the patio and with mouth open to heaven, I tried to find a 

oavity in his right lower wisdom tooth in whioh to put some ootton 

soaked in the oil. I couldn't find a oavity and soon had to give up 

the Job. 

4 
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The Secretary came over and we began to discuss what was to 

be done. Apparently the only cure for a toothache is to have the tooth 

pulled, and it appears there is a ladino in Panajachel who does it. 

Miguel said the last time (not for himself) the man charged 10 pesos, 

or le-^f; Miguel said this wasn't so bad, but how could he be sure the 

price wasn't up now? .Miguel wasn't anxious to go: first he argued 

that the man might not be there; but it was decided that he probably was 

there; then he was worried about the money. What he was chiefly afraid 

of was the pain, however (tho' he only half admitted this); the Secre- 

tary elaborated on the method employed, saying that several men would be 

needed to hold him down, etc., etc., and Miguel then decided it must be a 

sort of btig in his tooth and maybe it would go away by morning. Perhaps 

to tease him I told him I would take him now in the launch and if the 

"dentist" was there we would have his tooth pulled — and I would even 

pay the bill — and if he was not there, I nould give him a remedy to 

stop the pain. It was difficult for Miguel to refuse such an offer, but 

fortunately the maestra came in then and said that the juice of a sour 

orange with sugar and water, taken internally, is very good for tooth- 

ache. Miguel decided it would be very wise to try this simple remedy • 

first, and I couldn't beat the • argument. 

I suggested anyway that maybe we could send a boy to get my 

medicine, and we walked to the plaza to see who was around. On the way 

I saw Lorenzo Gonzales; he came toward us shouting angry invectives, and 

walked past us impatiently and angrily. Since he is about my best friend 
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here, I laughingly tried to stop him, but he brushed me away and went 

on. I was then informed that he was irritated because, notwithstand- 

ing a bad headache, he had to go up the road and supervise the work 

being done. (Joys of being the exalted SindicoJ) 

The atmosphere was indeed sad, and Ti&en we saw that there was 

an alguazil handy, I made my escape by suggesting taking him in the launch 

to get the medicine. Nobody from here has ever been in our launch, and 

this young man eagerly accepted and became excited. His name is Madeline 

Lopez, and he is one of the best-looking young men in town; he is friendly 

and speaks Spanish medium-fairly. I asked him some questions about fish- 

ing, thinking to go out with him some night, and learned that the canoes 

hold only one man. He said he might go crab-fishing Wednesday night, 

and I then suggested we might go together in the launch. This appealed 

to him, and we had a tentative date. At the house I gave him a tablet 

of phenacatin-compound for the Intendente, and some oranges for the road 

and after some more conversation he took his leave. 

liu Dotlai' HmJfiuia, 

December 17.  Supplied with aspirins, Gertrude and I picked 

up McBryde and we all went to Santa Catarina. The Intendente had gone 

with the Secretary to Panajache'l Cto extract-the tooth?) so we went up 

to Lorenzo's house. We learned that he was sick, and I went in. He was 

in bed, apparently breathing his last. He didn't have a stitch of clothes 

on, but had his blanket pulled up over his head so nothing was visible. 
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of Ms form bent double with agony.. He was groaning, and when I came 

in, ventured to peep out at me from under his blanket. He had fever, 

he said, and ached all over. I sat down next to him and felt his fore- 

head; he was indeed feverish and perspiring. Having'nothing'else, I 

prescribed an aspirin (which I thought couldn't very well hurt him and 

might relieve the headache of which he was 'complaining). He took it 

and swallowed it (with water) very appreciatively, and after some ad- 

vice on diet I left. 

Going next door to Diego Cotzal's, we were relieved to find 

everybody well, but Diego absent. The women were very nice as usual, 

but couldn't talk with us. One of the neighbor women came to report 

that there was sickness below, so we went to see what was what. This 

was the house of Di^go Nimacachi, and we found Diego lolling around in 

a daze. He, too, had a headache and fever, and to him too I gave an 

aspirin. They were all grateful and we had a nice introduction into 

the house. 

We then went down to the plaza again and found it deserted, 

so we went on to the other side of town. Gertrude stopped to talk with 

some women, and McBryde and I went on alone and came to the house of one 

Francisco' Nimacachi, where we found more sickness. His brother Jose 

lives next door, and we found him and his infant sick. The baby seemed 

worst off, but Jose and Francisco both had headaches and fever. All 

received aspirins — with misgivings by this time, because it appears 

that an epidemic of some sort is going on. Besides fever and headache, 
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there is oonsiderable  coughing and head-cold.    But we decided that 

aspirin (with which all the Indians are familiar)  would, do no ham. 

The men here speak a little Spanish,  and we spent the rest 

of the morning in their patios, becoming,  in the end,   quite good friends. 

Gertrude joined us later. 

Both houses are "ranchos",  and Francisco has a separate 

little rancho which he uses for storage.    Jose has a sweatbath which, 

apparently, both families use.    Points of some interest:    In Francisco's 

store-house there is a lot- of newly harvested corn,  and there are 2 in- 

cense burners which he says he burns for the corn.    Also, among other 

things, he has for a drinking cup the shell of the petafte  (the seeds 

of which are used in the cofradias as described).    Jose has another 

variation of shelf -- a three shelved crude wooden affair standing on 

:    ;  he also has a waoden strong-box (the lock doesn't the floor 

work any longer)  in which he keeps his papers:    his cedula is there, but 

his daughter keeps her's elsewhere.    Jose has a crude type of ladder used 

to climb to the roof of the house to repair the thatch.    It is apparently 

the' stem of the fruit of the maguey (or century plant).    This is about 10 

feet long and 5 or 6 inches in diameter,  and seems light but hard.    Notch- 

es are cut in tMs; at about 1 foot intervals to form steps   <tr-o'   u     <-»   ^r~ 

This is called k'an.    I found'that what I thought were sticks of cane are 

sometimes corn-stalks:    the door and chicken-coop are of  this, while the 

house is of local cana.    Jose has a fenced-off square in which yuca  (casava) 

is  indifferently growing.    He explained that he had  some onions planted 



there,  but although he watered them every day, they wouldn't grow.    There 

are also 2  corn-stalks and a young guisquil vine. 

Since 2 brothers were together,  I thought I would try to get 

a genealogy.    After much suffering and shaking of memories,   I managed to 

get some relatives.    They really did poorly, and I don't think it was be- 

cause they didn't want to  give the information.    It impressed me that be- 

yond their brothers and sisters and own parents they have never thought 

much about the family and really couldn't tell the names of their rela- 

tives off hand.    While I was in the midst of this,  Manuel Recinos,  the 

ladino in town,  came up,  and seemed to be able to help the Indians con- 

siderably.    I tried to get some kinship terms too, but Manuel put the 
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answers in the Indians' mouths,  so  I couldn't do#much.    I did find that 

while technically one Candelaria Buc is katjmnial to them,  they never 

think of her with a term (or call her anything like that):     she is not 

considered a relative,  but actually she is a second cousin  (Mother's 

mother's brother's daughter's daughter). 

It was after noon by the time we got away;  by   this time 

Miguel was back,   and he still had his tooth and it  still ached; he said 

the "dentist" wasn't at home this morning.,... 

!)«.«-. •£'    In tlae afternoon I went alone to Santa Catarina, Miguel was 

out fishing when I came,   the Secretary was in Panajachel,  and nobody 

was at the juzgado.    I went to visit my patients.    Lorenzo is much better. 

Today I brought along some cathartic pills,  and I gave Lorenzo an aspirin, 

and a pill to take tonight.    He is still in bed,  and I told him to stay 

there.    He is very appreciative.    Then I saw Diego Nimacachi,  who seemed 

to be feeling a little better;. I gave him too,  an aspirin and a cathartic. 

He is a ni.ce fellow, but speaks no Spanish at all; his brother,  Francisco, 

lives with him and speaks  somewhat more Spanish.    He acted as interpreter, 

but he doesn't do very well himself. 

Next I went over to  the other Nimacachis; Francisco was appar- 

ently feeling better,  for he had gone  to his milpa.     Jose was at home and 

also was feeling better.     I gave him medicine and stayed to talk awhile; 

Maria (Francisco's married daughter) ran over to give me a little  chair 

and)I sat, down.    Jose's wife and baby were .home,  and the baby^was^sickVl^jr^T^f1!?*^! 
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too; it TOuldn't nurse, and it was coughing. I couldn't think of any- 

thing to do about that — but I gave Jose an aspirin. A viiile later I 

noticed a cellophane wrapper that had held one tablet of oafeaspirina. and 

Jose told me he bought it day before yesterday in Panajachel for 4^. He 

said the pharmacist has everything, but they cannot afford medicines here; 

two years ago, he volunteered, the goveimnent sent doctors and medicines 

here (apparently during the epidemic) but of course that does them no good 

now. The house was filthy, with debris from lunch all over the floor, aid 

when I pointed it out, Jose said his wife was soon going to sweep. My 

advice yesterday about not keeping chickens in the house may have borne 

fruit -'- at least there were none today. I told Jose to have* a hot lime- 

ade before going to bed and then to stay covered, and with this advice 

I left. 

Miguel Ajpus was back from his fishing now, as I came to his 

house. His daughter Maria was making tortillas, and Miguel ate a couple 

of them — saying it wasn't yet time to eat, but he was hungry. He had 

brought in a small basket 1/3 full of fish and explained that he had 

caught them in the aguas calientes (but not with the garlito or the lik- 

baltfe); it was a poor catch or the basket would be full. There were a 

few larger ones, but most of the fish were apout an inch and a half long. 

Now the girls began to put the fish on the sticks. They carefully ran 

the stick through the fish — head first — and when four were placed on 

they broke the stick off so that about S or 3 inches were left on each 

end. The next stick was carefully measured by the first so that in the 

end all were the same length. 
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While the girls were thus engaged, Miguel and I left for the 

juzgado.    It was time to move Sta.  Catarina.    The officials were slowly- 

collecting.     The Intendente sent alguaziles for some v/ho weren't there, 

and in the case of Lorenzo and a couple of others,   they .reported that 

they were too sick to come.    I suggested to Miguel that they might better 

postpone the ceremony to avoid spreading the cough that so many have;  hut 

he replied they could not do that — but that only well people would come, 

I went into  the church and saw that Sta. Catarina  (which by 

the way the Indians usually refer to as "la virgin") was roped to her 

platform.    And before long the  church bells were ringing and the drum 

and flute playing,  and the procession began,  with a rocket for punctu- 

ation. ' 

I ran ahead to stop at Miguel's house to see what was happen- 

ing to the fish.    I came just in time.    The girls were clearing the fire 

of large embers;  then they placed two large sticks across,  and over these 

the (perhaps 25) sticks of fish:     The fish sticks were placed very evenly 

so it was a pretty arrangement. ^eMpff Manuela explained that as 

the fish cooked,  the sticks would merge.    I caught up with the procession 

and we came to  the new Cofradia Sta. Catarina.    Things went on from there 

on much as they had on Sunday;  I went in, had the chocolate drink  (which 

now I tried to find out more about — and discovered it is pinol, made 

not with masa but with toasted-and-then-ground corn.    I am not yet sure 

of'this).    We had the sweet-rolls (whiqh I was urged to take home and 

which I finally did) and then the 2 pita de petafte dishes.    I gave the 

cofradia 50?? and soon we left. y 
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I thought we urould now go to the old Cofradia, but instead we 

went back to the plaza' and the party broke up.    It was explained that 

the belongings of the santa were moved over during the fiesta itself 

last month.    This is the first indication I have had that  the titular 

fiesta singled out the cofradia Sta.  Catarina in anyway (as opposed to 

Maria Concepcion).    Now,  however,  it may also be noted as important 

that last Sunday's reinstatement of Maria Concepcion in the cofradia 

coincided with the Octavo of Concepcion.    This is possibly only a 

coincidence, but I doubt it;  I have already noted that the day of Con- 

cepcion (December 8th)  was not celebrated at all,  even though there 

is a cofradia for that santa. 

■la ths ■evoning MaErj'da oomo ovog ta Bay that oar trip to fim 

Ti    i '1   '        IIIJJ    iii.ywnfr   -tin    "   i tl l  ^JM——J ■ ,     n r i \ - -Jp^try-f^p^yj 

MnTVnyrin   +-m-nri    it   nn+   anrl   fnninrl    it,   in   if 1,...:..|u   ffr^rTi 

December 19...» In Santa Catarina this morning I was determined 

to get going again on systematic ethnology. The problem is beginning to 

look difficult. I can get — an<f have gotten ~ a lot of objective 

specific information about the households and their possessions; but I 

have yet to succeed in getting anything authoritative on customs of any 

kind, or on ideas or beliefs. The reason is not any unwillingness to 

talk, but an inability to talk Spanish. Yesterday, when I was talking 

to Jose Nimacachi, conditions seemed so favorable — he was too sick to 

want to do anything-but talk, and he and his wife were feeling very grate- 

ful to me — that had we a language in common I think I could have dis- 
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covered most anything.     I started to ask him about his marriage, there- 

fore,  leading to that from questions about the padrino of his  children 

(Mariano Buc it is)  and after I was stopped in that line by numberless 

misunderstandings.    After a half hour I finally thought I had determined 

that his parents and a "testigo" had gone to the house of her parents, 

who ,also had a testigo,  and had made arrangements at one sitting, had 

received atol,  and had brought his wife home to him.    That's all I could 

manage,  and I had to postpone further questioning. 

Today,  when I saw that Lorenzo Gonzales was sitting in the patio 

and was feeling much better,  I thought I would try again.    I first straight- 

ened out his relationships with others that were around.    It finally came 

out that Diego Cotzal's first wife  (deceased)  is the sister of Lorenzo's 

wife and that is the only relationship of the families.    It also appears 

that Lorenzo's daughter (his only living child)  is married to Diego Nima- 

cachi  (my "patient"  just below).    Lorenzo has one half-brother, and appar- 

ently no other relatives. 

Lorenzo seemed so grateful to me for my medicines and my sympathy, 

that I was sure he would make an effort to tell me what I wanted to know. 

Besides, he seems an intelligent fellow;  so I decided to see if I could 

make an informant of him, perhaps even an "explainer''^ I got his geneology 

first,  and although there was a lot of stumbling,  he did better than the 

others.-   Then I tried kinship terms' from that and it didn't work at all. 

But I wasn't discouraged,  and at great length,  with diagrams and explana- 

tions tto  which he listened attentively)   I tried to explain what it is  I 

am after.    An hour of this led to nothing;  but neither of us lost patience. 

Finally,  I tried another system (that has on occasions vrorked)  and using 
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the terms father, mother, son daughter, brother and sister — which I 

can always get — and using the possessive pronouns correctly with them, 

I asked in "lengua" for the various terms.    I would then ask for the term 

for "mother's brother",  for example,  in the lengua,  and even with the aid 

of a diagram,  and in every case  (I think)  I failed.    He would say — "Yes, 

mother's brother — that's right — mother's brother" and I could get no 

farther than the kinship terms of a descriptive system such as an anthro- 

pologist uses.    It will take more than that to convince me that the Santa 

Oatarenos are so scientific in kinship designation's.    I gave up,  finally, 

and went to visit my other patients. 

Diego Nimacachi improved so much in health that he went this 

morning to Tecpan with a loadof Jocotes.    His brother Francisco was 

home,  and the only reaso~n for that I could wangle is that his milpa is 

not ready yet (although his wife went to the milpa to pick beans)  and 

that  there are no fish to fish.    I confess I was a little confused by 

this time — and puzzled as to what to do about my vrork — so I retreated 

gracefully and went to visit the other Nimacachis.    Both Francisco and    . 

Jose are also much better — at least both (I gathered from their daughter 

and wife respectively,  who speak not one word of Spanish — so that I 

had to draw on my few words of lingua) went to  work this morning in their 

"monte." 

I then went for a walk alone — visiting the cemetery, where 

most of even this generation live, then following the lake shore back 

to town. I counted eleven canoes on the beaches, but I really didn't 

derive much satisfaction from that. 
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I saw that half  a dozen people were sitting on the pier 

(including the Intendente) admiring our hoat,  and I went over there 

to "greet them.    We didn't talk about much.    Then I saw   Ventura Lopez 

(father of my friend Madelena^  )  come in in his  canoe; he had brought 

a lot of cana'from up the shore a way and was taking it to his house. 

I talked to him awhile,   trying to discover a technique of shore fishing. 

On his piece of land at the shore (many Indians own small pieces here) 

he has constructed a little stone and dirt 3-sided wall about 6 feet in 

diameter.    As far as I can understand it,  the fish are £&r^a:^~ 

suppos.ed   to come in and for some reason stay there;  then when all the 

fish are there,  Ventura will cover the space with lake-weeds (pafta -- 

apparently local Spanish for the vegetations at the  lake-shores)  and 

that will keep the fish.    I was warned not to  come too close,  for I 

would disturb the fTsh. 

Incidentally the fishing-party scheduled for last night had to 

be postponed because it was too windy for crab-fishing.    Madelena had 

told his father about this and I am sure he still wants to go.    I fin- |\ 

ally left still puzzled as to, what to do.  

After spending the.afternoon and evening thinking matters 

over I can come to but one promising conclusion:    I shall specialize 

for the time being on objective information — spreading from families 

and economics to marriage,  residence,  god-fathers, marriage-witnesses, 

etc.,  etc.    While I am getting that I shall spread my acquaintance; 

and I am hopeful that it won't be long before I find an intelligent 

fellow with a fair  command of Spanish whom I can use to help me to get 

the other information I need.    When I find him,  I shall find means to 

keep him,  even if I must pay a salary. 

</ 
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What this means is that I must get busy and. draw up schedules 

so that I get good and comparable information for every person fend fam* 

ily.    Since everybody is going to Solola tomorrow anyway,  I shall stay 

home in the morning and see what I can do. 

My only other choice is to take off I don't .know how much time 

and learn the native language.    Maybe later I shall regret not taking 

this alternative; but now that seems to me so' uncertain — and so 

upsetting to  the plans we have made — that  I am discarding it.    To 

half-learn the language would be a waste of time, more or less, but 

to get information on schedules and things can't possibly be a waste 

of time.    I'll try it, anyway. 

I spent the entire day, meanwhile, working out schedules, and 

as the fruits of my labor I have 7 fairly good ones, as follows: 

1. On births — with sex,  age,  midwife,  etc.;   siblings,  with number of 

years between, births,  and infbimation by sex; on full and half-siblings; 

naming,  with the relation for whom the child is named,  and when and how, 

2. Baptisms, with date-, place, godfather, and the  customary ceremonies 

surrounding the baptism (which of  course is done by the priest) 

3. Marriages (or "matings" as I call them),  with information on ufaich 

households the man and the woman oome  from,  the relationship of 1st and 

2nd mates,  and of the couple,   and the way in which the marriage ended, 

if it did.    This schedule is well cross-referenced within itself. 

4. Marriage ceremonies — with space for information on who decided to 
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marry vdiom — the time and circumstances — names of  the marriage 

"testigos" — the time, placr    food, mode, etc.  of the formal asking 

of the hand — the betrothal period    and the marriage of the bride her- 

self — gifts by and to whom — legal and church marriages. 

5. Residence of the married couple — right after the marriage and as 

the years rcjll by;  also changes of residence with the death of one party 

or with a separation — classified according to whether there are children 

or not. 

6. Disposition — as far as residence goes —.of the children when the 

marriage is broken up by death or separation,  cross-classified by sex and 

age. 

7. Deaths — with name, age,  sex,  cause -- burial, who bears expenses of 

burial, what costumbres surround death and burial — mourning. 

All of the schedules are cross-referenced so that (when 

filled out)  the information can be checked and organized.    The object is 

to fill in the schedules systematically for all households, individuals, and 

cases available.' 

They are necessarily tentative.-   I may find that some of 

the columns are foolish, others impossible to get information on; more im- 

portant, the questions will become more specific and new ones will be added. 

I hadn't wanted to make them up yet,  since I know too little about Sta. 

Catarina as yet.     (I have drawn on my general experience and especially 

Guatemalan expeieience for the most part.)  but I  ramfforced to do it now. 

-No doubt everyone will have to be thnnoughly revised. . 
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I cannot tell — until! I have tried — how much of the information 

I can fill in; but I  am hopeful.    Tomorrow will probably give a good indica- 

tion.    If successful, I  shall make up more schedules,  to round out the culture 

a bit; and then I  feel confident we shall be well on the road to getting Sta. 

Catarina thoroughly studied -- for the information that can't be so well or- 

ganized will come naturally as opportunities present themselves. 

I had a rather trying experience this afternoon.    Two Indians from 

Santa Catarina stopped at the house.on the way back from Solola;  both were 

very intoxicated and wanted a little money for more drink.    One of them 

(Juan Lopez) I know fairly well and he was much nicer than the other (Bar- 

tolo Ninacachi).    I almost threw the latter out, but I desisted,  since I 

wasn't sure how much a drunk remembers the next day.    I gave themSjf apiece and 
V. 

we parted bosom friends;  but I don't very much like to  start a begging racket 

here.    Yesterday, on the road Gertrude and I met 2 other Santa Catarinos 

whom I don't remember ever having seen.    They work for Moises Rivera on the 

finca San Buenaventura and were    on the way home,  apparently for a visit. 

On seeing us their eyes lit up and they stopped and asked for a little money 

to buy sweets.    I asked their names, and one remarked knowingly,  "You are 

writing down all the names and houses, aren't you?"    He said it with no 

malice, and I  judge that there is no objection now to my probing, or these 

men — who had never met us — would have felt differently.    I gave them 

each a penny and they were satisfied. 

• Every man, at least, from that town now recognizes us, and all 

seem friendly rather than otherwise. 
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December 21.    Lorenzo Gtonzales went to Solola this morning, 

having been called there by the Jefe several days ago about some busi- 

ness (he is the s^ndico).    It is remarkable that neither the Intendente 

nor the secretary knew it, and it was I who later brought the news. 

-Miguel and Lorenzo live no farther apart than perhaps    100 yards;  besides 

as the two high municipal officers I have seen them more often together 

than apart.    Yet they seem to know nothing about each other's business or 

condition of health.      Ind this, I may add,  is typical of my experience 

in Santa Catarina. 

I spent the entire morning in the house of Diego Cotzal, trying 

out on him (who speaks Spanish as poorly as any who claim .that language) 

the schedules I have. His wife was home, too, and she occasionally con- 

tributed. I must comnend Diego's patience; through the entire (meaning- 

less to him) ordeal, he was as good natured as he could be, and I was 

pleased enough with him to leave him a-present of 5 cents when I finally 

left. 

I  am considerably encouraged by the results of my morning's work. 

As I suspected my schedules have to be revised in details.    For example: 

I shall have nothing to fill in under "motiming", but I can usefully enter 

instead the period of "time that elapsed before another marriage.    Also, 

I shall    have to change my foim as to residence of a married couple,  and 

I shall have to make my questions Qbout betrothal and marriage more speci- 

fic.    The same is true for baptisms.    Ages and dates are (as I  expected) 
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the greatest problem; for adults I find the oedula that each has of some 

value — but to get the age of a child or deceased person — or the years 

that have elapsed since the  death, I find very difficult. 

I can show what I did find out by this method by outlining the 

history of  this household as I piece it together now: 

Diego Cotzal was not born in Santa Catarina at all.    His parents 

are  from Cerro de Oro, an aldea of Santiago Atitlan,  and they moved here 

when Diego was a year or two old.    They obtained land and a house not in 

the town proper, but in the monte over the hill to the east.    Diego wears 

Sta. Catarina clothes and considers himself as native as anybody here. 

He grew up there in the monte, and when he was perhaps 18 years old, he 

decided to marry one Maria Jacinta Cumes, a girl about two years younger 

than himself who lived with her parents in household #1 (see map) which 

is just below Diego's present house.    He told his father;  and the  latter, 

with his wife and Diego himself, went one  evening in about the year 1917, 

at about 6 P.M., to Maria's house.    There, after the customary greetings, 

Diego's father asked if his son might marry Maria.    Maria's father said 

that if he liked Maria and Maria him, he saw no reason to object himself. 

About two months later Diego and his parents went  for another 

visit,  bringing nothing except possibly a little liquor;  and still again 

they went in another two months, but this time  they gave Maria's father 

a hundred pesos;  and then,  shortly after, Maria came with Diego to his 

father's home in the monte.    This time Maria's parents went along, and 
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and 25^ in money, as well as a little aguardiente.    The death of Cristina 

occurred in 1930, and  soon afterward two events occurred:    Diego bought 

this house, which used to belong to the late Ramos Cumes, for 200 pesos, 

and the couple moved in.    Then was-bom little Maria Cumes Cotzal.    The 

midwife in attendance at the previous two births was now dead, and Hosaria 

Patzul was asked in.    Ventura Ajpus was again asked to be the child's god 

fahxpr,  and the baptism occurred in the church here on the day of S. Pedro 

Martyr (June 29). 

Everything went well then until,  in September of 1934, Diego's 

wife Maria died.    This is a blow that Diego still seems to feel, although 

there was no formal mourning, nor did Diego wait very long before taking 

another wife.     (This co-ffin cost 75 pesos, and Diego spent seme 40 pesos 

on liquor).    Little Maria stayed on with her father, but of course both • 

were close neighbors of her mother's family. 

Some two or three months after Maria's death, Diego decided it 

was time to marry again. His parents were now dead and he had nobody to 

help him to ask for a wife. , But it happens that Maria's sister is married 

to Lorenzo Gonzales, and also that Diego and Lorenzo are next-door neigh» 

bors, thus the two men are particularly close, and now Diago asked Lorenzo 

to favor him by going with him to ask h^s prospective bride's hand,  and 

Lorenzo accepted. ' 

»\ \ "' W^v ^^j i>-f' fry ;,."• v . „v .' tfgra.na • '4 MHV , #« ^ vnvsa 
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and aguardiente — only — was served.    Maria then stayed with Diego. 

For about 4 years they lived there,  and then they both moved, 

with their baby Cristina, to the home of Maria's family in the pueblo. 

Cristina was perhaps two years old,  and her partera, .Lozaria Sajubin, 

was still living.    In 19£9 the parents had their second child, Francisco, 

named after his mother's brother (living at that  time, but -since deceased) 

just as Cristina had been named for her father's sister,  who was already 

dead when Cristina was bom.    Francisco (who had the same midwife as Cris- 

tina)  died inside of 2 weeks,  and was buried without baptism, without cas- 

ket, or other ceremony. 

In the case of  ^Cristina,  the baptism had been held during the 

titular fiesta here.    Several months after her birth, Diego went to the 

home of Ventura Ajpus (the brother of the present Intendente)  and asked 

him to be Cristina's god father, and when he accepted, gave him some 25 - 

30 pesos.    Then, during the fiesta in November, Diego and Maria brought 

Cristina to Ventura;  then, when the time came, Maria and Ventura took the 

baby to the church where the Padre baptised her.    There were no more gifts. 

While the family of three were living at the Cumes home, Cristina, 

then about eleven, was stricken with fever and died.    Her /burial was more 

elaborate.    The.   wife of the mayordomo of the cofradia Maria Concepcion 

(whose duty it was) came over and dressed the body in new clothes.    A chick- 

en was cooked up, and tortillas were made,  for the friends and relatives 

who came.    In the coffin (which cost 45 pesos)  were placed a large candle, 



formation, I went to the plaza and talked to the Intendente for awhile. 

While I  was there Jose Joj — the    Sta Lucia Indian who has the little 

finca up above — came in and agreed to have 7 of his 8 mules branded 

with the municipal brand (the Sth being too old, he said).'  The munici- 

pality was elated, because this will bring $1.75 into  the Treasury, 

Gertrude joined me, having come from the Ajpus place, and we learn- 

ed that on January 6 (Epiphany,  called here Reyes),there will be a fiesta 

here — in connection chiefly with the cofradia Maria Concepcion.    The 

Intendente,  we hear, will    have  to go around to the homes of all Princi- 

pales,  cofrades, etc., and accept a drink of liquor.    He will be dead drunk 

by evening.... 

(Mrs.  Tax) 
As usual I  spent most of the morning in the Ajpus home.,    I try 

my best to make closer friends with other women,  but so far I have not 

found anybody who can either understand a  thing I  say or talk a word 

of Spanish.    Thus, no matter where I  start,  I am usually forced to end 

up with Manuela Ajpus.    She herself says that she is the only woman in 

Santa Catarina who speaks Spanish, and judging from that statement the 

Spanish of Catarinecas is really feeble,  for Manuela's Spanish is ex- 

ceedingly poor. 

hi 

Manuela, both as infoimant and interpreter, is an unfortunate 

"only" to have. It is almost impossible to get any detailed explan- 

ations from her, and when I ask her to tell me what was said in some 

lengthy conversation in lengua in our presence, she tries to avoid the 

job by telling me just anything in a few words. However, when it comes 

to any activities in which she is engaged around the house, she is 

most willing to explain and demonstrate each step. For example, today 

wh.en I came I found that she had a lot of corn ground and was ready to 
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The girl that Diego had chosen is one Manuela Buc, the 

daughter of Jose Angle Buc (The Alcalde we met last April). It happens 

that her sister, Candelaria Buc, is married to Jorge Cumes — The bro- 

ther of Diegots deceased wife Maria. It may be that connection that en- 

couraged him to seek Manuela. 

Manuela herself, though today she looks pretty and thirty, had had 

two previous husbands. The first was called Tiburse Lopez, and they must 

have married first some 15 years ago. He was a brother, I believe, of 

Ventura Lopez whom I have mentioned. The couple had three children, all 

of whom died, during the five odd years of th&ir marriage; then Tiburse 

(the nearest I can come to niiatever that name is supposed to be) left 

Manuela a widow. Manuela- then had no recognized mate for a number of 

years, when she married an Indian from Santiago Atitlan by the name of 

Tomas Chobojai. Tomas. came to live with her at her father's place, ahd 

stayed about a year. Then, last year, he left her and their child — 

called Candelaria Buc after Manuela's sister — and has been on a finca 

near San Lucas ever since. Manuela was not long left with her infant, 

for shortly afterwards Diego came for her. 

Diego and Lorenzo went up to ask Jose about Manuela, and Jose 

was agreeable. Again the two called on Jose, several days later; and 

at intervals of a few days. Diego then went over twice more, these 

times alone. The last time, he gave Jose a dollar and took Manuela.home 

with him. That was all. After leaving Diego with such and sundry in- 
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make atol.    The groxmd com was not maaa;  that is,  it had not been 

toiled with lime before grinding.    Manuela explained to me that she 

had first ground dry, unprepared corn on her grinding-stone.    Then, 

after heating  this preparation with a little water in an olla,  she 

had ground it again until fine.    Now when I  came,  she took handlUls 

of this pulflfwhich should not be confused with the ordinary masa) 

and mixed it with her hands into a large pot of cold water making a 

heavy white fluid.    From this pot she poured it all, by cupfuls, in- 

to a large olla,  standing oh the fire, and stirring constantly, brought 

it to a boil, and the  atol was finished. 

The reason for the atol today is that it is supposed to be 

Manuela's birthday_or saint's day. I can't figure this out, because 

no one here knows his actual birthday or day of baptism, and as far 

as our calendar shows, the only saint listed for today.is Tomias. I 

asked Manuela about this. She said she knows nothing about it, that 

her father told her it was her day. They are also having meat today 

in honor of the occasion. 

The rest of the morning Manuela spent in weaving.    She is 

weaving a so-called aervilleta to be used for wrapping up tortillas, 

and such.    I noticed immediately that the design is unusual, and she 

explained to me that it is the first time she.has made one like it 

and that nobody else in the village has ever made one like it.    It is 

a predominantly red piece with  stripes of other colors both in the 

warp and in the woof,   giving a plaid effect.  I don't know  if this 

is,  indeed,   an invention of hers.   I do know that there is a vague 

plaid design in the huipils. 
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Dec.  22.   (Panajachel)       In the market  I saw almost all of the 

Catarinecos  I know,  male and ..female,  and I passed out a few 

medicines.   I noticed that even- 

Csince last Sunday they are all much more cordial than I have known 

them.    Even the women had smiles forme, including some that I didn't 

recognize (women I mean, not smiles).    This cordiality cheered me con- 

siderably,  and I  talked and joked with the Indians freely.    The Inten- 

dente still has a toothache,  and I  jokingly steered him towards the 

dentist — but he objected strenuously,    I imagine he will suffer for 

months before parting with that tooth. 

In the afternoon we went to town again,  talked to  the Panajach§l 

Intendente about nothing,  and then saw the Sta. Catarina secretary.    He 

had been in the market this morning,  along with the others,  and now he 

had a doleful tale:    the Jefe Politico in person had come to Sta. Catarina 

this morning and had found absent the Intendente,  Sindico, Secretary, 

maestra,  etc;  in fact there were only women in town.    Since the juzgado 

is supposed to be kept open Sunday mornings,  the Secretary was now fear- 

ful of the Jefe's wrath.    If I were Jefe I would fire the man anyway: 

he is being paid to be a school teacher, yet I have never seen him teach- 

ing school.    The children sit in the schoolroom and try to teach them- 

selves while he is in the juzgado or almos-fc anywhere around town (if, 

indeed, he is in Santa Catarina at all);  the  closest I have  seen him 

come to teaching school was last Saturday noon when he ordered all the 

children to strip and swim in the lake for their semi-weekly bath. 
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December 23.... In Santa Catarina I  fcsund that' everybody that 

I have made particular friends with was gone about his business, most 

of them to harvest their milpas.    I began to wander about town there- 

fore", alone,  to see-if I  couldn't make new friends.    In all my wander- 

ings, and I visited a dozen or eighteen homes, I found only one man 

at home.    In the others the women were friendly but not inviting,- and 

after trying in vain to talk to several,  I began to pass them up with 

greetings and enquiries about the health of their families.    The in- 

fluenza epidemic (as I believe it was) has about passed away,  although 

most of the people are still a little sick.    In one   house a young girl 

asked me for money, and I gave her a little lecture, pointing out that 

,*, !>"•*•, '• :■ 
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they weren't really so poor in her home  that she has to act  so im" 

politely;  otherwise there were no incidents. 

The one man that I found at home really found me; he saw me 

a few houses away and beckoned for me to come up.    Then his wife 

brought out a chair for me to sit on, and there was general cordial- 

ity.    I  thought I  recognized the man as Bartolo Nimacachi, the same 

who was at our house drunk last Friday.    I wasn't sure however,  for 

there were physiognomic dissimilarities (which I could account for 

by difference in condition, however).    To be sure, I tried to ask 

the names of his wife and child, and I was surprised that he good- 

naturedly refused to tell me anything.    His objection,  as I finally 

ferretted it out, w%s  that he didn't want me to take his child's name 

to Guatemala or the United States.    He has some unnamed fear, I am 

sure, for their safety.    I explained to him that I wasn't going to 

take the names anywhere — that,  in fact, nobody in my country is 

particularly interested in the names of obscure Catarineco children 

— that I wanted to learn the names so I  could get to know my friends 

here better.    He finally told me,  therefore;  and I discovered that this 

was Bartolo's brother, Antonio,  and that his wife is the daughter of 

Andres Cocolajai (to whom I. had administered medicines). 

During the two hours that I  talked to Antonio a growing dread 

of over-cautiousness crept over me.    Perhaps I  should force things morej 
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take advantage of these opportunities; perhaps I  should have taken out 

my schedules and asked my questions systematically.    But I didn't, ar- 

guing to myself that this was the first time I was talking to this fel- 

low, that he had no good reason for having confidence in me,  and that 

a strong rebuff might do more damage in my v/ork~—  since he might spread 

suspicion among his friends — than the rewards are worth.    I  couldn't 

quite imagine.asking him how much he had given Andres vAten he had asked 

for his daughter.    I  thought it better,  in short, to wait for a second 

visit, and now simply talk about very general things,  without my note- 

book even.    I admit, , however,   that I am not at all sure that I did 

right; after all, my time is limited.    This is a point not  covered in 

the textbooks.... 

Antonio speaks about the  same Spanish as his various cousins; 

I made some feeble attempts to  start on  something definite,  but here 

points must be pressed if anything is to come out,  and pressing is 

just what I wasn't.    However,  before I left I think we were  close 

friends, and now that I have a growing number of these I feel that I 

can become less cautious more  safely.    I must say, however,  that Santa 

Catarina is proving itself a very difficult place to  study.    It is one 

thing to be well thought of and another to get trustworthy information, 

of the personal kind required from people whose Spanish is poor and 

who are loath to give details  to one whose motive for wanting them is 
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necessarily not easily understood.    By this time it appears that the 

ImproveiEents once hinted play a very small part in the business.    No- 

body maitions them nor seems interested.    My suggestions have proved 

a way over a difficult passage, and that's about all. 

(Mrs. Tax)- 

This morning Manuel'a was engaged in making tortillas for the 

maestra. Dona Carlota, who wants to tg.ke  them to Godinas  today when 

she goes  to the fiesta.    Carlota brought her own com and wood,  and 

Manuela grinds all the  com and makes about 75 tortillas for the 

sum of 2# in wages.    I may as well describe here tiie making of tor- 

tillas.    There are five steps as follows: 

1. Making the hixtamal - to about five pounds of washed drej- 

corn about 2 oz.  of lime are broken up with a stick or with the hands 

and pulverized in a  dish of water.    The lime-water is poured onto the 

corn, and more    water added to the sediment.    This- is repeated 2 or 3 

times, and then the'com is placed on a big fire for ^- hour. 

2* Washing the nixtamal - the cooled nixtamal by handfuls is 

transferred into a p'ot of fresh water and washed with the hands,  then 

in the same way to another pot of fresh water, and so on four or five 

times. 

3. Grinding — kneeling over her grinding stone,  the woman 

takes several handfuls of the wet nixtamal at a time and places it 

near her on the stone.    With a half-rolling-pin motion she bears 

down heavily on the nixtamal,  pushing a little at a time away from 

her on the stone,    i :Giadually adding more nixtamal  she completes the 
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first grinding which is called moliendo para cebrar (grinding to 

break).    The masa that is formed has been patted into balls and 

placed on the board directly in front of the stone.    Now, taking 

one ball at a time,   the masa is ground a second time in the same 

manner,  and this is moliendo para reposar    (grinding to  refine). 

It is then ground again, this time called moliendo para sacar 

(grinding to remove).    As in the  second grinding,   one ball at a time 

is put at the head of the grinding-stone, but now, as soon as enough 

masa has been ground to make five tortillas,  or  so,  she separates it 

into five parts and places them in a line on the brozo (the hand- 

piece of the grinding apparatus).    These five pieces are now formed 

into tortillas,  and more masa is. ground, until all is done. 

4. Preparing the comal —: the comal is a slightly convex 

pottery disc, varying frcan 1 to 1^ quart in diameter (those here 

are of the red ware made in San Pedro Jocopilas and bought in Solola). 

When the comal is new it is coated with a lime-water mixture on both 

surfaces, and heated on the fire.    Thereafter, everytime it is to be 

used, the concave surface (on which the baking is done)  is dabbed 

with the same mixture of lime water while the comal is on the fire, 

and after it has heated and dried,  the excess lime is wiped off with 

a com husk.    Now it    is ready fbr the tortillas.      , 

5. Making the tortillas —- with wetted hands,.she takes one 

of the small mounds of masa and between her palms perfects a ball- 
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(with a rotary motion such as we use for like purposes)  about two 

inches in diameter.    She places this in the palm of her left hand, 

then she cups slightly the four fingers of her right hand, and exert- 

ing pressure she tosses the ball of masa back and forth between the 

palm and the cupped fingers.   _This flattens the ball into a disc, and 

when the di sc has become about £ of an inch thi ck and 3 inches in diam- 

eter, the edge is ridged (so thait it will not crack as it Is enlarged) 

by a manipulation as follows:    the disc is placed in the left hand be- 

tween the thumb and the middle finger,  resting in the palm, with the 

index finger held away; this position allows the disc freedom to be 

rotated.    Now the index finger of the  right hand is placed on the edge 

of the disc and the thumb and middle finger respectively on each side, 

and the disc is rotated in a clock-wise direction,  the'index finger 

meanwhile pressing the edge.    Then between the hands the disc is.'flat- 

tened and enlarged, by tossing it back and forth, until it is about 1/8 

inch thick and five inches in diameter. ' (Although in one hatch the tor- 

tillas are always uniform.    The size of tortillas in general varies both 

as to diameter and thickness.    The dimensions given here are for the 

largest and thinnest..    I have    seen them as small as two inches in diam- 

eter and as thick as 4' inch). 

The tortilla, for so the disc of masa may now be called, is placed 

on the heated comal tod allowed to bake.   Meanwhile the woman is forming 
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other tortillas or going on with the grinding; but she does not lose 

track of those she has on the comal, for after a minute's baking she 

tests each by patting it with her moistened fingers:    if the tortilla 

is  sufficiently baked it  will be free enough from the canal to stick 

to her fingers as she raises them.    When this happens,  she turns the 

tortilla.    She knows- when it is done on the other side only because 

she has lifted the  tortilla and examined its under surface.    It is 

done when it browns and must be taken off before black spots  (burn- 

ing)  appear. 

While Manuela was making the tortillas for Dona Carlota, Tom- 

asa, the next oldest  sister, was preparing guisguil and ayote.    She 

placed a large pot  on the fire end poured in about an inch of water 

to cover the    bottom.    Then she covered the water carefully with 

dobladares (com-husks).    On this surface she placed about a dozen 

guisguiles,  whole, unwashed, and with some of the foliage still 

attached.    On top of these  she placed four ayotes.    Three of these 

were about the size of a  small canteloupe, and these she left whole. 

The other was the size of a small pumpkin; this she quartered before 

putting in the pot.    Then she placed a snail pot in the opening of 

the large one, making it fit tight by placing com-husks between this 

cover and the cooking-pot.    This was.left to cook slowly for about 

three hours, and the contents will be eaten hot or cold, without fuiw 

ther preparation, during the next few days. 
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December 24.... In Santa Catarina in the morning, we found the 

Intendente gone to Godinas, and Lorenzo (the sindioo)  in the Plaza 

with the Mayor and the  2nd Hegidor (Tomas Nimaoachi and Lucas Sujubin 

respectively)  worrying about the work on the road.    They had had a hard 

time this morning finding people to go out to work (the system is to 

have every man work one day on the project, and by this time they are 

running out)  for some who should have come had gone off to their own 

milpas to work.    The sindico has the job of supervising road-work, and 

he had to go out now himself;  as usual he was complaining about his lot. 

Thinking that I might learn something about the spirit of such com- 

munity tasks, I  offered to go with him,  and finally the four of us went 

off. 

Sometime ago they began to repair the road from S. Antonio, 

starting at that end; now they were only a mile and a half or two 

miles from Sta. Catarina, and were anxious  to complete the  job,  since 

they will not work tomorrow.    We found about a dozen Catarinecos lean- 

ing on their hoes when we came up.    Lorenzo called them down and they 

got to work.    The road should be about six feet wide, but during the 

course of the year, rocks and weeds have reduced it in many places to 

a mere path.    The job was to scrape off the weeds and debris with hoes 

and  then use pickaxes to remove rocks and cut the road level and in 

places widen it. 

Lorenzo went with the hoe-crew to prod them on, and Tomas and 

Lucas stayed a little behind to trim up what  the crew left behind.    I 
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stajed mth them and I soon saw that there was neither an engineer nor 

a laborer in the outfit. I gave them a few pointers, and finally took 

a pickax to "show them how" and soon they looked upon me as the Boss 

and sought my advice, approval, and what not. When an Antonero came 

by they introduced me as "Inspector de Caminos." Soon we caught up 

to the whole crew, and I helped Lorenzo with the engineering too. I 

had a good chance to observe the spirit of the work, therefore, and 

I would say that it was something of a lark, with laughing and joking 

among the men, and not very steady working. I could see that if left 

alone they would spend more time talking than working —not because 

they are slackers, but because they are easy-going in such matters 

and don't know what it is to be pressed. 

After a couple of hours, Torna5, Lucas and I went back to town. 

This wasn't their day for work. The Secretary was back in his office, 

filling out statistics schedules, and he informed me that the Jefetura 

had decided about succession in the municipal offices. The date of 

change will be March 15th. The Intendente and Sindico this year will 

not change; the others will draw lots, so that 2 regidores, alguaziles, 

will be held over for another year and the rest be.believed of their 

duties. Meanwhile elections will be held to fill the vacancies thus 

created. I know this was the first that Tomas and Lucas had heard of 

the new plans, and since they are directly affected, I would have ex- 

pected a little excitement: but they remained expressionless and took 

it all as a matter of course. 
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December 26.. ..   I wait to Santa Catarina   early,   and found that 

the  road-work hadn't been finished the other day.   I therefore 

went up  the road with a young alguazil to  see what was happening; 

but  as we were leaving town,  Francisco  Sajubin came out of his 

house and called after us,  asking where we were bound.   I stopped 

and talked,   and in a minute his two brothers —  Lucas  and 

Ventura -- came to  join us.   They were all so cordial that  I 

suggested we go  into the  shade  of the patio  and talk.   I had 

never had a close  contact with any of  these men — nor indeed 

with any of the numerous JEJajubins  (spelled here in the records 

Sajvin)   —and I was  joyful  at the opportunity. 

Indeed it became  a very profitable morning.   Although the 

Spanish of the three brothers  is  no better than usual,  there are, 

after  all,  threeof them,   and  what  information one  could not 

supply,  the others  could.     I  ended by getting  (not without some 

difficulties)  the best  geneology I have;   I found that about half 

of the Sajvins  are related in this family,  and that gives me a 

good start  on them.   I already have a number of  Nimicachis,  it 

will be remembered,   and  these two families account for a good 

percentage of Catarinecos.   In this household Francisco,  as the 

oldest brother with the father dead,  is the head;  he is the only 

one marrier], and his wife and four children live here;  also,  the 

mother of the 3 boys lives here,   and  this morning mother  and 

daugjiter-in-law were grinding corn together. 
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January 6....  At Santa Gatarine  (about 7:30 A.M.)  I found 

most of the men in town in the plaza,   and the officials  in 

the juzgado office.  Today is the Epiphany (Dia de los Reyes) 

and it is  celebrated very formally in Sta.   Catarina.   I was 

greeted in most friendly fashion in the  juzgado and  sat next 

to Lorenzo Gonzales, the sendico.  Since everybody was  around, 

it was fortunate that I had brought  along the alarm clock we 

had bought in the city,   and I now presented it to the  town. 

Everybody outside  crowded in to look,  and when *  demonstrated 

it,  all were very pleased. 

I asked after the health of the town,   and Lorenzo  said 

everybody is now well.     He added,  to my slight dismay,   that a 

lot of people had said that the epidemic was punishment by 

God for my being around the town.  He  and the others  around 

agree-! this could hardly be true,  and the best evidence was 

that nobody had died — due probably to my medicines.    "     ^-i 
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**mm.    I pointed out as additional evidence in my favor that the epi- 

demic was wide-spread in the country and that  in the Capital it is  still 

very bad.    Everybody seemed convinced, but for good measure I pointed 

out that under no circumstances  could I be a bad influence here since, 

as they knew,  Santa Catarina is the patrona of estudiantes. 

A little later, Lorenzo told me that there was a very sick man 

in town; in fact sitting on the other side of the Plaza.    We went to 

investigate.    This was an Indian from Sta. Cruz del Quiche,  on his way 

home from the coast.    He seemed to be in his early thirties, but his 

face was haggard and drawn with pain.    He complained of a terrific pain 

in his stomach,  and pulled up his shirt to show me.    He said he had had 

the pain for three weeks,  and he seemed sure  that he was going to die. 

The local Indians were sure too,  and were very anxious to get him out 

of town,  for they said he might die de repente any minute,  and than what 

would they do?    I  told them that I would take him to Panajachel with me 

when I went,  but that wasn't soon enough, and they finally determined 

to send him in a canoe immediately,  and an alguazil was commissioned to 

do it.    Meanwhile the poor fellow asked if he couldn't get a drink, and 

(since he had no money and nobody around seemed anxious to do a service) 

I  sent an alguazil to the Secretary's wife to buy a glass of aguardiente 

for him.    After he had drunk, I told him I knew what his trouble was 

and that I was sure he wouldn't die.    He seemed relieved. 

By this time the drum and flute corp was in the church, near 

where the Christ-child santo was lying in its little box.    It was 
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decorated with the same siempre-vi-va flowers that'they had used 

at Concepoion in San Marcos. 

Now the church bells were rung, a rocket was shot off,  and the 

officials went into the church and came out in procession, the Inten- 

dente himself carrying the  santo.    To the accompaniment of the drum 

and flute, they came straight to the house of Cruz Lopez, one of the 

Principales.    Cruz met them (or us)  outside and with a diort speech 

took the santo from the Intendente and into his house.    In a few 

minutes the officials filed in (as they do into the cofradias)  and I 

followed.    This time I  sat at the other end of the line from the In- 

tendente, in the "last" position, and since the front end happened to 

be crowded,  they let me be. 

The floor was covered with pine needles, the santo was  en the 

floor to one side, near which, in a chair Cruz Lopez sat.    Around two 

walls were the benches on which we all sat;  and since I now know the 

people well enough, 1  can diagram our positions to point out which 

"officials" are where. 

Jrfre* 

6»ffl»>om 
RLcaLOU   J*»|* .cr 
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The fiscales each had a plate for a col lection;  the mayordomos 

and several of the alguaziles were outside.    Soon one of the alguaziles 

came in with a bottle of liquor and a glass on a plate.    He went first 

to the Intendente, who waved him over to me.    The young man poured out 

a glassful and I  couldn't see anything to do hut drink it, for every- 

body looked at me and said "salud."    I drank,  and then the glass went 

to the Intendente, then to the sindico,  then to Cruz Lopez,  then to 

the others in order.    During all this there were speeches between Cruz 

Lopez and the higher officers.    Pretty soon Lorenzo and Cruz seemed 

to be having a very animated discussion, but it appears they were mere- 

ly discussing the marimba that is  coming to the cofradia tonight (Con- 

cepcion — this fiesta will go on today, tonight,  all day tcmorrow, 

tomorrow night and the next day),  and not quarrelling, as they seemed 

to be. 

After awhile one of the fiscales went over to Cruz and this 

Principal put 2 pennies into his plate.    Back in his place, the fiscal 

gave one of the'pennies to the other fiscal for his plate.    I was told 

the "collection" was for the cofradias, but I donH think this is right 

somehow• 

I thought we were about finished, and would pass on to another 

house now, and I was trying to figure out a way to refuse the aguar- 

diente, when Pablo Lopez, Cruz1 brother and another Principal, who 

lives next door, came in.    It became apparent that he was coining here 

and we would not go to his house.    But Cruz 1Bpt his place, and Pablo 
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sat cm the bench atead of the Intendente (all pushing over to make 

room).    Now another alguazil came in with another bottle, and this 

time Pablo Lopez shunted him to me first.    I made a gesture in an 

attempt  to refuse, but everybody said,  "drink, drink;  salute (us, 

the Principal, or the santo — I don't know)" and I finally did so. 

Then the glass went to Pablo,  then the Intendente, then Cruz, and the 

others in order.    While we were still drinking a woman came in and 

knelt by the santo;  she had two eggs with her, and she placed them 

in the santo*s box;  she also had some pennies which she then put in 

the fiscales'  plates.    Two other women followed, kneeled before the 

santo, and left a few coins.    Then we all went out (and I put a nickel 

in each plate).   ^- 

The glasses of aguardiente were quite large — fair-sized wine 

glasses — and I knew I couldn't last long at this rate.    When I came 

out, I suggested to the Intendente that I might remain outside to see 

the mayordomos drink at the next place.    He said that would be all 

right. 

We went over to the house of Jorge Cumes, but it was explained 

to me that Lorenzo Gonzales, my friend the sindico, had borrowed it 

for the occasion because he himself has only a snail "rancho".    He 

was to be host.    When the others filed in, I remained outside;  in a 

minute, Lorenzo himself came running out, and he pulled me inside, 

where (there not being room on the benches) I sat on a chair at the 

lower end.    He must have seen that I was shying off,  for when an 
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alguazil brought the liquor, Lorenzo himself took the glassful and 

brought it over to me.    "Don't you want to salute?"    I laughed and 

said I would be drunk if I had any more.    He insisted that I drink, 

however, and I did.    Before the others had finished "the round" I 

felt the numbness coming on, and I knew that there couldn't be more 

ethnology today, for if I  stayed I would soon be past observing, and 

if I went     I detenained to get out.    The others were beginning 

to be a little woozy too,  so I  thought my excuse wouldn't matter much. 

I got up,  therefore,  and  said I would go to get Gertrude to join the 

fiesta and we would be back shortly.    I.went out quickly; they called 

me back once because I  forgot my bag;  then again because I had left 

behind my hat. 

^Vl' 7-' After an early lunch I determined to go to St^'. Catarina,  if only 

for a couple of hours,  to  see what was happening to the fiesta.    The 

wind was up,  and the water choppy,  but we made it all right.    The plaza 

was deserted except for the Mayor de Plaza and a regidor, who were on 

guard,  although not entirely sober.    Most of the people,  they told me, 

were in the cofradia.    The cantina was open, run apparently by the Secre- 

tary's wife;   and the two men succeeded in begging a drink off me.    Then 

I went up to the Cofradia Concepcion. 

There was quite a mess;   the marimba was playing,  and inside and 

out there must have been close to a hundred people.    Almost everybody 

was drunk.    Inside men and women were dancing, and one boy grabbed me 

and wanted to dance with me;  I had to use just a bit of force to keep 

from it.    Pretty soon the Indians, one after another   I should mention 
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that their intoxication took the sentimental turn and all were friendly; 

except one old woman who screamed imprecations at me when I came in -- 

but she was forcibly overruled began to ask me to buy them drinks; and 

finally I succumbed and bought a half-bottle from the 1st Mayordomo of 

the cofradia for "the boys." Meanwhile, there was a pot full of chiche, 

the jocote-liquor, and the Mayordomo insisted I try some. This beverage 

has a pungent taste, but doesn't appear to be strong in alcoholic con- 

tent. It is served in a gourd which is simply placed in the pot, float- 

ing on the chiche. Incidentally, the liquor that I bought was served 

around in a shallow pottery cup (of Totomicapan ware) ~ the first time 

I have seen other than a glass used. Since I had bought the liquor, 

they insisted I have the first cup, but I told them it was for them only 

and I took only a sip. 

The box containing el_ nfno was in front of the santa Maria 

Concepcion, in its decorated framework. The marimba was to one side, 

protected from the dancers by heavy poles. On the benches around sat 

both men and women, many in a drunken stupor. None of the high officials 

were present, and I was told that they were sleeping. I can understand 

that, because they started to drink yesterday morning ~ a good 8 hours 

before these others — and they must be thoroughly under. They will be 

up again tonight, it is expected* 

It was very hot inside, and after awhile I went out. Then 

somebody suggested that I pay for a "piece" consisting of 5 sones at 

Iff  each, the total being 5^; and so I went in and gave the Mayordomo 
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5# and tie ordered the Marimba to play for me. There was one young 

Indian named Ventura Gonzal'ea who waa particularly friendly: he 

came up to me and told me his name and age (20) and said he wants 

to go to Guatemala with me so he can learn Spanish. Now this fel- 

low insisted upon dancing with me, and short of striking him, I 

could not stop him, and danced a whole son, therefore. I can't 

say that I enjoyed my debauchery, which hardly suited a sober con- 

dition. The Mayordomo then suggested I might give a quarter to 

the cofrades themselves for a half-bottle; and I began to feel I 

was being "taken." Nevertheless, I parted with the money, and then 

hurriedly made my excuses and went out. 

I might mention that Manuel Recinos, the resident Ladino, 

was in the cofradia, quite drunk; also that the schoolmistress was 

there with a baby in her arms. She had not been drinking, but that 

makes her presence the more remarkable. 

As I went away, about a dozen little boys followed me, ask- 

ing for money. On the road we came upon a Totonicapeno with a bag of 

rosques (small biscuits) and it was to buy these that the children 

wanted the money. I bought a pound of them (89O and made the mistake 

of not carefully distributing them myself. So as I ran to the launch 

the children came after, each claiming he had received none. I was 

really quite disgusted — with the town and with myself — by this 
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time, and climbed into the boat as quickly as I could, and started 

off. 

Unfortunately, the wind had risen and as we unfastened the 

ropes and tried to paddle into the open, we were tossed against the 

pier (fortunately with no damage) and found that we would have to 

paddle with all our strength to get away at all. Once the wind blew 

us back onto the beach, and we must have worked in all for 20 minutes 

before we were sufficiently clear to start the motor. Then, after a 

very rough voyage, we got home safely. 

I had certainly had a lot of trouble, and taken an after- 

noon for practically nothing. I had seen the fiesta on the second 

day, and had ccnf inried what I knew would be going on. But 1 won't 

do it again; I shall go elsewhere tomorrow, fiesta or nol 

January 14 .... Gertrude went along to Santa Catarina. Things are 

much as usual, but I am becoming very impatient; everybody seems to be 

sober now, but nobody is around. I went all over town, and I declare 

that the only adult males in Santa Catarina this morning are the Inten- 

dente and two alguaziles. Even the sindico has gone to Panajachel on 

business. The rest are mostly working out of town in their own milpas 

or for ladinos, or are in Solola or some place else. I finally went out "*' 

of town to track down the workers; after walking a mile and climbing a 

few hundred feet I came across one in his milpa. He was harvesting corn 

and I found it difficult to get much out of him while working — and I 

couldn't very well stop him from working. It happens that this man is a 

young fellow by the name of .Amadello Lopez; he is a mayordomo of Maria 

Concepcion Oofradia. and I have never before had a 
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speaks Spanish better than any other local Indian.    I  judged now that 

his Spanish is fair and that he might be useful.    But he is very busy 

right now; he is harvesting and will continue to do so this afternoon and 

tomorrow.    Then Thursday he has to go to Tecpan to sell a few jocotes 

that he has.    I  finally induced him to go out early in the morning tomorrow 

so he. can finish his work and be back in town at 10 A.M.  or so, and I think 

he will keep his promise.    I will see how things work out and perhaps he 

can send somebody else to Tecpan Thursday. 
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I went back to tovm, then, and sat and talked with the Intendente. 

His tooth is very bad; he can neither eat nor sleep, he says, and is 

finally willing to have it out. I renewed my offer to go with him and 

pay the bill, and he said he would come in the morning. 

Meanwhile, I tried to clear up a few points with him. It now 

appears that there may be one shaman in town — Juan Lopez — but that 

the local Indians, when they have need, go to Panajachel. Years ago, 

Miguel told me, there were many shamans here, but they all died. 

In the cofradia Concepcion, there are two santas: Maria Concep- 

cion and "el nino." The "virgin de Semana Santa" used to be here too 

but it is now in the church. In the cofradia Sta. Catarina there are 

that santa and also San Pedro Martin. Miguel says there are a few small 

santos in private homes, but they are "dirty" and broken down and not in * 

use. There certainly are no costumbres for them. 

Curiously, the cofradia Maria Concepcion bears the major burden of 

the organized religious life. The following is a calendar of local fiestas: 

January 6   Epiphany 
1st Friday 
Thursday & Friday of 
Holy Week 
April 29 (S.Pedro Martin) 
June 25   Corpus Cristi 
November 1 All Saints Day 

fiesta by cofradia Maria Concepcion 
fiesta by Maria   Maria Concepcion 

fiesta by cofradia Maria Concepcion 
fiesta by cofradia Sta. Catarina 
fiesta by cofradia Maria Concepcion 
fiesta by both cofradias 

November 25 Sta. Catarina Tit.fiesta by both cofradias 
iDecember 15 Octavo of Conception 

fiesta by Cofradia Maria Concepcion 
December 25 Christmas, 

midnight about 2 hours Cofradia Maria Concepcion 

This may be partially explained, perhaps, by the accident of the 

titular santo being relatively unimportant and their other important 

santa being very important, since everything to do with Christ is 
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connected with Mary. 

After this much, Miguel's tooth bothered him too much, ■'•thought. 

I wandered around awhile longer and then, seeing nothing to do, found 

Gertrude and we went home (about noon). 

After lunch we were surprised when Miguel walked in. He was 

determined to have his tooth out. The man who does the tooth pulling 

is a ladino called Gordan Alegrea, and we went to his place. He agreed 

to do the job, which, indeed, he did very well. He placed two chairs 

back to back, and placed a pillow between, on which Miguel's head rested. 

The bothersome, tooth was the upper right wisdom, and Gordan swabbed it 

with iodine. He then swabbed his pincers too, and while I held Miguel's 

head, he drew the tooth with one efficient yank. Fortunately it came out 

clean, and Miguel had time to emit but one grunt. I gave Miguel a couple 

of aspirins, he rinsed his mouth with salt-water for awhile, and then 

came away with me. Miguel, whom I had give 25(z? with which to pay the 

bill, got the price down to ISff on the grounds that it was an easy job, 

and he returned the change to me. 

We then went back to Sta. Catarina, v/here Miguel first ran to his 

house to show off his tooth, and then went to the juzgado where he told 

many lies about the size of the tooth, the price (he said 25^) and hie 

experience. About 25 men were now present, in the plaza and in the juz- 

gado. There was a long discussion on a matter of business; it appears 

that the old cofradia Sta. Catarina had not obtained permission to have 

marimba and liquor for their fiesta last November, and now they had been 

caught up by the authorities and were being fined some $3.00. To obtain' 

belated permission and pay the fine, theyhad to write a petition on 250 
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stamped paper. The whole discussion I gathered to be on the mechanics 

of completing the business; nobody seemed to bewail the fine or the 

negligence. The old mayordomo of Sta. Catarina was the man dispatched 

to Panajachel to buy the paper. 

Before we left I finally, got to see Amadello Lopez again, and he 

renewed his promise to be here in the morning. If something doesn't 

come of this I shall be very disappointed and discouraged; I have, so 

far, accomplished all means to the end of finding out something about 

Sta. Catarina — but I have found out precious little. 

January 15 .... Very little came of it. Before Amadello came back 

from his milpa (at 10 sharp by some miracle) I spent an hour in the juz- 

gado and another walking around. The only thing that happened in the 

juzgado was the registration of two babies bom at almost the same time 

early this morning. The fathers in both cases came to report the events. 

(These are the first 1936 babies, by the way). 

Births are registered completely and efficiently in a book the 

Secretary has for the purpose; the father brings his and his wife's 

oedulas, from which the Secretary takes their ages, etc., and the father 

supplies the time of birth, name of midwife, etc. In one case the 

father said his wife didn't have a cedula yet because she is only 16 

(they have been married a year and a half) and the Secretary said that, 

since she is married, she should get one. (In this case the couple are 

legally married). This man and his wife live in an independent house- 

hold, but the man's mother is still living; when he had finished his 

business, he turned to the Intendente and began a long recital about how 

his wife and mother — do not get along and how the latter has been talk- 
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ing about his wife. The Intendente seemed to have only sympathy to 

offer.... 

•'•n the Plaza there were half a dozen officials; in the towi, like 

yesterday, there were no men to be found. After wandering around awhile 

I came back to Amadillo's house, and he soon came in with his younger 

brother, each carrying a load of com frcm their milpa. 

The first blow I had was when Amadillo told me that he was going 

back to his work at eleven o'clock. Then he wanted to know what I 

wanted with him, and when I had explained that,he wanted to know why I 

don't spend my time in San Antonio instead. It took me awhile to ex- 

plain that too, and I never did succeed in satisfying him on the point. 

He was pleasant enough, but he seensd to be resisting me — which im- 

pression was heightened when he refused a second cigarette, a great 

rarity here. I began to ask him questions, partly in self defense and 

partly to lead him to make some sort of treaty with me. He answered 

my questions readily enough (and indeed his Spanish is the best I have 

found here although much poorer than that of the Chichicastenango Indians 

I had much to do with) but he always had a mocking look in his eye as if 

to say "but this won't get you anywhere, you can be sure." 

His father died when he was a year and a half old (he is now 26) 

and he doesn't remember him; he lives with his mother and his younger 

half-siblings, as well as his wife of a few months (they are not married 

legally, and he asked her father for her hand in just two visits). He 

works about 9 cords of milpa, which he rents from another Indian for 17# 

.a cord a year. His crop is not very good, he says; he has worked this 

particular land for only 3 years, and will continue to work it. He uses 
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no fertilizer. I suggested that he might put a few little fish in the 

hole with the seed next time he planted; after some discussion he ad- 

mitted it might improve his crop, but he never thought of taking it 

seriously (any more than I had) because it is not "costumbre"; I 

laughingly suggested he might start a nev/ custcm, but he replied it woulid 

be a sin to put fish in the ground that way. 

He has some jocotes drying in the sun, and he will take them to 

market in Tecpan tctnorrow. This is the chiche variety, the kind from 

which the beverage is made. That led to the cofradia, and he told me 

the^cofradia has to pay so high a license to dispense liquors that it 

loses money. He has been an alguazil twice (the first time when he 

was 17) and this is his first term as a mayordomo of a cofradia. 

He will get a half-cent for 10 jocotes in Tecpan. It is a five 

hour walk each way and he expects to earn 30£ in all. He will buy such 

necessities as salt and chile to bring back, for his own use. He goes 

to Tecpan because there is no jocote grown around there, while the closer 

markets are glutted with it. But even without jocotes to sell he usually 

goes to Tecpan to market "because he has costumbre for it" and likes it 

better. 

He will be busy Friday and every other day; when he has no more to 

do in his own milpa (which he will not plant again until May) he will 

work, for 13?? a day, on those of ladinos. This gave me a slight opening,' 

and I suggested that if he would help me I would pay that much at least. 

Then the final blow was struck: what work did I have? Just talking to 

him, etc,? No, he wants to work for his pay^ 
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He then got up,  excused himself and said he had to go.    And I felt like 

a spurned lover.    I h$d the usual consolation given one too,  for he said 

he would be glad to talk to me anytime he happened to be around. 

I don't know what,  if anything, I did wrong; I certainly can'thave 

been very clever — but I  confess I felt desperate.    Now, of course, I 

am more desperate.    As a whole, Sta. Catarina is receptive enough to me; 

there is no active resistance and not even anything that might be termed 

"passive" resistance.    Everything is all right except I don't know how 

to go about finding out what I want to know.    No methods that I have ever 

heard of are working for me:    plain observation doesn't get me far because 

there isn't any real corrmunity life, in spite of the fact it is a sniall 

town.    Objective methods," such as genealogies and schedules, haven't worked 

for me because of iiiy language difficulty.    Y/ithout knowing the "lengua" 

I can't even be sure we have any mutual understanding on the name of some- 

body's motherl    In my previous field experience I have always had at least 

one intelligent and English- or Spanish-speaking Indian to help me to get 

such information.    I don't have that here.  •Obviously I cannot depend on 

the pure-informant method. 

I have to take time to think.... 

Rather bewildered, I went back to the plaza, and when Lorenzo Gon- 

zales suggested he had never been in our launch, I took a small party 

out for a short ride. 

February 1. 1956;    We went to Sta.   Catarina, taking the 

phonograph;   we gave a "concert" in the  juzgado.  The Indian 

so-called  "sones" on the marimba are by long odds the  local 

favorites. 
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February 27, 1936; We went to Sta. Gatarina, but found a 

fiesta in force; since Andrade wants to work, and since I 

have had quite enough of Sta. Gatarina fiestas, we went on to Gerro 

de Oro. 

February 29,   1956 ;     We  spent the morning in Sta.   Gatarina; 

Andrade wasn't able to  get much,  for there isn't  an Indian 

who can speak Spanish well  enougjn. to  give even simple 

linguistic information. 

March 19,  1956:     I had told Juan Rosales that I would 

like to  get the kinship systems of  some other towns on the lake, 

and with him to  explain and interpret,  it would be possible. 

He had the good fortune to   "pick up"  Ventura ■'-'opez   (who is 

a Sacristan and whom I know,  of course)   of Sta.   Gatarina,  and 

since Ventura is one of the most intelligent  Catarinecos,  we 

spent the day getting his  kinship system.   I  judge that we were 

some '75% successful;   for the other 25% I shall have to   await 

another,  or orhter,   favorable opportunities.  What I have is 

most  illuminating.  Assuming that it  is   even 75$ fact,  Sta. 

Gatarina has one of the most remarkable systems  I know —  and 

in comparison with that  of Panajachel   (ofwhich I am not  sure yet 

either)   even more interesting.   I did not get even one descriptive 

term from  the Gatarineco:   those recognized as relatives      -^•^ 
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have applied to them the primary terms. The primary terms are no greater 

in number than in Panajaohel (in fact they are practically the same) so 

that, of course, they are applied more widely. All cousins are thus 

siblings; ;but most remarkable, there is a complete over-riding of genera- 

tions in collateral lines — parallel and cross both. Thus descendents of 

nephews and nieces are all nephews and nieces; descendents of cousins 

(called siblings) are all cousins (siblings) with distinctions of age 

depending on relative age when of the same generation, and on generation 

when of different generations. There seems to be a rule that one calls a 

person's child just what one calls the, person himself (with sex and age 

differences allowed); this rule is carried so far that one always calls 

his sibling-in-law's children siblings-in-law, and vice-versa, so that 

we have the curious phenomenon of the spouses of all uncles and aunts 

being siblings-in-law. (This obviously has to be checked with other inform- 

ants) . The curious use of the term for daughter-in-law for a woman's 

sister-in-law occurs in Sta. Catarina as it does in Panajachel. There are 

other interestihg points, but this is enough to indicate that the problem 

of kinship terminology might have as great a future here as.if has any- 

where else. I feel rather set up about this, therefore, since it is an 

unexpected pleasure. I shall refrain, however, from upsetting my pro- 

gram by running after "kinship terms. Tmuyi.guiw»"haa« ta QB Ira Jaltl*; 
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Panajachel diary,   March 16,   1937 

Manuela Ajbus and husband came to visit us from Sta. 

Oatarinaj   they brought their lunch and  asked if we had fire 

in the kitchen.     Manuela then warmed her tortillas,  which is 

all they had brought,  and they knelt by thekitchen door while 

eating them. 

People from Sta.   Gatarina have been bringing us huipiles, 

knowing that we would probably buy them.     We bargained,  and 

finally were buying themfor $2.50,  then $2.25,  then $2.00 

(as the supply overran the demand).   One day then our friend 

Manuela Ajbus  of that town came with a huipil to  sell,  and she 

finally  took $2.00 for it,  but  after greater hesitation than 

usual  and much mental struggle.  And with good reason,  for 

although hers was the same  size as the  others,  it weighed 

almost twice as much,   '-^'he Catarinas  are apparently weaving 

especially for us,and weaving very coarsely;   although we have 

cut the  price a lot, it probably still is  exorbitant for  what 

we get. 
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Extracts from the Diary of Juan Rosales 

Aug.   6.   1956:     Some Catarinecos who were working  at my house 

had their lunch outside,   and  I noticed that many of them did 

not look for a shady  spot  to eat,  but were interested in finding 

a chair   or a bench on which to  sit, whether  in the sun or the 

shade. 

Aug.   12.  1956;   A Gatarineco told me that  in his house he has 

been quarreling with his  son and the  son's wife.  The wife is 

a great talker and bearer of tales  and whatever she hears  in 

a house or in the street^ she passes on to others,   end she has kept 

this up until the whole family has been gotten into  trouble, 

■^or that reason they went to the  juzgado  for   justice,  but   the 

Intendente doesn't know how to  dispense it  and  although the 

daughter-in-law is responsible for  all the  trouble,  the 

Intendente punished both her  and her mother-in-law,  saying they 

were both  to blame.   His  son was  also  jailed in the affair.  Then 

son and wife went to live with her parents for six months, but 

Jfehe girl  quarreled there too and how they came back  and  things 

are as bad as before.   The man would go  to the juzgado  again but 

he feels  sorry for his son  and is afraid he'll be fined. 



Diary Oct. 30, 1936 — An old Catarineco came to my house to visit us, 

and talking Tjith him about this fiesta in his town, he told us that in 

the old days the best that was done there was as follows: one of the 

principal cofradias bought a fat steer to be tilled on the 31st, tomorrow, 

for example; they specially looked for a good butcher or meat-cutter 

among themselves so that ill the meat, without bone, could be sent to 

be fried; the women also made pulique in the kitchen.  Then for the 1st 

of November, at noon, all the officials of the juzgado, cofradias and 

so forth came to this cofradia to take charge of the sale of the meat, 

pulique, etc.  The alcalde ordered that all the meat be put before him 

in cacastes, and ordered the alguaciles to climb trees and large rocks 

to shout to the whole town to come and receive their rations.  Very 

soon all the people came with their dishes.  First they placed on a 

large plate, in sight of the officials an old silver real, kissed their 

hands to the alcalde and all the other officials, and then received on 

their dishes three large pieces of meat; they went to the kitchen to 

receive their pulique.  They were given a glass of aguardiente and then 

went home, while others followed in the best possible order and care. 

Diary Nov. 16, 1936 — In the afternoon a Catarineco came to the house 

toleave us some platanos that my sister Bacilia sent by him.  This man 

goes every Friday to the plaza in Solol& to buy all kinds of vegetables 

and Saturday takes the launch at one of the ports here to go to Atitlfin 

and he soon sells it all Sunday in Chicacao, where my sister is, and 

from there he brings fruit from the coast to sell ihn the tierra frla. 

He speaks ill of his townspeople because they do not, like he, make 

sacrifices to earn a living some other way, but only make bad deals 

here giving his pueblo a bad name.  He said that if we wished to send 

anything to my sister, he would serve us with pleasure and will stop 

here Friday. 
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Diary Dec. 19, 1936 — On the road I met a Catarineco returning from 

Chichlcastenango with a pair of little lambs which cost him $11,   as he 

informed me when I asked him.  He said they were expensive this time, be- 

cause there were only a few, because a year ago the authorities charged 

very much for the bill of sale given to the buyer.  Now a bill of sale 

is no longer required except for the sellers of cattle, horses and mules. 

Diary Jan. 15, 1937 — Talking a moment with him (Catarineco mozo) 

on different stibjects, he voiced a belief about the excessive fatness 

of some people. He says that not God but the di&vil sees to it that 

some get fat, so that when they die and go to the cerro where he is, 

he will eat them.  For this reason he himself does not want to get fatj 

he doesn't want to go th the cerro, but to heaven with God. 

Diary Jan. 15, 1937 — Another important thirghe told me (the Catarineco 

mozo) is that he is a widower and would like to marry a woman from here 

and not from his own pueblo, because he no longer likes the women from 

his town; they are great talkers and do not like to work in the fields; 

they only like to fish, and this produces nothing in comparison with 

onions, garlic, frijol, etc. — he likes very much to raise these things. 

Diary Jan. 16, 1937 — I observed that in Sta. Catarina they have some 

beliefs very similar to local ones; for example: they often still call 

people by other names than their real ones, so that when torujos work 

evil it will not "take", because the name they use it not the real name 

of the person.  Now they use unlovely nicknames, whether the names of 

.animals or something like that. 
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Diary Jan. 16, 1937 — Today the Catarlneco again worked here; speaking 

with him, he told me that he was quarreling with his only daughtejj mar* 

ried to someone from his pueblo, because she abandoned him when he was 

intoxicated on the fiesta of San Gaspar, 6th of this month.  The house 

and site where they all lived is his, and he was going to give it to 

his daughter on condition that she behave well toward him the rest of 

his life, since he has been a widower for some years.  In this fiesta 

they left him alonenat home, and v/ent to live in a rancho in the monte 

without saying anything.  When he felt the goma, he asked for a little 

water, but noone served him.  He said he almost died of this goma. 

For this reason he is angry with them and last night he complained to 

the Intendente, paying him 10 cts. as a gift for the justice he will 

mete out tomorrow. He says it is the custom there for the complainant 

to make such a gift to the judge, privately, so that the decision will 

be straight and according to the law. This Gatarineco v/ants those who 

abandoned him to be punished so that they will not do it again, since 

this daughterv is his only heir.  

"Dl-ai'y Jau 10, 109? — He said also th~at~he~ (Catarinec"6~m6zo) knows "very 

well that the coyotes speak with the fences of cane or poles to ask 

permission to enter and take chickens or lambs from the pens.  For this 

reason, no matter how good the fences, they always get in, excepting 

barbed-wire, because this is "extranjero" and the coyotes cannot speak 

with it. 
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Diary Jan 16, 1937 — Formerly it was the custom (in Sta. Catarina) 

foi\ anyone to buy little lambs, even if he had no land on which to 

pasture them; there was plenty of pasture-land belonging to the pueblo, 

and there they were left loose with the owner coming to see them eve ry 

week, or less often.  Sometimes when they passed over to the land of San 

Antonio Palap6, those paqple said nothing, because their sheep also 

wandered over to Sta. Catarina.  Then they only put marks on their an- 

imals to distinguish them. Now much of this land is under cultivation 

by anyone who wants it and who does not take of someone else's.  Thus 

it is prohibited to leave aniftials to roam there; they must be tied and 

rather on one's own land than on the communal land.  This same informant 

told me that only thos Catarinecos who live down below, near the shore, 

know the Lake; those who live above are, for the most part, farmers. 

;E>iary Jjan 30, 1937,' r- Talking.ywith-me a.; momeint, heiiCatarinetfo mdzb ]h* 

told me that he is going to S0I0I6 tomorrow to baptize the child of 

one of his townsmen.  Among them the custom is for the godfather and 

the/parents of the child to share the charge for the baptism; the god* 

father gives no gifts to the child, but the pauents later give presents 

of bread, chocolate, etc. to their compadre. When it is an evangello 

that is being done, the godfather presents the child with clothes and 

other things, because the child is grown by this time and he can thank 

in words or deeds. 
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Diary April 5, 1937 — When I went to my work I met a ladino from v/hom 

I leanned that the President made a gift to Sta. Catarina P. of fifty 

sheets of zinc and some varas of piping of the same material; the former 

are to be put on the roof of the local school and the pipes are to lead 

water for the people to the center of the pueblo.  This came about be- 

cause they got together and talked to the President.  They say that three 

days after they made the petition the material came; they themselves 

hauled it to their pueblo in c-anoes and doing this there was an accident 

and one of the canoes foundered.  The paddlers saved themselves, and the 

metal sank.  But they soon got it up again, and continued. 
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Extracts from the Panajachel Notes of Juan Resales 

This 

'! type of fishing they called "sa'jox1 which means to catch small fish. 

. Today this type of fishing is still done in San Pedro, using trammel- 

nets. In Santa Catarina Palapo, a few years back, they discontinued 

using the old, large type of trap, which was suspended into the 

lake from a pole and submerged to the point where the mouth of the 

trap was just at the surface, all of this within -a corral of stakes 

placed single file from the bank. The mouth of the trap was covered 

- with water grass and straw and the trap itself was baited with food. 

Q_. (^AA-   When the trap was full of fish they would cover the mouth and make 

them captive. This same practice was employed in San Antonio Palapo. 

Today they use very small traps which are also suspended by long 

canes into the water to a certain depth. They tie earthworms to these 

traps with bits of straw and when they see the fish are biting on the 

earthworms theypull the trap to the shore and in this way catch quite 

a few fish. 
,-v.  I 

i 

(iii^) L The catarinecos are the only ones who still exploit the lake for crabs 
but during the time when these animals were abundant they developed 

the habit of depending on their catch for their existence, and today 

SA y    >p'!*  when that no longer exists, they are not able to work in the fields 

. /iA     like the other townspeople do or to make much profit from what they 
is 

catch in the lake. That is one of the reasons why their town is 

decreasing in every way. 
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j.ne oatarineoos are the only ones who indulge 

in this work and they do it only by night. They go out in oanoes, stopping by 

rooky places, lighting their way with pine torchescobtained from the "maxerios", 

and prepared especially for the purpose. They also go crab hunting during the 

daytime. TlVhen they go during the day they place a piece of hard meat on a maguey 

Isaf which has a large rook attached to the other extreme, and they drop this 

maguey leaf about ten varas into the water. They place a few more of these baited 

'maguey leaves at certain distances. When they think the crab is biting they yank 

bhem out quickly and remove the crab from the fresh meat or dried branches which 

theybuse in some instances, then drop the maguey leaf into the water once more. 

[They do this in the daytime because the lake is smooth then, without waves. 

en they have caught quite i, few they string them, five crabs to each stick, and 

offer them for sale. 
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^- roaay 
only in Santa Catarina Palopo exists, the general custom of having the 
women cut short the hair of their husbands, only leaving it somewhat 
long on the front part, - what we call "capete"(pompadour), which 
helps them as a sort of cushion for the mecapal when they are carry- 
,ing "burdens. "" 

In Santa Catarina Palopo, there 
still exisls"-this custoim of marrying <h ildren of the age mentioned and 
they say that formerly when the children v;ere very small, the parents 
of the little girl looked for a husband for her and went to the house 
of the future parents-in-law to ask for their son, "because then it was 
the custom for the women to afcfc the men.  If they are given to each 
other at this age, they take the "boy to the house of the girl to play, 
eat and sleep together, that is, to learn,one from the other, the 
customs and ways of living in the house so that on growing to the age 
where they can consider themselves to be bound in marriage, they will 
have no difficulties',and they live together like brother and sister . 
So that in this v/ay they came to know each other from childhood on and 
if the parents saw the two were incompatible, they then, with good 
words and in entire harmony, returned the one whom they had intended 
to be their son-in-law to his own home, his own parents receiving him 
with pleasure and without, any further procedure. 
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(PAN.       EZ 1085) 

Hunting wild ducks... 

Formerly wild ducks were very abundant  in the lake,   and 

the Catarinecos and Atitecos were the ones who hunted then^or 

the few weeks of theii^eason.  The^ did not use guns, but instead 

used slingshots,   sticks,   etc.     They waited for the birds  to 

fatten,  thai got into their canoes and chased then^&nd tired 

them out.   ('-^he atiteco paddles  standing up and the Catarineco 

sitting down on stools for that purpose.) 
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San Antonio Palopo 

Jan.   15:     Then we went home,  taking an alguazil with  the 

mail.   Also to my surprise,   a young  alguazil from San Antonio Palopo, 

passing  through with  the mail, appeared  and  askedlto go along.  He 

had never been in a canoe or in a launch, but he didn't  seenyfeo 

be afraid.    He asked why we never came to San Antonio, where, lie 

said,  the people areawaiting us.   I was more  surprised to hear him 

infoim me  that we had gone past their  town twice   (which is  correct); 

he says  that  everybody there saw our launch,   and  all  admire it. 

(Alguazile's name is Mariano Perez). 

I told him we will  come to  S.   Antonio  soon;   I have to be a 

bit  careful,  however,  for we have to  pass Sta.   Catarina to  get to 

San Antonio,   and I  don't want to arouse local jealousies. 
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ATITLAN AM 

Jan.  5: Whai we arrived in Atitlan,  the Intendente was on the 

pier;   to his embarrassment  the pier broke,   sending half of our party 

into the toater.  All recovered shortly,  and we went into the town, 

stopping on the way to look at  some weaving  and at the santo  in the 

cofradia Santiago   (patron).  Then we came to the plaza,  where the 

school-children put on a drill-demonstration,  visited the church, 

etc.  By the time we had seena few more houses  and the people had 

bought things,   we were  late for our departure,   and we left for 

Tzanjuyu. 

I learned a little about  Atitlan,  chiefly that  Sanchez' 

account  is probably not to be trusted.  For  example, he writes 

that the cofradia santos  are in the  church   (or at least he makes 

it appear obvious)  when they are in the cofradias as  I would have 

expected.  I think  also   that he mistook sweat-baths  for  chicken-houses, 

although that seesns hardly possible. - — 

The present intendent^iias been here for  4 months,   and he 

reports that he had a very hard time with the  Indians-at first, 

but he is now  respected.   He is most proud of the  sda ool;   by imposing 

a fine  of  $3 per  child, he has  increased attendance from 120 to 517. 

He also has   separated the lake shore into  sectionsx and allows washing 

and bathing in only certain places  so as not  to pollute the drinking 

water.     He is  also building a municipal pier  and inaugurating such other 

improvement s. 

This visit will  of  course make our official  entrance into the town 
when that  comes,   so much  the  easier;   the officials,   at least,  are 
greatly impressed with my importance. 
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FIELD NOTES  ON SANTIAGO  ATITLAN 

Intendente -  Octaviano Jimenez 

Salary -  $27.00  a month. 

Refonns: 

Lakefront:   drinkingafcakpryaw'ashingoclothes, washing tripe. 

Fine JCor going  to wrong place 

Coffee vender must have spoon 

Oebollinos cannot be sold in market. 

Football - No longer played in plaza 

Pigs and Chickens - in separate corrals;  not  in house. 
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,^Ly)^M. C^NVSL **™k  A****Jli :.jty>**~^lsy^^ 
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/V*Hy  <**£:.<***%.dirf. t^v^tc VA. 't/,i^^ 
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MUNIOIPIO OP      /JtuJ-KUi/t   rftit-U 

Departainento of      ^HrCviAs 

fisvs 

INFORMANTS 

Ref, Name Sex Age "Race" Span.-sp. So|jhist. Usefulness 

A COVUL-Ltj    /iVMA. A? A^d. /~A^± /TLt-a *&$'£ 

B 
(^ fa^i^Cy) I                                                   X 

1. 

C !         i. 
D i ! 

E 
1 

P 
i 

0 ^ 

H 

J 
! 

K » 
M 

... 

N % 

P 

R | 

S 

T ■ 

DATE PLAGE INFORMANTS DATE PLACE INFORMANTS 



Muniolpio of  >r, /^A^W 

■Jt>r 

I. QEOQRAPHY 

A. Physical Charaoter 

1. LooatIon and dimensions 

a. Looation in Dept& b. Botmdaries 

■♦Dimensions Greatest dlam* Smallest dlam. Area 
As orow flies miles miles sq.ml. 
As man walks 'JJ^-M   ;• / miles miles sq.mi. 

o. Dimensions 
?    A.   S, L»'<K 

d. Altitude feetf at the Plaaa 

e. Looation with respect to gross physiographic features! 

2. Phirsioal features 

Rivers ~- - 

Lakes Gg ^^^gf" 

Hills <\^^^^ 

Ravines \tfWMWM 

a. Important geographic features 



Municipio of £. Ai^L* 
ZCL 

e. Sources of water for 

(1) drinking 

(2) oooking 

(3) laundry 

(4) bathing 

Use of land Per cent 
Waste 
Firewood only 
Grazing 
Tillable but not now tilled 
Agriculture-horticulture 

f• Land use 

B. Arrangement of the Munloipio 

(B - Bourgois   L - Local  ) 
1. Catalog of buildings and landsj  (w - Worker     P - Foreign) 

% owned by 
BUILDINGS & LANDS Ladino rir Indian Pub; Ladino 

used by 

He I B j w 
Indian 
L F 

Plaza or market place 
Town hall 
Post- Telegraph office 
School 
Library 
Church 
Sec'tfts & Teachers' hornet 
Stores 
Gantinas 
Shops and factories 
Residences 
Temporary-home a 
Farm lands 
Garden-crop lands 
Grazing lands 
Fire-wood lands 
Waste lands 



^7 
Munioipio of 3«»" rjihtwrK 

2. Stanmary diagram of buildings and lands oonoeptually 
showing the distances from the plaza on an average radiust 

(B - Bourgois; 
TH - Town Hall j 

W 
SL 

- Worker; 
School; 

L • 
M • 

- Local; 
- Milpa; 

p 
0 

- Foreign; 
- Other) 

NAMES  GIVEN TC BT3 ILDINOS                  1 , LANDS                      I    % Of 
"Oentera" like Public] Private   •      1 Pul 

li< 
34 Private         A   dis- 

aldeaa,  caaer- Mun- 5 Co: m'l Resit ience; 3 La<Uno | Indian 1   tanoe 
ios,  fineas. 

T^ 

I iiiLad. :ln a- B w. tn i 
etc.,  etc* TS 3L ^J W L t! iL 3 U otato M Ck 01 

aMW 

"W M? 5S £33 

i 

■•/■ 

t ■ 
i 

» 

i 

, / •' 
•'/; 

■■./■I-. 

; 

'■' 

{ 

1 

V 

I- i 

'v 

' .i 

\. \ 

; A 

\ '. 

,       'X 

i 

98 

90 

85 

80 

G-vre J,t, Q.>^o 75 

, 1        70 
66 

60 

9     55 

9        50 

45 

40 

35 

30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

■ ! Plaza ___ Vfii- 

'f; f 
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zLi 
XTf^^B^*1 

II*  RELATIOMS WITH OTHER MUNIOIPIOS 

A» From Looal Point-of-Yiew 

1.  J-udgraent of Language differences and names for the 
people of the 20 closest raunicipiosi 

(# 3 - iame;  D - Different;  IT - Unintelligible) 

MUNICIPIO 

...//&* .■■:. 

LOCAL NAMES FOR THE PEOPLE LANC   
TJAQEHf Spanish name 

^     § /ti*K V tdsr&Kc-, 

"Lengua" name 

A/(£Mn.fiM-rcL, 

Nickname 

2. /. f«K &     XMn AJ^'cri $ %  f^t^W/W^ 

^i.J, 5 JcUiJu. A UL&AxZ/XJTj $/. 4<*XI/S*SKS 

i. ffa. CL L-Ls la 5'J> 1 C^^u-^r ^A  £Ji tlAA, 

i. /. /V. ASX.&C-y v> Sw//, (OX f^^VuD At Afis-JMAkftt 

>« Jf*. 0 \ct^l J> & £^<4C<t^l $/. Stwchtiw. f '. diodfh. V SrQrQt Y-t&o /I/MM^i 
I.   / JL i-"^,/C V /$ -/stUifau 

V        ■       <: 

.A.LtP. 
V 

JkCtLh 

/'yt^AyjdtA.liuie, AxMALlYJpirt 

10 D ^tXALvizbo fkt ACL'/T^U^JK, 

11 • S, clix-frA^p D /, (sC*x.Jv ■y->^u>f /)X/>&$/*& (M 

> J .   LuLta^ 7]   ->■ 12,   J .     k.iA,tds>  I t     ->' f.jC JCAsUU'-V"^) rlx SOAA, Jh^lccL* 

J, (2^hZis^>     fix i-£lYAHix£<.' 

14 , //. JU-tiorOs" vu J Icb-tH.^n-H-Mja 

15 .  ftUzdCfeuanit 
rr 

VO tftL^ajkct^o 

3x Ja^saJtek* 

16 
9 fi   .      vfi 3 J, /ryidt A7AH-Q M/ , /Vt^f (^My(/yt^ 

17» 6^crzl^-M J^ Ov.JyUI ^X ffoSeL x/?a 24 

18 ,5k LlKtUK.   U. J> M Lu c-«i t^A-l/U) 

19 «yidiAAAJU, J>'V\ /ru» t/a.k'tLt) tf/M^dbx 

0> XA.0 d< O^o 
1)'(J 

'.- *'-*. <r^o     a-jl rjsJy, #"- '/C ' 
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Munioipio of 

2. Local opinion of variations of bordering umnicipios 
from this one. 

MUNIOIPIO Physique & 
Phys. Type 

PromuaBA 
ation 

Thdustry 
ae&Wealth 

Progres- 
siveness 

Piety & 
Morality 

S. 
XA. LM'X 

Q^OI^-O^. 

fiAt-^stn^ 

trx-^X- 
/O^VWJL 

^.trw 
/■^fir^**- 

adi-x^A, 

l/U/X* <w« I'CWyJ 

.^^ 
[! A-! '■■•JJ.x) 

jk   L<j>M- 
^ /v^-l r<J /— /• 

*■ n-^r WSIUA. 

B« Considered Objectively 

1. Residence Of Local Indians abroad and of Foreign Indians 
here, including cases of intermarriage. 

1 foreigners Here Locals Abroad L 
JL OTHER TO- 

TAL 
I'marriJBe iS'ffleilanV TO- 

TAL 
I'mairlagB S'gle 9am 

(|    MUWIOIPIO HenlWomen'M •: W JMiW C Men WOOMD k w tf W 2 
TOTAL NUMBER !    1 ! 
Jt-uz*.: s;c j       \lt \io 3fo 
^w^)Vt<-/;< t i 1 3 i i i 

3</K kt/^at^ i / 5 
ilct'Ai't*' £ / i & 
y-h i «.<*+. / l 

M V'£/UL     ({ 1       1 ! -;' 
VU-T.ulisi HI 1 I      !   S'o 

etw,. i*.o \ro 



Munlcipio of 
^-70 

2. Eoonomlo relations. 

a. Local Indians working outside and Foreign Indians 
working here* 

OTHRH                      Foreigijors here I 
■   ,   , ,     ....   —UW i   ,   , ——J 

,  Locals  abroad 
MUNICIPIO TO* Labor     I AK'ture i T0» 

TAL 
Labor Ag' ture 

TAL ttx Time Mb. Time    i Nil Time No. Time 
Total No. _ _. 
O&fl I-       1/^ is-*H'<. 
C0IA.CA^C o-rfc^it -A,, ir ., / • 
ue^fu^ft) ' L._       ...     _._.. «> ^tm. 
,/a^Jx^u^ ({) I/O 

VtuMt A* ^o fr) Jo 

J. J^■-UTWWK.O   ^ rj -*"<> 

j 
!         1 1        1 

b. Trade. 
( 
(1) Local products sold to people of other munloipioss 

OTHER 
MUNIOIPIO Sold here 

PRODUCT 

.s Ant. £<*fc/l 

C^CJUta-0 

Consumer  5b lierbfiant 
Sold elsewhi 
To Consumer 
(Xj^Asl (AJ-Cp 

ere  
Ob MerohanF 

TZhJ^X' 

fhcjri cit lcu.L 
A-L-^T-*^ 

X«^ 
ir^&^'h',^ ,W( 
gt^uvt. t^o 
/"tru'-T^ ^ i-caXp 

0-wxt/w.^y 

f^rr^f*:, l ^u,, if. 

"^pUA.^A/&0 
f4\ {J Ai 
MAh* 

1  /n-1-ir.tv 

S^£<&L 

TttZ 
■y-iuuv^^jf l fUq-,  ITUA*^*^, l [U4./,%K4r, 

%H±. l^rf-f-<,t. 

^ 77" 
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Mtmicipio of 

(2) Products of other nunioipios sold here by local Indians} 
to people of other nmnlciplos: 

MUNICIPIO PRODUCT 
OP BUYER Munloipio 

of origin 
Sold to 

Constuuer Merchant 

ic-t ' ^^,.- " •w<^.*. 

<>M£ /•-Ixt. ,v^/^<'V<:     «» 

'  tklCACAO i>iu«<t*««<3 .  /     • ' ' 
p^Wtj*-'^'^ ..A./.--^ tV^ti^s 

SA- C^A^^ •^ZA^ >Hxau-i,^. 

^ Cl^-\^   ■ ,/v-*-*A..l C^J^e-* ,    ^irt^wt-^A^ 

£fi UK*^ •JV4A.C >-*7* 
jytiju.**-*^- PllsUt- ^^^ 

/Cu^\i- ^th- 

(3)  Products of other rauniclplos sold to local people: 

"j-J^fa^U  ! hub 

OTHER 
MUNIOIPIO 

Ut-Ctlmsictl,,^', 
¥- 

ro/^ytt-c"-/^" 

/-*-v<l»vv 

PRODUCT 
Sold here 

C^ ■•-I'tj 
crnfrvv yt.;:> 
i,-.,t- A.,,^. 
^/J,   frrt, 
<Xc (<<<■; 

ffU  
•fxA/vyiOru 

C/CA-V^U ,   /xr/' 

■Hw-t-fav 
l/t-^WA/t*? 

l/^Litn.-'.^.^-j 

/VJIA^. , ^r 
AjJU., olf,-* , ±tJL 
ciiy^ /,\r.J: y- c<*)•.( 

'r"v'<,)T<.'t/V-vA<-.  \ 

■^-O) ,  ii-j.i«.; , yvt-if 

irfA.c'.(.i.-^ .L-J 

^ 
-WLA^-MA^^ Cf/mt-ty 

/Wu.».'?— <&%; 

Sold elsewhere 
lb ConsuirariTo Merchant 

;x) (■j^^t~A^I.U.-! 

/ 

Mii^Lfr 
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A-v-^c;  /U i" /^Ml'r 

(4) Markets In other munlclpios regularly patronized 

^ ;o 

OTHER 
MUNICIPIO 
6^c 

Sun. Mon» Tuea, Wed. Thur. Prf 
PBR02KTAG5 OP LOCAL'S REPRESEIWED 

Sat. 

JL /'■' 

RjZUT 
S • L-IA-C a-" J~ ■5~ 

f1t.^A.,.ir/..,.:: 
s^U. zr 
T^/\ 
&A    Lntsl*.. 

3o 

ff^e^<-^*' 
r0 fr-,- s- 

(5) Indians 'rrom other iminioipios regularly represented 
In the local market: 

OTHER     ^   _, NUMBE R OP INDIANS PROM EACH 
______ 

MUNICIPIO  1 Sun. Mon. Tues. ! Wed. Thura. Prl. Sat. 
To flrH^-'t,*.^.^         \ 3 3 
SrCr£«:   '              1 V /O 

^ 
to 3. 3 XO 

5 , A/ .-oi v, /-. ^: a 4^ ¥■ V a ^ u 
^ fn«., X 

/ 7.1A-tvt.Wl* 3 
S.fjU^ro it. /V- i^ • "7, ,■ "J-- IXS 

""sZt-^Ki  1/ 1 

(6) Typical itineraries of local merchants! 

MERCHANTS OF 
, CAI - fv^h   5 1. 

9v\ tiu,o<i-t* f* w*. ^'c.; 1L1 1 

MON. 
■^h.j 

TUES. sb.t.\L *Y*1/\X-. /vu'u. L 

WED. 
A\ju\i s.thlhP/ 

ITNTA^JZ lb SVa.  t-tvCcrt 

iii 
T^lXA.^. 

^iL 
^OTJ\- ,   CA>-i>» /<V^t 

THURS 
j-ct^ 

TT^TTZ^ 

1   1 c-,^.>'j. ?», ^- A^ttL. /^yttyvw 

FRI, Q.M. 

^..•M    'M^ ,' SAT. -1 i    <*^*~C*J**L 
Ui 

SUM. 
t^. t',v.r-*^'j~0 

4, -r^ H* 
T 

MOM. 
/xcfw.^ Z/.v /M; A/.A'-v^ 
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3. Political Relations. 

a. With co-ordinate munlcipioa of the Departamento. 

(1) Relations of Official dependence: 

Sunioiplos 
Resource Dependent on 

this 
On which this 
is dependent 

Intendenoia and 
Justice-of-Peace 
S 
School for boys 

School for girls 

Post office 

Telegraph office 

(2) Personal relations through officials: 

Official 
Municiploa 

Prom which the 
official comea 

Xa In which local 
person is official 

Intendente 

Sectefeary 

School-master 

School-master 

School-mistress 

b. With municipio that is the Dept^ capital 
with 

(l) Direct relations of local citizens to officials 
resident there: 

BUSINESS 

Civil actions 
kmrc. Lad. Working Lad.  Indian 

Criminal actions 
Permits & Licenses 
Title registrations 

%  of families represented in year 
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(2) Direct relations of officials resident In Capital 
with citizens here: 

OPPIOIAL No. days per year 

Jefe Politico 

Military Instructor 

Sanitation Inspector 

School Inspector 

(3) Relations of local officials with officials res- 
ident in Capital. 

(a). Non-persoBal coraraunloations: 

Type 
ffrom Capital:  total 

Ko, per week 

Telegrams 
Letters 
Supplies 

To Capital: total 
Telogreqns 
Letters 
Reports 

(b). Visits of local officials to officials 
resident in Capital: 

LOCAL 
OFFICIAL 

No.per To what 
month official 

On what 
business 

Intendente     i 
a         i 

Soctretary     | 
• 

Sindloo 

Comandante 

Regidores 
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o. With Guatemala City; note last three direct com- 
munications with National Oovermnent officials} 

Date To Whom Mode of Gomnmn. By whom Purpose 
& Re stilt 

1 

2- 

5 
-' 

4. Oeremonlal and Religious Relations 

<X. Baptisms: 

OTHKK 

MUNIOIPIO 

No. local 
padrinos 
for chil- 
dren there 

No. Padri- 
nos there 
for local 
children 

Annual no. 
foreigners 
baptised 
here 

Arinual no. 
locals 
baptised 

there 
Lad Ind Lad Ind Lad Ind Lad Ind 

s^^. Z / 

G/t^-tA.t^O t*   , 3 

-J . WJU^tP^I / 

fMUL 

. 

1 
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i. Fiestas 
(f> Outsiders at local fiestas I 

FIESTA DATE Munioipios Represented 
Name Number 

Lad Ind 

<$^.h}"l-e 
JuSy   if S         /'<4tUo r"  zo 

S       L-iA.'&As, 10 

IcrCe-Ct. T^o 
f~xyfv>\st..t,'*tJL4U* 11. 
&L^La.c,Ui t 
$ J-HJls*. ^ 
f.M*A-e<<o )0 
if* ow*, JT 

7~Z.USHA*****-' 3 
LhQ^t-   Vx Jf 

NdU*J^ 6 
SKL*^- 0 * 
fi^, C&su.- £ 
sh t*j-. r. J 
$    li^JtTMA   P -2 
/'/Uv/M^-e.k'^ s 
/'^ivUv * 
>-/9wt»C,     itv~. 5- 
f. fi-Jr^U S^U,. V 
fMJL S 

'-' : 

II   1    1    1  II    llll     III II  II         1 II   III   ■    1 
*_ 

(i).  Local people at fiestas elsewhere* 

AT 
MUNICIPIO FIESTA DATE BQ. of Iggalg 

Lad. Ind. 
T^ UMZ 1/1/ut, 7/^~ "ZV^-u^ 

ALa> 
<,     A.^,--^: 

A,/-. 
r. ^< 
^Zs 
</r. 

5/=.   L/AA-"- 

i-,    /■" 
y.   /^/W^/CVVIA. 

. Mi''y^tJ. 
(Um.tJ.ft, 

AU^u-i... 
Cz-^-Aj-jk 

ftjswX 
ir/^9' 
GkJ- ¥ 
J i*^**. i 3 

(9 of-re 
Ju~+    >? 
JlA^^K    1J/' 

Alrv i 3 
^TTF 
tfliST 
M^  >0 

-? 

J^4   J-3 

F/-^ d 

^. 

^_ 

t/i5 

/o 
3 . /'?r.-,'-n.<t*-->i^* TTT 
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/ 

Ct  Santos. 

('). Outsiders visiting looal santost 

SANTO SiaNIPIOANOE Visitors from No. Vis. 

-J-rtAj/vi*« 
M^j -tfy tytxt* ir 

^rtt/tAt^^^c /> 
X^f^c V 
S.^u. L.    ■ 10 
r, LVJULA fo 
S./kvtwM   !■<■«£ V 

C*J» Local people visiting santos elsewherej 

fo.L     iHo.X MUNICIPIO SAMTO 3I0NIPIGAN0E 

A\  Shamans. 

W.Foreign clients of looal shamans: 

Clients 
«o. Munlclplo 

GJL Looal clients of foreign 
shamans t 
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e. The Church, the priest, and the preacher. 

RREQUENGY THAT 
OTHER 

MUNIOIPIO 
Locals use 
their 

Church 

They use 
local 
Ohuroh 

Local 
Priest 
flpes tiere 

Their P 
oomes 
here 

Local Ev. 
goes 
the** 

Their 
Ev. oomes 
here 

- 

- 

5* Summary of relations* 

The summary-ohart on P. 16 is in the form of a diagram- 
map. Each of the half-inch squares represents a muniolpio; 
this particular municipio is in the exact center. A square 
four-squares-away represents a municipio four munioipios 
removed in the general direction indicated, since the top 
of the page is North. 
Actual distance is not considered in the chart, since 

all municipios are made the same size. 
The "legend" of the "map" is self-explanatory. 
In charting local relations, assume that the pueblo or 

plaza of each municipio is in its center; lines of commun- 
ication that go through the pueblos should go through the 
squares — and a circle in the center of one indicates 
a stop for some purpose more than casual in the pueblo* 
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- 

- -    - -    - - 

• 

- 

o 

- 
. 

Place from which 
foreign Ind. comes 
Place where local 
Ind. now llTes . . 

Route to local 
Market • • .. • 

Route of locals 
to other markets • 
Route of other 
Inda. pansing 
through here • • • 

A 
a 

Route to Depto 
Capital • • . 

Route to Fiesta 
or pilgrimage 

Route of Priest 
to and from 
his home • • 
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SAN MARCOS  LA LAGUNA 

November 9:   At  last   (after waiting  from 7:30—the 

reason we had to wait being that young Weimann,  our prospective 

chauffeur,  had to help with  the loading)  we pushed off .in our 

launch.     The lakejwas   calm and the boat rode beautifully,  and 

fast.     The  distance to San Marcos, however, had been underestimated, 

and following the shoreline it  took us  a full half hour to get 

there   (coming back,   later,  we  came  directly and did it in 20 

minutes).  The beach  at San Marcos is  overgrown with weeds  and we 

had to kill the motor   some 50 feet out  and paddle to the pier. 

During the time that this  took,  a number of Indians  assembled, 

and since the  shore end of the pier is broken away they brought 

a dug-out  canoe in which we could pass  over.   On the  shore,   among 

others, was  the Alcalde with his   staffof office,   and  the combina- 

fttion school-teacher and secretary   (contrary to reports,   a Ladino). 
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They greeted us questioningly, but in friendly-enough fashion. 

I brought out my letter from the Jefe Politico, and the Secretary read 

it and then helped the Alcalde (who is slightly literate) spell-it out. 

They both agreed to cooperate "with much pleasure" and I suggested that 

we see the town. 

The whole town covers a hilly area of not more than a square 

mile, by my guess, and that.seems to end the municipio. Not far from the 

lake, in the lowest part, with hills going up on either side, is what 

might be called the center of town. Close together are the juzgado, 

an adobe-plastered building, and the school, of the same construction. 

On one side is a large church of "rancho" construction — stick and mud 

walls and a thatched roof. San Marcos and two or three other santos are 

within. Across from the juzgado are two ranches housing the school-mistress 

and her mother, as well as the secretary. Between the juzgado and these 

houses there is-a Jtla, with water from a stream above. 

That is all there is to be seen of the town immediately, and 

not an Indian lives within sight. The Indian ranches (there is no' more 

adobe) are scattered on the hills on both sides, and it is a considerable 
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climb and walk from one to another. In a sense," this is a very minature 

Chichicastenango, if the neighboring hills be considered the monte and 

the center the town. However there is no market here at all (the Indians 

buying and selling their few things in Solola, Sta. Lucia, S. Pedro, 

Santiago, and S. Lucas) and presumably the Indians come to the center 

often and irregularly.   

jjaui nutftr.'Ua- 

In the schools there were 21 boys (the teacher says he has 

26, however) and 10 girls, a "few of which can already read and write 

a little. Classes were more or less abandoned when we came, but the 

discipline (or what?) is remarkable, for the children q.uietly kept 

their seats even in the teachers' absence, and rose in unison to say 

good day when we came in. 

When we first came the Alcalde, an intelligent looking man, 

bade us enter the juzgado and be seated. We talked some then and also 

when we came back from our tour of the town. At the school, a young man 

came up and give us half a dozen oranges. (Throughout I kept passing 

out cigars). Everybody was very pleasant and friendly. 

The Secretary-school-master stayed with us all of the time, 

constituting himself our chief informant and guide, especially since 

the Spanish of the other men is very fragmentary. He has been here for 

five years, and has a house and wife in Santiago, which he apparently 
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visits only rarely. He and the others kept apologizing for the' small- 

ness of the town; there are apparently something under 40 households. 

There is a little river that flows down to the lake a hundred 

yards or so away from the Center. I was informed that a few families up 

higher drink~from this water, but there are also 4 pozos, which furnish 

the drinking water for the bulk of the population. The pila in the Center 

is used only by the ladinos. Nobody uses the water from the Lake. 

There is no ^semblance of a store of any kind in the town; we 

saw no evidence of any chickens; there are a few cattle, but no sheep at 

all.  Besides milpa, the chief crops of the town are sugar, oranges and 

limes and other fruit; no vegetables at all are grown, and as far as we 

could make out, none used. 

The women weave their huiPAls and fajas and the men's trousers. 

The rnPn buy their shirts and the women their skirts. Everybody is bare- 

foot. The men all wear long black woolen cloaks, the material for which 

comes from Nahuala or Chichicastenango, but bought in Solola. 

There are no vacant houses. If we should decide to settle here 

we should certainly have to build a place. The native ranches would not 

be suitable for a long stay, and nobody in town can build anything else. 

In short, both materials and artisans would have to be imported — from 

Sta. Lucia, Pamjachel, or San Lucas. This looks like a long-time job. 

The great danger is that it would'take longer to get ourselves fixed 

to live here than it would take to get the town studied. I think the 
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town could be studied to the point where results would no longer pay 

for the time in a couple of months — or possibly three.    The place 

seenis very simple  (there is  only one co|radia (6oncepcion)  and San 

Marcos,  in the church); it is very simll and quite concentrated; material 

and economic life seems quite primitive; there are Erincipales, but with 

that population politics can't be very complicated. 

ISfh factors might make the- study difficult:    The Spanish isn't 

very good;  but they tell us  that about  ten men speak it pretty well, 

and besides the Secretary is bilingual and seems  to get on well with 

the Indians (he would never have been allowed there for five years if 

they didn't like him).    The other difficulty is that all but a dozen of 

the men are away at fincas.    They will be back for a couple of    weeks in 

December,  but will leave again for January and February.-   That doesn't 

mitigate so much against studying the town as against preparing to study 

it by building a house there.    It doesn't appear that there will be enough 

in the town to want to take six months with it.    My imagination sees us 

spending a month or six weeks getting settled — meanwhile commuting to 

the town — only to find that another month finishes the job.    I may be 

too optimistic about our speed,  but I  should hate to take the chance. 

I  spoke to the Secretary, nevertheless, about a house; I asked, 

him if he thinks we would be allowed to build.    He seemed doubtful, but 

when I  suggested that we would be building a house,that the town could 



keep when we left, he thought the Indians would likely agree to such an 

arrangement. I did not approach the Alcalde on the subject, for the 

Secretary said we should go "poco poco" and get acquainted first, which 

seemed good advice. 

3^z) 

When we said goodbye to him in his office, I told the Alcalde 

we would be back in a few days.    He seemed a bit uncertain,  so I brought 

out a dollar watch and gave it to him with a flourish.    When he finally 

was made to realize that it was a present for him, he seemed overwhelmed, 

and when we left he followed us to the pier.    I didn't give the Secretary 

anything because-I didn't want to cheapen dollar watches in San Marcos; 

but I promised him a gift next time we came.    At the pier the Alcalde 

ordered a boy to go get us  oranges,  and we left with them amidst much hand-WAvin^, 

Nov.   19th....   Therefore,  v/e set our launch towards  San 

Marcos;   it was a 35 minute trip,   and we arrived safely.     As 

usual,  we were met at the pier by a large number of  Indians, 

and  the Secretary came down too.     We went to the  "center" 

(as  I call the   section where the juzgado,   church,   and school 

are)   and I began  to make a map.   This is  difficult,  because 

the houses  are scattered on the hillsides  to  the  East  and West. 

No less than  six Indians,  besides  the Intendente  and  the 

Secretary,   accompanied me on my expedition.   I  did the East 

hill first,   and found about 15 houses.   That took almost two 

hours,   and when we finally got back we were too  tired to start 

the other  side.   So we  sat  in the juzgado  and talked.   There 

are practically no women in town today(as  I saw for myself 

while mapping  the place)   and that  is because on Tuesdays  and 

Saturdays they go  to  the  Santa Clara market.   On Thursdays  and 

Sundays they go  to  the Santa Lucia market.  The men usually 

;stay at home,   except 
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when the height of the fruit season comes and they carry the oranges, limes, 

or jocotes to market.    The men meanwhile occupy themselves with their 

milpas  (harvest  is over here, however) or gathering fruit,  or knitting bags 

(for their own use only)  or, as when we are there,  just loafing. 

The town runs its own affairs;  once a year the men fix the roads 

to San Pablo, Santa Lucia, and Tzununa, and whenever anything special must 

be done,  they do  it together.    Tor example, when I was mapping the  town, 

we came upon a house that was fixed up to be the cofradia of Maria Concepcion 

after the fiesta in December.    Later,  we  came to a place in the path directly 

below this house.    We  stopped^and the Indians had a conference.    Somebody 

casually suggested that they clear a path directly to the cofradia, and all 

agreed.    I asked the Intendente if this weren't a lot  of work, and he 

answered it will be nothing because all the men will pitch in and get  it done 

with one effort. 

As I had done  in Sta. Catarina,  I explained Dr. Andrade's work and 

described the wonders of.his machine so that they will be prepared whai   he 

conies.    I think they will talk into the microphone with no difficulty. 

The Indians know that I have been in Chichicastenango, and they 

asked me if I knew any of their language.    I replied that I knew a few words, 

and soon they were giving me a lot  of their own.    The numbers, which are very 

similar to those of Chichicastenango, follow: 
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1. xun 
2. kiep 
3. o/ip 
4. kaxip 
5. xo'op 
6. wakip 

7. wukup 
8. wa/ak'ip 
9. belexep 

10. laxux 
11. xulaxux 
12. kablaxux 

13. o/laxux 
14. kaxlaxux 
15. olaxux 
16. wakilaxux 
17. wukulaxux 
18. maAaxux 

19. leelex laxux 
20. xuvfinak' 
30. xu winak' laxux 
40. kawinak' 
50. nikax siento 
60. arkal 
80. xumutf 

100. xun siento 

The words of greeting are as follows: 

adios - tatsita wi' 
hasta manana    - t/uak'.t/ik (the only one same as Chichioastenango) 
buenas dias      - sekar titata*   (to a man) 

" " - sekar yawa'       (to a woman) 
buenas tardes - /ubakix tata'   (or - yawa') 
buenas noches - /okaka    tata'   (or - yawa') 

The primary kinship terms,  which I did not pursue because I would rather await 

genealogies, were agreed to be as 4BSSBIM4*   cL^njhJ.  tf>v 7M. "hu/f" A***<„, 

This system (incanplate as it is) gives promise of being very interesting, 

especially in comparison with that of Chichioastenango,    which is linguistic- 

ally closely related.    It has a strongly classificatory tendency, where 

Chichioastenango is latgely descriptive,  if I may use these terms in their 

old-fashioned sense.    Yet there is the setting apart of the M B.... 

Incidentally, when I asked about' the word for "my father" I asked 

if they didn't have a word like nekaw as an. alternative.    No, they shook their 

heads;  and then one brightened and said "That's what they say in Santo Tomasl" 

and the others seemed to remember the Chichicastenango word. 
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It was getting time to leave, and I asked if there were anything 

the pueblo needed hadly that I might get them. They thought a while and 

fitially decided that they needed lime with which to paint the school-house. 

They were very shy about asking me to give them anything, but I insisted, 

and asked how much they needed. I finally determined it would cost a dollar, 

and I counted out ten dimes and placed them on the table in front of the 

Intendente, saying it was for lime for the schoolhouse. They thanked me 

profusely, but nobody even touched the money - much less counted it, as they 

would have in Chichicastenango. Furthennore, one of them asked if we 

wiuldn't like some oranges, and the Intendente sent out a couple of boys to 

get us sane. In the end, a boy came back with almost 100 oranges and put 

them in our launch, insisting that we accept the gift.... 

Meanwhile, the Intendente told me that his watch (which I gave him 

last week)~ is no longer running. I asked to see it, and when he brought it, 

it appeared that he had wound it too tightly. I took it, telling him I would 

fix it. If I am not able, I shall give him a new one (telling him I have 

fixed his). 

When we came down to the pier I happened to think of the high weeds 

near the shore, that cause us trouble when we go in or out. I asked if they 

serve any purpose (answer "no") and if they would be hard to cut away, to 

which the answer was they can be mowed down with sticks. With no more than 

this hint, they understood, and the Intendente said he would have a pathway 

cut for our launch. 
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November 21, 1955: We got off early to San Marcos, where we were 

met, as always, by many of the men of the town. I set out immediately to map 

the East part of the "town." Gertrude went along to park in the first Indian 

house that contained a female. I had a very difficult job with the map, due 

to the great irregularity topographically. First there was a long, twisting 

climb, and a few houses; then another twisted climb for a few more houses, 

and so on. I did my best to make some sense out of it, and took hours doing 

so, but I am afraid there will be-hours more work required. I did succeed, 

of course, in putting down all the households, and that was my important 

objective. 

I tried to discover if there are place names for parts of town, 

hoping each group of ranches would be named; all I could find is that the 

West side is called Selema and the East, Tuinimabax. The center is called 

simply pueblo, or patinimit. There is a story here that some time ago 

(before the time of anybody living, or their parents) all of the houses 

were in the valley below, where the plaza is. Then once the river overflowed 

its banks and flooded the town and destroyed the houses. The people then 

-moved to the hillsides and have remained there since. 

In the course of walking around making the map, I met several people, 

among them one Sebastian Martin, who is the first Principal of the town. . He 

is a jolly old fellow who says he is over eighty, and undoubtedly is. We 
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met him resting by the wayside, enroute to San Pablo (a distance of about 2 

kilometers) where he said he was going to visit, but where (we found with more 

questioning) he was going to try to collect money owed him. 

Gertrude had remained in a house where a woman was weaving material 

for her husband's trousers, but she reported later that (except for noting 

that the loom is the same as in Sta. Catarina and in Chichicastenango, and 

observing the furnishings of the house) she got nothing from the woman because 

the woman couldn't speak a word of Spanish. 

Gertrude spent most of her time with the school-mistress in San Marcos. 

One point of interest that she makes is that the school mistress has caused all 

of the girls in school (thus in town) to bob their hair, for reasons of clean- 

liness; and apparently (although long hair is definitely a part of the culture 

in Guatemala) she encountered no objections. 

There is a girl who works in the house of the secretary-school- 

mistressj and this is a form of revolving service, a week at a time for each 

girl; the girl is thus called the "semanera".... There is a jail for women 

"as well as for men, and the school mistress told Gertrude that women were 

jailed when they do not sweep their houses and are lazy, or when they don't 

send their children to school* Neither the school mistress nor her mother 

have anything to do with the Indian women, for the latter live high in the 

hills and the ladinas are not interested enough to climb up. 
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Iffhen we returned from the hills at about 11 A.M., Gertrude sat 

in the plaza with the ladinas, facing the juzgado, and I went into the latter 

with the men. The Intendente always takes his place behind the table when we 

are in the juzgado, and the others of us sit around on the benches that line 

the walls. We began to talk about various things, as usual. I found that \ 

there is no ladino property here at all (in contrast to Sta. Catarina)(ex- 

cept some milpa of the Secretary; further, it appears that all the land is 

communally owned, and that anybody can work a piece of land and get the pro-- 

duce. This may not hold for the fruit industry, and of course is just a hint 

anyway; but it all looks different from the little town across the lake. ; 

Suddenly, as we sat and talked, a woman somewhere in her thirties, 

an Indian of course in the costume of this town, almost ran in, half crying 

and half sobbing. She brought some flowers and laid them on the table. 

Then she got to her knees, amid the silence of all the men, and began to 

talk rapidly, sobbing pitifully all the time. After awhile, she seemed to 

finish her discourse and went around the table to kiss the hands of the In- 

tendente and a couple of men sitting to his right. Then she came back, fell 

on her knees again, and continued her iapassioned story. After awhile she 

rose again, kissed hdnds once more, and kissed the table as well. Then she 

.was finished. The Intendente began to speak, and she put in a sentence 

occasionally; and by this time the other men around began to speak, and soon 

everybody was talking. 

Then the Intendente and others explained the situation to me (al- 

though I had guessed much already). The woman's name is Candelaria Chial, 

and her husband is Jose Sancoz. A short while ago, Jos4 had come home from 
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his work, and had found that his tortillas were not prepared. He had, there- 

fore, proceeded to beat his wife (using only his natural weapons) who had 

therefore run to the juzgado to tell her story and to demand that Jos6 be 

jailed. Her story was that she is a tei&l of the cofradia and had duties to    L 

perform this morning in that capacity; for that reason she couldn't prepare 

food for her husband. Everybody seemed to consider her excuse justified, 

and it was freely prophesied that Jose would go to jail. 

Jos4 was sent for immediately the woman had finished her discourse, 

and in abaut £0 minutes he came. He is rather young looking, and he looked 

sullen. The Intendente put some questions to him, and Jose was soon telling 

his side of the story. She isn't a good wife, and they fight a lot and they want 

to separate. As he talked, his wife broke in a number of times to answer him, 

and the other men arqund entered into the argument too. 

Finally the Intendente made his decision: both would go to jail 

for the night, and tomorrow they would receive sentence, which the Secretary 

told me would be without doubt $1.00 fine for each, to be worked off (if they 

cannot pay') by ten days of labor on local projects — such as roads. The 

two left the room, and soon a young man returned with two keys which he placed 

on thetable. Now, it appeared, both were in jail. Later, when we had left, 

Gertrude (who had sat outside and watched everything) was surprised to hear 

me say that both had gone to jail. The man she saw locked up, but the wanan, 

when she came out of the juzgado, went away, apparently about her business. 

' JLI<\-  -IV ./'•» ' 
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But I didn't know this, and asked who would take care of the children; 

the answer was that relatives would give them food and also bring things to 

the convicts. 

The Intendente and the Secretary are both going to Solola tomorrow 

morning for the day, so I told them we would not return until Saturday. Mean- 

while I also asked if there are any women who speak Spanish at all; and every- 

body began naming somebody else's wife. Bach said his own wife is too bash- 
s 

ful, or has forgotten. I am satisfied that there is enough Spanish spoken by 

the women to enable Gertrude to get along; and it won't be long before she 

can make a desirable connection. 

We left at about noon; noticing as we went that many of the weeds 

in the water have been cut for us; the intendente told us they would finish 

the job tomorrow. 

November 22: We went to San Marcos anyway (although the Secretary 

and Intendente were leaving for Solola) and were surprised to find that only 

the Secretary was absent. We were greeted as usual by the men, and went to 

the juzgado. After a little conversation I said that I wanted to walk around 

town a bit, but told the Intendente I didn't want to take him from his duties. 

I asked that he send a young man to accompany me, and he sent an alguazili 

We then went up the West hill, and I paced distances and tried to measure 

heights, and so on, to fix up the map that I have; and I succeeded to some 

extent. Also, I succeeded in filling in a few of the household cards that 

I had. In this way we passed almost two hours, and then came back to the 

juzgado. 

I asked about the man and wife who were in jail since yesterday, 

and the Intendente said they were still there. It appears that I was right 

and Gertrude (through no fault of hers) wrong; the wife was put in jail, but 

apparently she was allowed to go elsewhere first. Incidentally Gertrude 

yesterday observed the method by which they handle prisoners here. Hanging 

-  * ■ i 
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in the corridor of the juzgado are several whips (heavy sticks with ropes 

alung on each) and when the husband was called for yesterday, two alguaziles 

took-toeir whips and went after him» The husband, as it happened, came in 

without the alguaziles. The whips are apparently a threat to all; while 

Gertrude was sitting with the Maestra, one of the boys from the school ran 

out of the classroom and into the plaza; the maestra shouted at him to go 

back, but he continued to play around in front of the juzgado. Finally, one 

of the alguaziles more or less jokingly took one of the whips and brandished 

it, and the child, seeing this, ran quickly back to the school. 

Anyway, both husband and wife were in jail, and when I asked the 

Intendente when he was going to sentence them, he obliged us imnediately and 

sent for the prisoners. They came in as before, the woman going around to 

kiss the hands of the Intendente and the others (sindico, and rigidores) 

and then kneeling before the table, and the man shaking hands with the 

officials and standing to one side before the table. There was a lot more 

talk on both sides, and together often enough, and after about 20 minutes 

the matter was resolved: both man and wife are fined $2.00, and in lieu of 

payment, 10 days in rji&il and on public work. There was ccnsiderable more 

talk, and finally the husband said he would pay his two dollars, and was 

thereupon free to go; but the wife said she would not pay, and she went 

back to .l&i.l* • 
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The inspector of sanitation is  expected some time soon,   and 

everybody is cleaning up.   As for us,  at about  11:30  the water 

began to get rough and we decided to go.     None too  soon,   either, 

for the water was  quite as rough as we like on our  journey to 

Tzanjuyu. 

November 23:   We went to San Marcos  again early,   and found 

that the Inspector of Sanitation was   there before us.  He told 

us that things  are not  yet perfect  in San Marcos.  The government 

is,  however,  making a strong and apparently successful campaign 

to   clean up the anall towns.  He told us that this year, for the 

first time in several,   there have been more births  than deaths 

in Sta.   Catarina.   The Inspector left very soon for San Pablo. 

Like  yesterday,  I  spent part  of the morning impro.ving my 

map  and getting data on the households.   And like yesterday,  we 

then went   into  the  juzgado.  We noticed that the two  jails were 

full, and it was  explained by the  secretary that most of them 

were in because their houses and  children were not   clean enough 

to   satisfy the requiranents.  Again,   the Intendente obliged us by 

bringing them all to  trial before us. 

First there came in a man  and his wife;   they followed the 

usual procedure,  and it soon appeared! to us that the woman was  com- 

plaining   that her husband had beaten her   (yesterday).   The story was 

as  follows   (and fortunately  I had the  information on their household 

already  and  could  follow ,the tale):  The husband's name is Pablo Sipac, 
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and the wife's Maria Sacach.  They have,  among other  children, 

a widowed daughter named Marcela Sacach,  whose first husband 

was  drowned two years ago  when his  canoe capsized in the lake. 

The parents made arrangements with one Pedro Kiacayin to marry 

the  daufilter;   and he wanted to marry her,   too,   so he gave the 

father a good deal of  liquor.   Intoxicated,  therefore,  Pablo  came 

home and beat his wife.   So now he was here to  receive sentence. 

There was  considerable discussion of the case;   the young 

OTian obviously was not to blame,  for the girl's parents had 

opened negotiations  and it was right  for him to give Pablo 

liquor.   It was brought   out   (irrelevantly,   as far as  I  could  see) 

that the marriag^ifon't go  through because the  girl doesn't want 

it,and there was some discussion about  this,   the conclusion 

being  that  a girl   can't be forced to marry a man.   Finally,  - 

Pablo was fined $1.00,  which he elected to pay. 

i'he next  case was  of three women who had been found 

unsanitary.   One of them put up  some defense:  when the inspector 

had  come,   he had found only one louse in her child's hair—and this 

really isn't bad.   Nevertheless,   after some discussion in which all 

the defendants  talked at  once, it was  decided to fine them; 
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aftor oeano dioouooion-in whioh all tha. do fondant'o talked at once,  it woa 

dnniirlni tn finn fr^gm;  after more argument the fine was set at 25/ a piece. 

The women said they wouldn't pay,  and then there was discussion as to how 

many days they would have to serve,  and it was settled at 2^- days.    The women 

went out and to jail.    Later,  in the middle of the next case, one of them 

returned and  said she had decided to pay the fine. 

The last case was the matter of our old friends,  Candelaris Chial 

and Jos4 Sancoy.    Yesterday we left him free, having paid his $2.00 and 

her in jail.    Now she came in with an infant girl in her arms.    Her husband 

was there too.    The issues at stake were rather confused; in the first place, 

she  claimed that she had her children to take care of and couldn't very well 

remain in jail.    To this, after a lot of argument,  everybody had to agree. 

In the second place,  there was the matter of the  separation-of husband and 

wife.    It was pointed out to the husband that he would have to pay $2 or $3 

a month for the support of the children;  and when he said he would take  the 

children, it was pointed out that under the law he could have custody of 

male children,  but not female, and the womai  has three daughters.    The man 

was rather displeased with this,  of course. 

The discussion on both.these matters was very long; finally, it 

resolved itself into the following: that a man is always responsible for 

the care of his children; that the woman in this case would not (or coilld 

not)  pay her fine,  therefore.had to stay in  jail, therefore could not  take 
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care of the children; thus that the father-should pay her "fine so she could 

care for his children. Jose naturally was not pleased, since he had paid a 

$2 fine already. But finally a compromise satisfactory to all was reached; 

the couple would not separate at all (thus no alimony for the man); the husband 

would pay the wife's fine, and the municipality would reduce that fine from 

$2 to $1. Candelaria and Jose went away together, and the morning's work 

was done. 

Before leaving, I gave the Intendente a new watch to replace the 

one had haa broken (explaining I had sent the broken one to the city and they 

had sent a new one).    I toldiiiem all we would be back next week.    One incident 

I have forgotten to recount:    in the  juzgado, Gertrude was sitting under the 

window,  I  was next to her,  and the  Secretary next  to me on the other side,  of 

a sudden, a strong gust of wind came through the window (directly in front of 

which sat the Indian officials).    The.Secretary politely rose to ask Gertrude 

if he should close the window.    She  said no, she didn't mind; but we then 

asked if the Indians didn't mind.    The Secretary said no,  it wouldn't bother 

them.    I asked if Wind didn't bring, sickness, and he said no.    I then asked if 

the wind wouldn't bring in bad things, and he replied that,  on the contrary, 

it might blow away bad things!     (The Indians, meanwhile, were in the midst 

of one of their discussions and paid no attention to that or subsequent gusts 

of wind that came  through the window). 

We should have paid more attention however, and we should have left 

sooner.     By the time we got  onto the lake  there was a heavy north wind and 

huge waves.  We bounced around fearfully,   and got soaking wet in 
the barfealn. 
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December 1, 1935:    Sunday.    My health somewhat  better, and  the wind 

calmed down,  I decided to make my long-delayed visit  to San Marcos.    Gertrude 

didn't go along, and as it turned out,  it would have been almost as well if I 

hadn't.    Arriving at s. Marcos, we found the pier decorated with leaves and 

flowers in expectation of a visit fran the Jefe.    The Secretary was in Atitlan 

for the day,  but the Intendente and others of my friends were on hand to greet 

us.    VTe all went to  the Juzgado, where the chief topic of conversation was the 

Jefe's arrival.    They had expected him Friday and then yesterday and now .today. 

I told them why he didn't come, and that he might not  be here' until next Fri- 

day..    They had a huge bag of oranges, collected to give to the Jefe, which 

was tinder the table.    They were very disappointed, and picked out half a dozen 

of the best and gave them to me. 

I asked a few questions about the condition of the  jails  (which are 

now empty) and tried to  get more general information,  especially to fill in 

my household data.    But everybody felt lackadaisacal and uncommunicative, so 

I decided  instead  to cheer them up by fulfilling an old promise of mine and 

take them out  in the launch.    In the end, only five of them had the courage 

to get in the boat; and they seemed to enjoy the ride.    After  some ten minutes 

they motioned us to go back, which we did.    They seemed very relieved to get 

out of our much admired infernal machine. 
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V/e went to San Marcos, arriving there at about one o'clock. 

Fortunately our household is now organized so that Gertrude can accom- 

pany me. 

We were met at the pier by only a handful of boys and the 

Secretary. We went to the Plaza. At the juzgado we found nobody. The 

municipal officers were due to come shortly, but were still in their 

homes. The fiesta was not yet started. The church is over to one side, 

and from that direction we heard a drum beating, so I walked over there. 

The drummer was sitting on the grass in front of the church and to the 

right of the entrance (right facing the church). Inside I saw that the 

church (a rancho about 45 feet long by 40 wide, with a thatch roof the 

peak of which was perhaps 35 feet high) was but slightly decorated with 

tissue-paper cuttings. A couple of young men were bringing in armfuls 

of flowers (siempre viva they are called) and after a while one of the 

men unrolled a large mat towards the door and the flowers were placed in 

two'rows upon it. 

The Santa (Maria Concepcion) was already standing near the 

altar, and finally I learned that it had just been brought down from the 

old cofradia, and without ceremony, by the cofrades. Nothing more 

happened in the church, so we went back to the juzgado. Between church 

and juzgado is a bell-tower, and now some boys entered it and began to 

ring the two bells. This, I was given to understand, was to call the 

people. 
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Soon the Intendente came, along with a dozen other men (coming 

separately), and they went into the juzgado and sat around. The talking 

was interpreted for me hy the Secretary, who said the cofradia was invit- 

ing the Intendente and the pueblo to the cofradia and the fiesta. In 

about ten minutes they came out and we all went over to the church. At 

the church door the hats and staffs of the officers were taken by a boy. 

Benches were being carried in, and in the course of the ensuing half hour 

some 30 people had seated themselves within. There was a special large 

chair for the Intendente (near the door) and one for the smdico. The 

rest were on the benches. Aside from ourselves and the Secretary, the 

only foreigners present were two Sta. Lucia Indians who had been engaged 

to sing in the procession. While we were in the church we saw a marimba 

being carried by up to the cofradia. 

As we sat in the church waiting, some young men brought in a 

lot of comhusks and then some fiber (sibuk). The com sheaths were 

placed on the mat between the rows of flowers, and the fiber strewn in 

handfuljts. at various points on the mat. As I sat wondering what symbolism 

was'here — with siemp're viva flowers banking comhusks, and all the rest - 

when I saw that the benches on either side of the mat were now filled with 

young men who sometimes picked up one of the fibers and played with it a 

little. The picture was soj       ' " 
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Soon, almost simultaneously the young men began to pick each 

a handful of flowers-,-a sheath of corn-covering, and a piece of fiber, 

and to make a bouquet by binding a cornhusk wrapper over the stems of 

the flowers with the fiber. As each finished a bouquet he placed it on 

the mat. It took close to a minute for each bouquet, but soon mcr e and 

more of thenureplaced the loose materials on the mat. In the beginning 

the work was done in silence; but as the minutes v/ent by, more and more 

conversation ensued, and soon (quietly) most everybody was talking. 

Three of the other young men around began to decorate bamboo poles, by 

winding com sheaths and then tying the flowers around to cover the 

whole surfaces. These were then tied to foim a sort of frame for the 

front of the case holding S. Marcos. When the young men had finished 

with the flowers, they began to decorate the large cross and everything 

else in sight with them. 

Now, while I was still seated on the bench, two old men brought 

out incense braziers from the locked cupboard, and placed incense within. 

Then thgy set up candles and began to light them. I tried to talk to one 
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of these old men, but he had no Spanish. I did gather that the men who 

had been working in the church before were Mayordomos of the cofradfa, 

and that the young men with the flowers were regidores — in all cases 

past and/or present. 

I saw that drinking was about to begin, and decided to leave 

the church (as some others did). From  outside I saw that the glass and 

the bottle were being passed around in the usual fashion. 

Sitting outside and looking in, I began to think, and an idea 

began to dawn in my mind. In Chichicastenango I had never got to the 

inside of the Indian Politickr-religious organization, but here and in 

Sta. Catarina I have seen quite a bit. It occurred to me now that the 

whole business from Alcalde down to regidores and mayordomos is really 

a hierarchical priesthood, and not really a political organization in 

the usual sense at all. It happens that in the case of the Alcalde some 

political functions imposed by the wider political organization coincide 

with the office but do not materially alter its nature. I have often 

noticed that in this hierarchy there always is a religious attitude (that 

is, the type of formal respect that goes with sacred things) even in 

commonplace social relations — when the officer is in his chair or 

carries his staff. Yet the alcalde may be just a young fellow that one 

would suppose doesn't amount to much. Furthermore, the office normally 

passes to another in a year, and from all I can see, the past-officer 

gets no more particular respect. It .would appear that the office is a 

religious one, and that it entails duties and privileges, and that the 

people who fill them don't so much matter. The office must be filled 

and there is a rotating-grading system of filling it. 
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I do not overlook the fact that the Alcalde is the judge, and 

it may well he that this is not just a superimposition of the wider govern- 

ment. One would suppose that wise men should be chosen judges; and the 

apparent fact that such is not the case supports the view suggested here 

that the man doesn't matter. 

Now in contrast to this there are the principales; these men 

(who are always old men in these towns) don't take part in the cofradia 

or town fiestas. They are in the background. They are not treated with 

that type of formal religious respect, but with the respect that age, 

wisdom, and real power commands. They are it seems to me, not of the 

priesthood, but rather are they real political leaders. When anything 

important comes up, the Principales meet* There seans to be, then, a 

rule-of-old-men. My notion is that I may find that there is thus an 

essential separation of the political and the religious. It will have 

to be investigated.... 

Ue stayed around until it began to grow dark; we were told 

thait there would be a procession to the new cofradia and that there, 

through the night, everybody would drink and dance. We were more or less 

expected to stay over night and see this; but we had no provisions like 

drinking water and no cots or anything on whichto rest. Besides, we 

were told that after the night of drinking and dancing everybody would 

sleep all day tomorrow, to begin the festivities with another procession 

tomorrow night 'and through the night. ' The lake was getting rougher and 

darkness was descending. We had to leave them or stay all night, we felt; 

so we prepared to leave immediately. Tomorrow we plan to come better 
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prepared to stay the whole night if necessary.    I trust that we will not 

have missed much. 

We had an interesting experience before we left..    There are 

thousands of Jocote trees all over  town,  and we have grown to like than. 

We have noticed that everybody takes freely of the fruit to eat, and we 

have been doing the same.    Now, on the way to the lake vi th the Secretary 

and half dozen boys, we  stopped for a minute to eat some jocotes.    A 

couple of the boys stopped- to pick some and the woman owner of the tree 

began to bawl than out.    The boys laughed.    I asked how much they cost, and 

one of them told me a penny•« hundred.    So I took out a penny and put it in 

his hand and said,  "Give it to the woman and we can  take what we want."    He 

looked at  the penny, and than a look almost of horror came over his face, 

and he gave it bade  to me hurriedly.    "Oh,   that's a  sin,"  (pecado) he said. 

"It is sin to sell fruit to  eat."    I got him to elucidate,  and it appears 

I found,  that to sell a cargo is all right,  but to sell a few for eating 

/purposes  (thus- not commercially)  is a sin.    I gathered it was a sin, or not 

nice anyway, for the woman to have been so  stingy, but   still we couldn't 

very well pay her for the fruit. 

I may add that I have never paid for oranges here  (which they 

give us very freely).    Only once I tried to, but quickly desisted with their 

objections. 

Pecanber 8. 1955;  We didn't finally arrive in S.  Marcos until 

5 p.m.   Several young boys met us  at the pier and at the  Plaza we 

saw only the Secretary.  Prom the distance we heard the  sound of  a 

marimba.  The  Secretary had just finished an early supper and was 

spending his time feeling  sad because he hadn't gone to  S.   Pedro 

or Atitlan or somevhere where there is .a fiesta • ——■■■-^ 
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combined with a ladino population. He has heen here for five years and 

feels ever more triste.  I introduced him to the McBrydes, telling him 

that McBryde is of the same company and will study the merchants, etc., 

of S. Marcos. We also began a discussion of a point of economics. McBryde 

has, in his Solola notes, a record of five Indians from here selling mats 

in the market; I told him it was likely his information was wrong, because 

I had not heard of mat making here, and I didn't think they were in the 

business of trading them. The Secretary said they did, indeed, make mats, 

but very rarely (and none at all now), but that only left the point still 

up in the air. (Sta. Catarina is the big mat-making place, and S. Pedro 

and Santiago make some). 

After more conversation we climbed the hill to the cofradia. I 

mentioned (P.  ) that once when I was in this neighborhood the suggestion 

to build a more direct road had been offered. Now I saw that this had not 

been done, and I chafed the Secretary on the laziness of the town; he said 

thqr hadn't been able to round up enough men to do the job. It appears 

that these have been busy weeks in town. 

I had seen the cofradia rancho when it had been just built, and 

now it was the same, a rancho unfilled with mud. It was dark now, and we 

saw that something was going on inside. There were a half dozen Indians 

outside, and one of than — drunk — greeted me in friendly fashion and 

told me I could not yet enter the house because there were costumbres going 

on inside. I poked my head in the door, nevertheless, and word was sent to 

the Intendente that I was outside and he immediately relayed an invitation 

for me to come in. lOnce in, I told him I had friends, and soon we were.all 
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inside.    This is the picture that met the eye in the candlelight: 
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I'came and sat to the right of the Intendente  (the honored position) and 

Gertrude and the McBrydes. found seats on the other side of the same table. 

Huge Jicaras of atol were placed before each Indian (full to  the brim and 

holding,  I judge, about a quslrt) and on a leaf next to each, a patty of 

some white mashed seed.  I will mention now that the Intendente made a 

great point of telling me that the atol here was made of nixtefliaal boiled 

with ashes rather than lime, and that later the Secretary said this  is 

not  true,  for he had tasted it and knows the difference.  (Even if it were 

made with ashes,  and I am inclined to believe that,  it would not mean much; 

for in Chichicastenango, at least,  they always make atol with ashes when 

there is a large quantity to make and with lime    when only a family supply 

is needed).    The Intendente also said that the stuff on the leaves is ground 

up cacao,  which doesn't seem right  to me,  because  it was white in color, 

and looked  just like the pflta/te seed I had had in similar circumstances 

in Sta. Catarina (P.       ). 
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When we came in, all of the Indians were fairly silent, a little 

drunk, and feeling the formality of the occasion. The Intendente had had 

more than some of the others, and was in the "pal, old pal" stage when I 

sat down next to him. He was communicative enough, but not very intelli- 

gible. ■ For example, he didn't even touch his atol or his seed-paste, and 

most of the others just took a little bit, and yet the mayordomo who served 

soon took the stuff all away; and when I eisked the Intendente for an ex- 

planation I could learn nothing. Before the atol was taken away, the 

Intendente asked us if we didn't want some. Looking at the size of the 

jicaras, we replied that we like it all right but we had just eaten, a lie. 

McBryde had brought a camera and one flash-bulb, and everybody 

was so cordial (and lifted by the aguardiente) that I thought there was an 

opportunity and it would be nice to get a picture of the group. I asked 

the Intendente in a loud voice how the people would like to have a nice 

picture for a remembrance. He replied it would be very nice, and could 

be. put on the wall there, but, unfortunately, he didn't have a canera. 

Everybody sighed, so I offered the suggestion that as it happened McBryde 

had one, and even had a light to make it just like the middle of the day. 

He said all right, and after some delay, McBryde took his picture from 

the. doorway. The flash of light seemed to interest and amuse the Indians. 

When it had cooled, I took the used-up flashbulb and presented 

it with a flourish to the Intendente — a present for him and the pueblo. 

I explained that when thrown against.stone it would make a noise like a 
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rocket. He accepted graciously and passed it around to the others, who 

felt the bulb and held it to their ears to see if there were noise. 

When the atol was gone from the tables, these too were removed, 

and there was a general shifting of population. Near our wall sane men 

dug holes and placed poles in them, then put up cross poles; a marimba 

had been brought in and this was a wall to protect the instrument frcm 

the dancers. Everybody seemed afraid we would now leave, so all began to 

tell us that women were going to dance and we should stay. 

At about 8:00 P.M. a mat was brought in and soon eleven women, 

chiefly young ones, filed in and after each had kissed the hands of the 

officials who sat on the opposite side of the room, they sat in a half 

circle, thus:  

"<■ Hib^ 
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"Before them sat, half stupified from drink, the male members of the cofradia 

(in all, 8: Alcalde-Cofradia, Juez-Cofradia, aksip  (secretary-cofradia), and 

5 mayordomos.    The latter were sitting by the santa when not occupied with 

errands;  one of them now poured liquor for the women, four rounds in all 

(and the women then paid him,  each 10#, for what they drank).    The four 

1    l 
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highest women now rose to dance; but first there was a long speech by 

the Intendente, which the Secretary told me consisted of instructions 

and advice,  and there was some discussion. 

The first piece on the marimba lasted more than half-an-hour, 

and the four uromen danced (separately) throughout  the piece.    Then all 

kissed the hands of officers once more,  sat and had more liquor,  and 

then the next four got up to dance.    Later, men would  also  dance  (by this 

time all were drunk) but we decided to leave at about  ten p.m.,  since we 

were hungry,  and by this time a    bit bored. 

I was told that last night was men's night and tonight ladies' 

night.    There was a procession from Church to  cofradik last night,  but 

none at all tonight. 

Dec . T^JllL 
In the  afternoon Sol and I went to San Marcos.    Sol will write 

an account of our journey,  but I want to tell a story of observation 

rewarded.    The bare feet of the Indiana in Guatemala have always fas- 

cinated me,  because they look so wide. . I  can never quite believe that 

there are only five toes on each, and I always catch myself counting 

toes.    Sure enough this afternoon, in the juzgado at San Marcos, I 

found a pair of feet with six toes each.... 

(Mr.. Tax) 

(It appears that all of the evidence presented points In one 

'     direction:  formerly all Indians had six toes,  but most  of them have 

lost one and have only the breadth of their feet to  show for their 

former estate I) > 

It was 17 days since we had been to San Marcos,  and we knew 

that if we didn't go  to renew our friendship    now,  we would not have 
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another chance before Dr. Andrade comes. We were greeted very well 

as old friends for whom they had almost given up hope. The Intendente 

personally dashed away to pick us seme oranges. We stayed around the 

Plaza .all afternoon talking to our friends. We both like San Marcos 

much better than Sta. Catarina, and always have; it is much cleaner, 

and has an appearance of well-being where Sta. Catarina looks poor. 

The people themselves are much cleaner and neater. Even the ladinos 

seem to be of a better class. The maeatra and her mother have gone 

away for Christmas, but the Secretary-school-teacher is here tending 

to business. He will go home (to Atitlan) tomorrow evening and will 

be back early Thursday morning. It is a relief to feel his attitude 

towards hia school, for he takes his job seriously, and not only teaches 

the children their lessons, but examines them on native handicraft. 

He proudly showed us some vari-colored rope that they had made, and 

gave us a sample. The town is much more wholesome than the one across 

the lake. * 

I wonder how much the difference in natural resources has to • 

do with it?    I rather suspect from.the evidence that the cause-and- 

effect is the other way around.    With the wholesomeness here goes a 

community spirit (I think) unmatched in Sta.  Catarina.    Here the land  . 

(not the fruit trees, however)  for milpa is held comnunally,  and any-1 

body can plant as much as he wishes.    The town is thus rich, for people 

can have as much com as their efforts will bring (besides having the 

proceeds of the fruit and fish).    Now I do not think'there is more 
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land here than around Sta. Catarina, but there mUch of the land is 

owned by ladinos.    If there had been more community spirit in Sta. 

Catarina perhaps the  ladinos would never have been able to buy the 

land, even if it were still owned privately.    Of course this argument 

leads nowhere,   except  that it raises the question of the basic differ- 

ences between the two similar towns. 

Another difference is that  in Santa Catarina there is no attempt 

(except in clothes)  to put any beauty into handicraft. 

December 23.(con'b) They make twine and bags and so on,  but.all is 

utterly plain.    In S. Marcos, on    the other hand, the boys spend a 

lot of    time sitting around and making pretty colored bags (colors 

by raeans of aniline).    Even the rope (as I mentioned)  is twined of 

different colored strands. 

We examined the bags that  were being made.    I had called Hi em 

"knitted" before because sticks were involved.    But now Gertrude, at 

^east,  saw that they weren't knitted at all, but rather crocheted. 

However, no crocheting needle is used,  and the work is done by hand, 

with the sticks used to keep track of the  rows of loops.  • Gertrude 

sat down and did a row for a boy.    Perhaps we  shall get a crocheting 

needle in the Capital and see if the boys will take to an obvious  . 

labor-saving device when they Really make  the bags chiefly to while 

away the time anyway (they never sell' them). 



Tomorrow night there will be something  of a fiesta here;   there        -^O Q 

will be dancing in the  cofradia  (such as we witnessed)  and also  they 

will,  at midnight,  take el nino, & little aanto now resting in a dec- 

orated corner of the Secretary's bedroom,  to the church,  signalling 

thus the birth of Christ. 

Meanwhile today a butcher is here from San Pablo, selling meat. 

He brought a young bull early this morning and slaughtered it here. 

Now the head was in the Secretary's house,  together with 3 quarters 

of the animal; the other quarter was back of the  juzgado, hanging from 

a rafter of a little arbor where the butcher had set up his scales 

and was open for business;  the hide was drying in the sun nearby,  and 

the bladder, blown full of air, was being kicked around by the little 

boys of the town.    Business wasn't rushing.    The butcher explained 

that he had been given permission to do the business by the Intendente. 

He will probably seiT all of his meat at 5^ a pound today and tomorrow. 

For Concepcion he  sold two animals in this way. 
feoruary  j.^.  jL^ao;     xix a.   Marcos  we were greeted as 

long-lost friends.   Dr.   Andrade, using the young  "interpreter" 

as infomant,   went  through a small  questionnaire.   I might 

mention that he finds  tfct at the  division of  Cahchiquel-Zutugil 

(Panajachel-Atitlan)  highly  exaggerated,   and now he finds that 

S.   Marcos is  closer to  Cahchiquel than Zutugil and is   certainly 

not  much like  Quiche  (of Chichicastenango,   Totonicapan,   etc.) 

So-called Quiche probably does not   extend to  the lake. 

Miss  Telling painted the sfndloo;  we,   meanwhile,  talked 

to the Intendente  and others,  but  didn't try to get much informa- 

tion in the day  that we have.     Andrade can spend only a day in 

each of the  towns now,  not time enough for us  to  do much.     We 

shall go   along,  but  chiefly to make  and keep up  connections. 
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March 15,   1956:     Spent the morning in S.   Marcos,  as promised., 

The marimba played outside the juzgado,  and the new regidores 

(2 of them)  were inducted into office with a simple  ceremony of 

the Intendente's  charging  therpfoith their duties  and  their replying. 

The few others in the juzgado  didn't respect  anybody's  speeches 

and  though formal in a sense,   the-proceeding was most informal 

in the sense that it was  individual.   One man on the   sidelines 

(who was  a regidor passing out)  began to  complain,  when 

another was talking,  of the fact  that the other retiring regidor 

had gone out Instead of staying for the ceremoniea 

•   April 25. 1956;     This is  the day of the Titular Fiesta 

in S.   Marcos,  and we  spent the day   there.   The Venados  dance 

was given   (or  is being given),  the first  time we have seen it. 

Three marimbas   (one at the Juzgado,  one for the dance in the 

Plaza,  and one in the cofradia)  were  going,  and there were 

many visitors in town. 

San Marcos la Laguna 

Don Pancho,   (the Secretary-schoolteacher)   said,   anent 

the change of Secretaries  in Sta.   Cruz,   that the ladinos of 

S.   Jose had already bought 40  cuerdas of level land  suitable 

for  coffee,   and that he simply wanted about 4  cuerdas of lefta 

land up  in the  hills;   for this   (communal property)  he was . 

going  to pay to  fix the  church —  a matter of about #64.00. 

Everybody approved  except 8   Indians,   enemies of the  Secretary, 

and they got him out on the issue. 
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Tzununa 

On the way home from San Marcos,   I stopped in at Tzunund 

to  see the town.  There is no pier,   and the beach is  shallow,   so 

we couldn't moor our boat  at  all.  We stayed some 20  foet out 

and asked for  a  canoe to  come  andj^e* us.   There were no canoes. 

I was  about to prepare to wade  in myself when several  Indians 

waded out to  us.   They said, the  Alcalde  (meaning Auxiliari)  was 

in Santa Cruz,   so  I  thought it  would b'e better to postpone a 

first  visit to the  town until  I could find him there.   I 

therefore simply bargained with the few Indians and bought 

100 large oranges  for 16-1/2 cents.   They had to go pick them, 

and when they returned we set  out  for home. 

Tzununa,  it will be remembered,   is  technically  an  "aldea" 

of Sta.   Cruz.   It has, however,  a juzgado  and a school of its  ovm. 

It lacks  a church.   It is  situatecj/in a valley the greater part of 

which is planted with fruit  —  chiefly oranges,   limes,   and 

jocotes.   The  oranges are among the best in Guatemala.   The 

houses  of the people are all situatedln a small block up high 

on the South wall of the valley,  and there appear to be some 

thirty of them.   Like San Marcos,  the municipal buildings  are in 

the center of the valley,  not far frcm the  shore. 
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SANTA CRUZ 

Young Weymann offered to  take us to Santa Cruz, 

and we decided to go,  although It was  close to  10 A.M. 

by this time.   The itntor on the launch is  really hard to 

start sometimes,  and  it took Chito   (for  so he is  called 

here) .about fifteen minutes  to get it going,  but then 

it was only fifteen minutes more to  Santa Cruz. 

Santa Cruz is situated on a high point between two 

barrancas,   several hundred yards back of the water's edge, 

but perhaps  a thousand ffeet above lake  level,  perhaps  even 

1500 feet.   Along the shore there are fruit trees,  other 

vegetation,  and milpas,  but there are no  dwellings   except 

in the small  area above.   As we came to  the pier,  several 

canoes^full of  Indians,   seeing our  approach, paddled closer, 

and when they  gave no  indication of coming to us,  we hailed them. 

Fortunately, the  Secretary was  in one of the canoes,  and when 

we told him that we came to visit the town, he  came  ashore. 

I  showed him my  letter from the Jefe and he put himself  at our 

service.   TheIndians   around seemed to show no interest in us  and 

refused to become  friendly,   although of   course there was no 

evident hostility either. 

The Secretary,   one Indian,  Chito,  Gertrude  and I began the 

ascent.   The path Is very  steep,   and  at least a mile long,   and 

the sun being  very bright,  the climbwas  very difficult. 

We   (finally)   came to the   "plaza"  and went  into  the 

juzgado,   and I set out with the Secretary to see the town. 
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A stone church on one side, and the juzgado arid school building on 

the other, with the Secretary's home in a corner, the plaza is chiefly 

distinguished ty its cleanliness and by a large piltLin the center. I 

was assured that all of the Indians as well "as the two ladinos in town 

use the pila for all purposes and find it sufficient. In the corridor of 

the juzgado an Indian Marimba was playing, lackidaisically, with no audience 

except us.  (Before v/e left, however, enough men had gathered in the corridor 

to render my supply of cigars insufficient). 

In the church there were a few santos, including the Cruz (fiesta 

day, May 3rd); and I was told that there are four cofradias. . 

The town sis different from San Marcos; there is an exceedingly 

small and irregular area in which dwelling houses are piled thick and 

close, with little semblance of streets. \I was told that all of the 

people live right here and have their railpas around. Besides maize and 

beans, they grow onions, and a few fruits. But the aldea of Tzununef is 

part of Santa Cruz, and many of those who live in Tzununa' have houses 

here which they use when1they come for the fiesta, which lasts a week. 

The population is a little under 400 in the town itself, but 

about 40 men, some with their families, are working temporarily'on a finca. 

Santa Cruz has no market or market-day; they patronize chiefly 

the Solola and Panajachel markets, going to the latter in canoes. 
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The Secretary told me that they speak the same language here as 

in San Marcos, but insisted this is different from those of Santiago and 

San Pedro, as well as of Solola. The Secretary has been here for ten years, 

and lives alone; there is a "mixed" school, and the school-mistress is a 

middle-aged ladino who also lives here alone.  They are the only ladinos. 

(The Secretary's name is Nazario Magarino C. and he does not seem as 

intelligent as the man in San Marcos). 

I told the Secretary that I was coming to study the town; and 

since he impressed me as one who would take order and like it, I didnH 

put it in the form of a question. I asked if there were any empty houses 

around, and the answer was no (but there was a contradiction with the 

statement about the Tzununa people which I didn't press). There certainly 

isn't much room to_build a house as far as I can see. I postponed the 

question of a house (partly because an idea or a plan, has been brewing 

in my mind) and asked if there were horses in town. There are two, it 

appears-, both of which belong to the Secretary. I told him that when we 

came again we would want his horses to meet us at the pier, so we could 

ride up the hill; I would notify him before we came next time, therefore, 

and would pay him for the horses. 

I asked for the Alcalde, and he began to apologize for him, 

saying he is a new one and a young one, etc. I asked to meet him anyway, 

and was.finally introduced to a youth not yet out of his teens certainly, 

and possibly not more than fifteen. There wasn't much point in being 
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overly respectful to  him,  so  I informed him of our plans and 

received his permission.   We were in the  juzgado  now.   I next 

asked if there were Principales, and the secretary said there 

were  some 30 of them.     I asked to  see the highest  one,  but when 

the secretary asked if I wanted one who  can speak Spanish,   I 

compromised.   Soon an old Indian wasbrought in and introduced 

as Pascual Tepaz,   a Principal.   I  explained,   more respectfully, 

what we were here for,  and asked  if we might come  again to see 

and study the very pretty and  interesting town.  He graciously 

said that we might. 

Then,   with all the officials  around,   I pulled out  a dollar 

watch to cement relationships  and presented it formally to the 

Town.   I can't  see why they should need a town clock, but there 

isn't  a watch in the place and it may be a curiosity until it 

runs  out.  They  seemed pleased, and  I told them that  if the town 

cooperated, when we finished our work I would give therty4 bigger 

and better present. 

With that, we made our departure. The Secretary and half a 

dozen Indians followed us to the pier and seemed very friendly 

as we left. 
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